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ชื่อวิทยานิพนธ  การสงเสริมกระบวนการเยยีวยาตนเองโดยการผสมผสานโยคะในผูทีม่ีอาการ
ภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ 

ผูเขียน            นางประภาพร ชูกําเหนดิ 
สาขาวิชา         การพยาบาล (นานาชาติ) 
ปการศึกษา        2552 

บทคัดยอ 
 การศึกษาครั้งนี้มีวัตถุประสงคเพื่อพัฒนารปูแบบการสงเสริมกระบวนการเยียวยาตนเอง
โดยการผสมผสานโยคะในผูที่มีอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดนิหายใจใชเทคนิคการบอกตอ (snowball 

sampling) โดยรวบรวมกลุมตัวอยางที่มคีุณสมบัติตามที่กําหนดจํานวน 15 ราย ศึกษาโดยใช
กระบวนการวจิัยเชิงปฏิบัติการแบบมีสวนรวมซึ่งประกอบดวย การเขาใจสถานการณอยางลึกซึ้ง 
การวางแผน การปฏิบัติ การสังเกต และการสะทอนคิด ทําการศึกษาในอําเภอหาดใหญ จังหวัด
สงขลา ตั้งแตเดือนพฤษภาคม พ.ศ. 2549 ถึงเดือนกุมภาพนัธ พ.ศ. 2550 เก็บขอมูลโดยการสัมภาษณ
เจาะลึก การบนัทึกประจาํวนั การสังเกตอยางมีสวนรวม และการบันทึกภาคสนาม สถานะสุขภาพ
และผลลัพธดานสุขภาพประเมินโดยใชคะแนนรวมของอาการภูมิแพ การวดัออรา และคุณภาพชวีิต 
วิเคราะหขอมูลโดยใชวิธีวิเคราะหเนื้อหาและการสะทอนคิดเปนกลุมและเปนรายบคุคลและสถิติ
เชิงพรรณนา 

รูปแบบการสงเสริมกระบวนการเยียวยาตนเองของบุคคลที่มีอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดิน
หายใจโดยผสมผสานโยคะสูวิถีชีวิตประจําวัน ประกอบดวย 3 ขั้นตอนคือ การเขาใจสถานการณ  
การเรียนรูในการเผชิญและการจัดการกับอาการภูมิแพ และการผสมผสานโยคะในชีวิตประจําวัน 
การรับรูการใหความหมายและการจัดการกับอาการภูมิแพในแตละขั้นตอนมีดังนี้ 

1. การเขาใจสถานการณผูมีอาการรับรูสถานการณคือ อยูอยางทุกขทรมานจากอาการและ
ผลขางเคียงของยาที่ไดรับ  อยูกับความไมแนนอน อยูกับความกลัวและความวิตกกังวล ตองพึ่งพา
ยา และยังคงแสวงหาวิถีทางที่จะจัดการกับอาการดวยตนเองอยางตอเนื่อง  

2. การเรียนรูในการเผชิญและจัดการกับอาการภูมิแพ ในขั้นตอนนี้บุคคลที่มีอาการภูมิแพ
ระบบทางเดินหายใจแบงออกเปน 2 กลุมตามการรับรูความรุนแรงของอาการภูมิแพคือ กลุมที่รับรู
วามีอาการรุนแรง และกลุมที่รับรูวามีอาการปานกลาง ผลการศึกษาพบวาการรับรูจุดเปลี่ยนของ
กลุมที่มีอาการรุนแรงคือ การเรียนรูจากการอยูอยางทุกขทรมานไปสูความสามารถในการควบคุม
อาการไดดีขึ้น ซ่ึงสะทอนจากการเรียนรูการปฏิบัติโยคะจากการใชการผอนคลายอยางลึกและ
หายใจสลับรูจมูก  และการรับรูผลดานบวกของโยคะ  การรับรูจุดเปลี่ยนของกลุมที่มีอาการปาน
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กลางคือการเรียนรูจากการเพิ่มความสามารถในการควบคุมอาการสูการเยียวยาตนเอง ซ่ึงสะทอน
โดย การเรียนรูการปฏิบัติโยคะจากการเขาใจในหลักการของโยคะและเทคนิคในการปฏิบัติ  การ
รับรูผลดานบวกของการฝกปฏิบัติโยคะ และการรับรูการเปลี่ยนแปลงภายในที่เกิดขึ้น ซ่ึงสามารถ
ยืนยันดวยขอมูลเชิงประจักษ   

บุคคลที่มีอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจเรียนรูที่จะควบคุมอาการตามการรับรูความ
รุนแรงของอาการ  กลุมรับรูวามีอาการรุนแรงจัดการกับอาการ โดยเลือกใชโยคะรวมกับการใชยา
และเลือกปฏิบัติทาโยคะที่นุมนวล เชน  ทาผอนคลายอยางลึก และทาหายใจสลับรูจมูก ผูรับรูวามี
อาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจปานกลางเรียนรูในการควบคุมอาการโดยเลือกใชทาโยคะที่
เหมาะสมและหลักการโยคะที่สําคัญ จากการรับรูผลดานบวกของโยคะและการเปลี่ยนแปลงภายใน
ที่เกิดขึ้นจากการฝกโยคะสงผลใหผูมีอาการมีการฝกปฏิบัติโยคะอยางตอเนื่อง 

3. การผสมผสานโยคะในชีวิตประจําวัน ในขั้นตอนนี้บุคคลที่มีอาการภูมิแพรับรูจุดเปลี่ยน
คือ การเรียนรูการเยียวยาโดยการผสมผสานโยคะสูวิถีชีวิตประจําวันซึ่งสะทอนโดยการเรียนรู
วิธีการผสมผสานโยคะเขาสูชีวิตประจําวัน การใชโยคะไดทุกที่ทุกเวลา ความสามารถอยูอยาง
สมดุลและปรองดอง การเขาใจตนเอง การเขาใจผูอ่ืน การคิดเชิงบวก และการสงเสริมการพัฒนา
ดานจิตวิญญาณ  ในแตละขั้นตอนของรูปแบบนี้ยังไดกลาวถึง บทบาทของพยาบาล  บทบาทของผูมี
อาการ  บทบาทของบุคคลที่ใหการสนับสนุน กลยุทธเพื่อสงเสริมกระบวนการเยียวยาตนเอง ปจจัย
เกื้อหนุน ปจจัยที่เปนอุปสรรค และผลลัพธจากการเยียวยาตนเอง   
 ผลจากการศึกษาแสดงใหเหน็วารูปแบบการสงเสริมกระบวนการเยยีวยาตนเองโดยการ
ผสมผสานโยคะชวยใหพยาบาลเขาใจเกีย่วกับกระบวนการเยียวยาตนเองในบุคคลที่มีอาการภูมิแพ
ระบบทางเดินหายใจ และสามารถใชเปนแนวทางในการปฏิบัติการพยาบาลองครวม การศึกษาวจิัย
ในอนาคตควรติดตามการใชรูปแบบนี้ในผูมีอาการภูมิแพและศกึษาความยั่งยืนของการใชรูปแบบนี้ 
และการศึกษาวิจัยในลักษณะคลายกับการศึกษานีใ้นผูปวยเรื้อรังอื่นๆ เพื่อเพิ่มทางเลือกในการดแูล
ผูปวยเรื้อรัง 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to develop a model for enhancing the self-

healing process through integrating yoga practice in persons with allergic respiratory 

symptoms. Snowball sampling was used to recruit 15 participants in accord with the 

inclusion criteria. Participatory action research processes (reconnaissance, planning, 

action, observing, and reflecting) were conducted in Hat Yai, Songkhla from May, 

2006 to February, 2007. Data were collected by in-depth interviews, the writing of 

diaries, participatory observation and taking field notes. The participants’ health 

conditions and health outcomes were assessed using total symptom scores, aura tests, 

and quality of life scores. The data were analyzed by using content analysis, group 

and individual reflection, and descriptive statistics. 

The model for enhancing the process of self-healing through integrating it in 

yoga practice in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms consisted of three steps or 

stages. These were: understanding situations, learning to cope with allergic respiratory 

symptoms, and integrating yoga into daily life.  First, five themes emerged in the 

stage of understanding situations: living with suffering from allergic respiratory 
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symptoms and the side effects of drugs: living with uncertainty; living with fear and 

anxiety; dependence on drugs; and continuing seeking ways for self-management. 

Second, in the stage of learning to cope with allergic respiratory symptoms, 

the participants were categorized into two groups in accord with the perceived 

severity of their symptoms. These were the group with severe symptoms, and the one 

with moderate symptoms. The turning point experienced by the participants with 

severe symptoms was learning from living with suffering the symptoms to an 

increasing sense of control. This was supported by themes including; learning the way 

to practice yoga using deep relaxation and alternate nostril breathing; and perceiving 

the positive effects of yoga. The turning point experienced by the participants with 

moderate symptoms was moving from learning from an increased sense of control to 

self-healing. Three themes emerged at this stage: learning the ways to practice yoga 

by understanding yoga principles and yoga techniques; perceiving the positive effects 

of yoga; and perceiving inner changes as a result of yoga practice through objective 

evidence. 

The participants learned to cope with their symptoms in accord with the 

perceived severity of the symptoms. The participants in the severe group managed 

their symptoms by using yoga complemented with inhalant drugs. They start their 

practice with some gentle yoga postures, such as deep relaxation and alternate nostril 

breathing. The participants in the group with moderate symptom learned to cope with 

their symptoms by using selected sets of yoga postures and yoga principles. As they 

perceived the positive effects and their inner changes resulting yoga practice, the 

participants were encouraged to continue their practice. 
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Third, the participants experienced an important turning point in this step: they 

learned from self-healing to integrating yoga into their daily life. There were seven 

themes that emerged in this step: learning the way to incorporate yoga in their daily 

life; practicing yoga at any time and place; achieving a state of balance and harmony; 

understanding themselves; understanding others; positive thinking; and promoting 

spiritual growth. The descriptions of each of the implementing steps or stages include: 

the nurse’s roles, the participants’ roles, the social supporters’ roles, strategies, 

facilitating factors, inhibiting factors, and self-healing outcomes. 

The findings showed that this model should help nurses gain more 

understanding of the self-healing process in persons with allergic respiratory 

symptoms. It could be used to guide holistic care for patients. Future research is 

needed to follow up the applications of this model and its sustainability. Furthermore, 

similar research should be conducted into other chronic illnesses to extend alternative 

ways of caring.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter explains the background and significance of the problem, the 

purpose of the study, research questions, significance of the study, and the conceptual 

framework. Definitions of the terms used in this study are also clarified.  

 

Background and Significance of the Problem 

Allergic respiratory symptoms are important public health problems. There  

has been an increase in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms in Thailand every 

year (National Statistical office, 2003). The rates for in-patients admitted to hospitals 

according to diseases per 100,000 population by region in 2003 was 162.26 for the 

whole country (excluding Bangkok), and was 214.82 for the southern region 

(Ministry of Public Health, 2004). This high prevalence produces symptoms that 

exact a high cost and have a major effect on the quality of life (Koreck et al., 2005). 

Allergic respiratory symptoms mainly consist of allergic rhinitis and bronchial asthma 

(Carlsen, 2004). The symptoms are characterized by nasal mucosal inflammation 

resulting from early and late phase responses to allergens. These symptoms are 

rhinorrhea, nasal congestion, nasal itching, and sneezing (Rosenwasser, 2002). They 

are systemic symptoms that appear as chronic effects in multiple organ systems          

(Ryan, Levy, Morris, Sheikh, & Walker, 2005). For example, nasal symptoms can cause 

sleep disruption and poor concentration. Many research studies have showed that the 

severity of rhinitis has more of an effect on the quality of life, sleep, daily activities, 
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and work performance over the duration of rhinitis. In moderate/severe rhinitis, more 

than eighty percent of patients report impaired ability to participate in activities 

(Bousquet et al., 2006). 

The allergic respiratory symptoms are a complex illness, which may be 

triggered by a range of different conditions. Emotional stress, dust and dust mites in 

particular, molds, pollens and other inhaled products are known triggers for it. In 

terms of patients’ suffering, socio-economic costs and co-morbidity, the impact of 

allergic symptoms are underestimated (Lewith, 1996).   

There are several methods that are used to treat persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms using conventional technology and medications. These 

medications can create many side effects (Lewith, 1996; Ryan et al., 2005). Because 

they are safe, cheap, and supported by research, complementary therapies are 

increasingly used to manage these symptoms ( Bhattacharya, Pandey, & Verma,  

2002; Birkel & Edgren, 2000; Birkel, & Edgren, 2005; Cooper et al., 2003). They 

include acupuncture, homeopathy, nutritional therapies, yoga, and herbal medicines 

(Lewith, 1996). Yoga has been reported to be successfully used to manage the 

symptoms of persons with allergic respiratory symptoms, which can thus improve 

lung capacity, decrease symptoms, and increase the quality of life (Graham & Blaiss, 

2000).  

Yoga is a complementary therapy that helps a person strive for the perfect 

union of body, mind, and spirit, through a system of postures, breath control, 

relaxation and meditation (Morris, 1998). There is a large variety of physical and 

mental techniques geared toward gaining control over body systems. Yoga is widely 

used for persons with allergic respiratory symptoms and thus helps increase the 
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quality of life (Sabina et al., 2005). Anecdotal evidence favors yoga’s effectiveness as 

an adjunctive treatment for persons with allergic respiratory symptoms, and this is 

supported by physiologically based theories of mechanisms of action. Yogic practices 

promote relaxation, reduce sympathetic activity and reactivity (Cooper, 2003; Girodo,  

Ekstrand, & Metivier, 1992;  Visweswaraiah & Telles, 2004), and reduces the use of 

medical treatment.  Moreover, holistic practitioners have successfully used yoga to 

control respiratory ailments. Research has shown that a fifteen-week program of yoga 

that included physical posture, breathing techniques, and relaxation significantly 

improved pulmonary functions (Birkel & Edgren, 2000; Mandanmohan, Jatiya, 

Udupa, & Bhavanani,  2003; Manocha, Marks, Kenchington, Perters, & Salome,  

2002; Yadav & Das, 2001). From the results of the previous studies showed that yoga 

practice may help the persons with allergic respiratory symptoms to heal themselves. 

Commonly practiced yoga methods are pranayama (controlled deep breathing), asanas 

(physical postures) and dhyana (meditation) mixed in varying proportions with 

differing philosophic ideas (Yardi, 2001). Therefore integrating yoga practice for self-

healing, this study includes the following components of yoga: pranayama, asanas, 

relaxation and meditation.  

Self-healing is defined as a process and outcome, and has been described in 

several places in the literature relating to yoga (Guthrie, 2005; Herrick & Ainsworth, 

2000; Keegan, 2001; Taylor, 2003). This concept appears central to the phenomenon 

of energy based therapies and appears to be the root of complementary and alternative 

therapies using medicine (Robb, 2006). The processes of self-healing are natural 

processes, occurring from within, restoring balance to systems, using the capacity for 

self diagnosis and repair. They are the process of union of physical, psychological, 
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social, and spiritual aspects. They provide an individual, unique experience, and 

involve active processes in which clients take responsibility for their own health. The 

consequences or outcomes of self-healing are balance, wholeness, relaxation, and 

harmony (Glaister, 2001; Quinn, 2000; Thorpe & Barsky, 2001; Robb, 2006). A 

variety of complementary therapies can be used to assist in the healing process. These 

therapies include meditation, relaxation, imagery, hypnosis, yoga, tai chi, energetic 

touch therapies, acupressure, reflexology, healing prayer, and shamanism (Quinn, 

2000).  

Yoga can be used to re-channel energy in the self-healing process. Nurses can 

integrate yoga as part of the self-healing process.  It is a catalyst that is necessary to 

make the process happen. The following is an explanation of how and why yoga 

postures (asanas) keep the body in the best possible health. The specific positions and 

movements were designed to strengthen and stretch the back musculature to achieve 

perfect balance. In addition, chakras are described as energy centers which are only 

opened by serious spiritual practice, including awakening of the Kundalini energy. 

Yoga releases tension, improves flexibility, maximizes the flow of energy, and 

restores a sense of balance and calmness. All the techniques of yoga provide a total 

approach to life, health and healing. The tools of yoga are techniques for discovering 

the truth of life within ourselves (Page, 2005). For many, the path of yoga opens up to 

us the idea of a link between the body and emotions.  

In the yogic view, the human being exists simultaneously on many levels; 

these levels or sheaths of existence are called the koshas. The koshas include the 

physical body (anamayakosha), the vital or energy body (pranamayakosha), the mind 

or emotional body (manomayakosha), the intellect or wisdom body (vjanamayakosha), 
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and the bliss body (anandamayakosha). Yoga practices are mindful. Yoga  postures, 

breath control, sound, relaxation and meditation bring the koshas into alignment 

(Coombe, 2005; Nagarathna, R., Nagendra, H., & Monro, R., 2002). Moreover, yoga 

practice can influence psychoneuroimmunologic functions, which are identified as the 

numerous mechanisms through which the central nervous system and immune system 

interact. It includes direct anatomical linkages and soluble neuroendocrine derived 

products. This mechanism is supported through the promotion of several nursing 

interventions such as relaxation training, progressive muscle relaxation, guided 

imagery and touch therapy (Ader, 2001; Prolo et al., 2002; Zeller,  McCain, & 

Swanson, 1996).  In conclusion, yoga is an old system of natural self-healing that 

improves immune functions and involves controlling the subtle energies through the 

transformational methods of asanas, pranayama (breath control), and relaxation.  

In current public health philosophy there has been a shift in health care away 

from cure-oriented to healing-oriented care and this provides more opportunities to 

enhance self-healing processes that include yoga to help persons with chronic illness. 

Yoga has been reported to be successfully used to manage the symptoms of persons 

with allergic respiratory symptoms, but most studies have focused on physical 

improvement. This study explores the holistic outcomes of yoga in persons with 

allergic respiratory symptoms, and emphasizes nursing roles in facilitating 

participants’ healing processes. However, there are no clear guidelines for nurses who 

may wish to use yoga in their nursing practice, especially for persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms. For this study, yoga was used for persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms to enhance self-healing processes through integrating yoga 

practice. In order to gain sustainable and suitable knowledge for the study, Yoga 
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philosophy, and participatory action research, provided the theoretical and 

methodological framework for knowledge development. The researcher employed the 

philosophy of critical social sciences and Hatha yoga to develop this study and its 

focus on participatory action research. This is because the philosophy of this 

methodology is congruent with the philosophy of yoga. 

Participatory action research consists of four phases: reconnaissance, planning, 

acting and observing, and reflecting. These research activities exist interdependently 

and follow each other in a cycle (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988; McTaggart, 1997). 

The objectives of the study were to combine knowledge and action that were directly 

useful to persons with allergic respiratory symptoms and, through research, to see 

how self-healing could improve the quality of their lives. The nurse requires such a 

model to care better for persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. It is hoped that 

the results of this study provide guidelines for nurses who wish to enhance self-

healing processes through integrating yoga practice for persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms, and to help them maintain balance in their lives. 

 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study was to develop a model of enhancing the process of 

self-healing through integrating yoga practice in persons with allergic respiratory 

symptoms. 
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Research Questions 

This study attempted to answer the following questions: 

1. What is an appropriate model of enhancing the process of self-healing 

through integrating yoga practice in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms? 

2. How can nurses enhance the process of self-healing through integrating 

yoga practice? 

 

Significance of the Study 

The study is significant because it intended to: 

1. gain more understanding the process of self-healing in persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms; 

2. enhance self-healing process through integrating yoga practice for persons 

with allergic respiratory symptoms; 

3. illustrate the development of nursing knowledge that integrates eastern 

therapeutics from the participants’ perspective. 

 

Conceptual Framework 

This study aimed to develop a model of enhancing the process of self-healing 

through integrating yoga practice in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. 

Yoga, using the philosophy of Hatha yoga which emphasizes on mind-body 

connection provided the theoretical framework. Yoga is a feature of an ancient 

science that focuses on health and wellness at all levels of the person: physical, 

psychological and spiritual.  The associated process leads progressively to higher 

stages of health and awareness (Cameron & Parker, 2004; Sadhakas, 1999). Hatha 
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yoga offer guidelines for living a valuable and positive life. In fact, from the 

perspective of yoga, this raising of consciousness or heightening of awareness is the 

ultimate definition of health through the process of mind-body connection which 

guiding by practicing asanas, pranayama, and relaxation. The meaning of illness is 

to point back towards greater awareness and balance.  

Self-healing in this study is considered as process and outcomes. It is process 

of bringing parts of one’s self together at a deep level of inner knowledge. Self-

healing describes a process that facilitates health and restores harmony and balance 

between the mind and the body (Glaister, 2001). It is an individualized process that 

happens over time and begins with acceptance and originates from within persons. It 

describes an individualized dynamic process that facilitates health and restores 

harmony and balance between the mind and the body. It is considered as outcomes. 

The self-healing results are an integrated, balanced whole with each part having equal 

importance and value and attainable inner peace. Healing presence and energy refers a 

deep emotional presence that enhances recovery and repair. In briefly, the self-healing 

as outcomes are balance, wholeness, relaxation, and harmony.  

 Yoga is brought to integrate with nursing for the process of self-healing in the 

persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. The specific postures are designed to 

strengthen and stretch the musculature back to perfect balance. In Hatha yoga: asanas, 

pranayama (breath control), and relaxation can motivate chakras in the body, which 

are described as energy centers and only opened by serious spiritual practice, 

including awakening of the energy. This allows a more healthful state to be 

experienced and allows the mind to become more calm, balance, and harmony. Yoga 

practice also influence psychoneuroimmunologic functions. It includes direct 
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anatomical linkages and soluble neuroendocrine derived products. Yoga practice may 

improve the individual's self-healing by direct actions toward homeostatic 

stabilization of the autonomic nervous system. Self-healing of each person can occur 

when the nervous system is in homeostatic balance, individuals will feel an enhanced 

sense of well-being, be more effective in coping with their conditions of living, and 

therefore be less susceptible to stress-induced illness. (Walling, 2006; Zeller, et al., 1996).  

Holistic nursing is nursing practice which cares for the person as an integrated, 

holistic human being, inseparable and integral with the environment in order to heal 

the whole person from birth to death. The researcher used holistic nursing for 

the enhancement of healing the whole person. Holistic nurses can identify the 

interrelationships of the bio-psycho-social-spiritual dimensions of the person, recognize 

that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, and understand the individual as a 

unitary whole in mutual process with the environment. (Dossey & Guzzetta, 2005). 

This study is the process of enhancing of self-healing. The nurse uses the 

critical thinking process for directing practice. She took on many roles to participate 

in the process such as facilitator, educator, assessor, coordinator, and collaborator. 

She also helped empower the persons with allergic respiratory symptoms to focus 

their minds on their postures and breathing. When the persons feel calm and in 

harmony, the immune system increases and then their health can improve. 

The methodological conceptual framework guided this research study was 

participatory action research.  Participatory action research is a form of qualitative 

research that seeks to understand human experiences (Olshansky et al., 2005). 

Participatory action research treats people as autonomous and responsible agents who 

actively participate with the investigators throughout the research process, possibly in 
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order to improve the conditions of their lives (McTaggart, 1997). Seymour-Rolls and 

Hughes (2000) described participatory action research as consisting of reflecting, 

planning, acting, and observing. Reflecting refers to focusing on the shared concerns 

of the members of the research team with a view to clearly defining the research 

problem being studied. Planning refers to the process of developing the strategies 

involved in conducting the research project. Acting refers to the actual 

implementation of the strategies developed in the planning process. As with reflecting 

and planning, the participants are involved in the actual implementation of the 

research, thus leading to enhanced communication among all the participants in the 

research. Observing refers to the analysis of data and is very much intertwined with 

the operational moments. In the analysis of data, it is likely that the data analysis 

reflects the perspectives of the research participants. All four of these stages actually 

occur several times, as there are several cycles involved and each of these stages 

occurs as part of each cycle. According to Wong and Chow (2004), participatory 

action research consists of three key features: first, a commitment to liberating 

courses of action; second, a commitment to honoring the lived experience and 

knowledge of the people involved; and third, a commitment to genuine collaboration 

in the research.  

This research aimed to develop a model of enhancing the process of self-

healing through integrating yoga practice by moving through a complete cycle of 

reconnaissance, planning, acting and observing, reflecting, and revising of the 

processes. This process was based on the basic themes of empowerment, collaboration, 

acquisition of knowledge, and behavior  change (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988; 

McTaggart, 1997). Reconnaissance includes holding discussions with people with 
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allergic respiratory symptoms to identify a shared concern or problem. Planning is a 

constructive act and arises during discussions among the participants.  The plan must 

be a critically examined course of action for using yoga by the participants in the 

group.  Action happens when the plan for using yoga is applied for self-healing. Most 

important is the action or change that happens in the persons with allergic respiratory 

symptoms. Observation is the part of the process where implementation of the plan is 

observed in the context of the actual situation (McTaggart, 1997). Reflection is used 

to examine, construct, and evaluate throughout the cycle. The interaction between 

researchers and persons with allergic respiratory symptoms follows the action 

research cycle and this helps to create the process of self-healing through integrating 

yoga practice. The persons with allergic respiratory symptoms perceive the effects of 

self-healing such as decreased in symptoms, being more relaxation, peace, calmness, 

and mindfulness.  The indicators of self-healing are evaluated by in-depth interviews, 

self-report forms developed by the researcher, aura monitoring, total symptoms score, 

and assessing the quality of life. The conceptual framework is shown in figure 1. 
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Tentative 
model of 
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healing through 

integrating 
yoga practice  

The model 
of enhancing 
the process 

of self-
healing 
through 

integrating 
yoga 

practice 

- Reflection 
- Self-report 
- Total symptom score 
- Quality of life 
- Aura test 

- In-depth interviews     
- Total symptom score 
- Quality of life 
- Aura test 

- Reflection     
- Self-report 
- Total symptom score 
- Aura test 

Holistic 
nursing 

Hatha
Yoga  

Pilot 
study 

- Identifying the interrelationships of the bio-
psycho-social-spiritual dimensions of the person, 
recognizing that the whole is greater than the 
sum of its parts 
- Understanding the individual as a unitary whole 
in mutual process with the environment. 

Yama is the rules for interpersonal relationships or universal morals 
Niyama is self discipline 
Asana is the re-conditioning of the psycho-physiological mechanism of the body as 
a whole, thereby establishing a harmonious functioning of the body and mind as 
one integrated whole 
Pranayama is the voluntary control of the breathing, control over the respiratory 
impulses autonomic nerve impulses which bring about emotional stability and 
peace of mind

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of this study 
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Definition of Terms 

Persons with allergic respiratory symptoms: refers to persons who have 

symptoms associated with respiratory allergies. Common symptoms are sneezing, 

rhinorrhea, itchy nose, and nasal congestion, coughing, watery and red eyes. The 

diagnosis has been made by physicians. 

Self-healing: refers to well being made evident by persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms having decreased allergic symptoms, feeling relaxation, 

peacefulness, calmness and mindfulness.   

Model of enhancing the process of self-healing through yoga practice: refers 

to the set of nursing practices that are integrated with yoga and aims to guide persons 

with allergic respiratory symptoms to reach self-healing. This model is developed 

through mutual collaboration between the researcher and the persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms and is constructed by using participatory action research as a 

process for self-healing in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This review of literature relating to background information has the following 

categories: persons with allergic respiratory symptoms; yoga and allergic respiratory 

symptoms; self- healing; holistic nursing; and participatory action research. 

 

1. Persons with Allergic Respiratory Symptoms 

 
1.1 An overview of allergic respiratory symptoms  

This overview of allergic respiratory symptoms consists of the definition, 

prevalence, causes and mechanisms of the allergy. The term of allergic respiratory 

symptoms refer to many symptoms involving the functioning of the respiratory 

system of people. The respiratory system is one of the most vital systems in the body.  

It provides oxygen, gets rid of the carbon dioxide, and also allows people to speak. 

Any obstruction in the respiratory system can cause a lack of oxygen supply in the 

body. The respiratory system is also often affected by allergies or the immunologic 

reaction to a substance, which is normally harmless. The substance that triggers 

allergic reaction is called an allergen. The most common allergens include pollen, 

dust, molds, food, insect venom, medicines, and latex rubber. Irritants such as 

cigarette smoke, air pollution, and some strong odors can also directly impact on the 

respiratory system and can trigger allergic reaction. In short, allergic respiratory 

symptoms are the effects of immunologic reactions to allergens which impact on the 

functions of respiratory systems. 
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There are many symptoms that occur from allergic reactions. Common 

symptoms are: sneezing; watery eyes; runny or clogged nose; coughing; itching of the 

eyes, nose and throat; dark circles around the eyes; and conjunctivitis. These reactions 

are the body's way of defending itself against bacteria and viruses. These symptoms 

are the results of reactions by the immune system. The immune system generates 

immunoglobin E, or IgE, which is specific for the particular allergen that enters the 

body. When the IgE meets its allergen, it binds to the allergen and the cell. The IgE is 

attacked and releases histamine, cytokines or leukotrines, or any powerful 

inflammatory chemical. 

Allergic rhinitis is one type of allergen-induced, IgE-mediated inflammatory 

disease of the nasal mucosa. The development of the disease is characterized by an 

initial sensitization phase to a specific allergen, when no clinical symptoms are 

presented. At later points in time, the encounter of the same allergen by sensitized 

individuals is followed by the elicitation of a specific immune response and the 

activation of effecter mechanisms (Koreck et al., 2005).  

 

1.2 Impact of allergic respiratory symptoms 

Allergic respiratory symptoms affect many aspects of people’s health. The 

severity of the rhinitis affects the participants’ quality of life, sleep, daily activities, 

and work performance. For example, in the study by Bousquet, et al., (2006) 

performed in general practices on a large number of patients with allergic rhinitis in 

primary care, most of the effect was on the quality of life, sleep, daily activities, and 

work performance. 
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Leynaert and colleagues (2000) found that the quality of life is impaired both 

in young adult patients with asthma and in patients with allergic rhinitis. It was 

reported that both asthma and allergic rhinitis were associated with impairment in the 

quality of life, problems with social activities, difficulties with daily activities as a 

result of emotional problems, and poorer mental well-being. 

Sleep in patients with allergic rhinitis was also impaired. Many other studies 

have shown that allergic rhinitis impairs sleep (Graham & Blaiss, 2000; Lawson, 

2003; Workman, 2002a). Sleep was impaired in intermittent and persistent rhinitis, 

and the severity of the rhinitis was more important than its duration.  

Moreover, there are various effects that may result in impaired allergic 

respiratory symptoms. For example, loss of smell is a common symptom in allergic 

rhinitis. Although it is commonly accepted that work is impaired by allergic rhinitis, 

no extensive study exists in general practices assessing the effect of nasal symptoms 

on work performance (Workman, 2002b).  

 

2. Yoga and Allergic Respiratory Symptoms  

Yoga is one of the complementary therapies which is used for many chronic 

patients. Yoga has developed physical and mental techniques geared to gain control 

over many systems. It is a psycho-philosophical-cultural method of leading one's life 

that alleviates stress, induces relaxation and provides multiple health benefits to the 

person following its system. It is a method of controlling the mind through the union 

of an individual's dormant energy with the universal energy. Commonly practiced 

yoga methods are asanas (physical postures), pranayama (controlled deep breathing) 

and dhyana (meditation) (Yardi, 2001). In short, yoga is a way of life that helps to 
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develop a complete personality and leads to the goal of highest integration of 

physical, mental, emotional balance and stability, and to spiritual development.  

 

2.1 History of yoga  

Yoga is one of the oldest systems of healing. It comes from the Sanskrit word 

“yuj”, meaning to join, which aims for the perfect union of body, mind, and spirit 

through a system of postures, breath control, sounds, meditation, and relaxation 

(Keegan, 2001; Morris, 1998; Nagarathna, et al., 2002). Yoga has been practiced for 

thousands of years in India, where it is a way of life that includes ethical models for 

behavior and mental and physical exercises aimed at producing spiritual 

enlightenment. In summary, yoga is a science and art that has developed from 

Hinduism to become a journey of the body, mind, and spirit on a path towards unity.  

 

2.2 Philosophy of yoga 

 Philosophy is an attempt on the part of the human mind to present the 

problems of existence, life, meaning and values in a comprehensive and consistent 

framework. In the philosophical systems, it emphasizes the mind, particularly in its 

relation to the body. Religious and philosophical approaches, like yoga, aim to 

explain the ultimate nature of the mind (Gharote, 1999). 

Yoga is a way of living, by means of achieving health in body, mind, and 

spirit. The human body is an instrument for journeying through this life. It must be 

kept properly if the mind is to function well. The mind-body connection resonates too 

profoundly with people’s experience to be discounted. It has been shown to 

powerfully influence health outcomes for a wide range of disease processes as well as 
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to improve the quality of life. Holistic health care providers have evolved 

sophisticated means for accessing this profound connection. Mind-body connection 

has gained great popularity with the public and is widely used by the health care 

profession. It has a long history of playing a vital role in both health and healing 

practices. The mind is responsible for what one thinks or believes, and it can have 

either a positive or negative effect on health (Herrick, & Ainsworth, 2000). This turns 

attention to the concept of mind/body healing, whereby the mind can have a 

significant influence on healing. There are various modalities for mind-body 

connection. Faith and belief appear to be key elements in all therapies. A positive 

attitude not only improves outcome but also positively affects the quality of life. 

Yoga is generally considered to be a system of philosophy and adopts a group 

of practices for the attainment of the ultimate goal of emancipation. Patanjali stated in 

his Yoga Sutra that yoga consists of eight interconnected limbs, or aspects of the 

whole, that lead progressively to higher stages of health and awareness (Cameron & 

Parker, 2004; Fritz, 2006; Sadhakas, 1999). The eight limbs are guidelines for living a 

valuable and positive life. The eight limbs of Yoga Sutra are explained by Patanjali as 

follows: 

1. Yama (Moral restraints) 

Yama means the principles of right relationship to the world and 

universal ethics. It consists of Ahimsa, Satya, Asteya, Brahmacarya , and Aparigraha. 

Ahimsa means non-aggression, non-violence, constructive thought and speech. 

Conflict and violence comes out of fear, anger, ignorance, restlessness, and 

selfishness. Ahimsa is practiced through compassion, love, understanding, patience, 

self-love, and worthiness. Satya is to be true to oneself, practicing acceptance rather 
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than judgment in one’s thoughts. Practicing honesty towards oneself provides the 

foundation for honest communication with others. Asteya means: not stealing; 

generosity; cultivating a sense of completeness, self-sufficiency; and letting go of 

cravings. Brahmacharya is moderation, building up and preserving a high level of 

vital energy, channeling emotions, and stepping out of the overindulgence of mind 

(thoughts, intellect). Moreover, people have to practice moderation at all levels such 

as with sex, food, activity, rest and all aspects of daily life. Aparigraha means learning 

the art of non-attachment to material things and the outer world at large. This includes 

non-possessiveness, not being-greedy, satisfying the needs rather than wants, and not 

being attached to material things, possessions, relationships and habits.  

2. Niyama (Moral observances) 

Niyama means the principles of right relationship with the self, 

disciplines, and observances which consists of saucha, santocha, tapa, svadihyyoga, 

and ishvarapranidhana. Saucha means learning the art of purity such as purity of 

body, cleanliness, good food and healthy habits, the practice of consistency in 

thought, speech, and discrimination. Santocha means being content with what is, 

accepting, and making the best out of everything. This practice includes remaining 

calm in the face of success or failure. In this, the state of mind is not dependent on any 

external feedback or event. Tapa, means the art of discipline and spiritual life. This 

includes the willingness and discipline needed for doing whatever is necessary to 

reach a defined goal. This principle can explain the practice of determination to 

pursue a goal and any daily practices, the practice of enthusiasm for the spiritual path, 

and learning discipline in the duties of the outer world. In doing this one gains the 

ability to be disciplined in the inner world. Svadihyyoga means the art of self-
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education, contemplation and study that leads to self-realization. It involves the 

contemplation of the knowledge offered in teachings and scriptures, and an ongoing 

observation of oneself and the activities of the mind. This includes the practice of 

study and reflection on yogic texts, meditation and a desire to want to know the truth. 

Ishvarapranidhana means the practice of willingness to surrender, the letting go of 

righteousness, and the cultivation of faith, dedication and sincerity.  

3. Asana (Postures) 

Asana means the practice of postures. This third limb of yoga is often 

misunderstood to be what yoga is. In fact, it is only one of eight limbs. There are 

many different schools of yoga and the practice of asanas. Due to many factors such 

as age, physical condition, health, previous experience and many other things, the 

recommended practice of asanas would be different from individual to individual. The 

asanas should be modified to serve the highest good of the person rather than the 

person having to adapt to fit into the practice of the asanas. Asanas help develop 

stability in the body, elasticity in the lung fibers and in other parts of the respiratory 

system. 

4. Pranayama (Controlled breathing) 

Pranayama means voluntary control of breathing and control over the 

respiratory impulses. The word pranayama comprises of two roots of prana and 

ayama. Prana means vital energy or life force. Pranayama utilizes breathing to 

influence the flow of prana in the nadis or energy channels of energy body. Moreover, 

these practices also influence purifying, regulating and activate the nadis, thereby 

including physical and mental stability.   
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5. Pratyahara (Sensory withdrawal) 

Pratyahara means to withdraw the senses from the object and to get 

inside or gain control over the senses. By withdrawing attention from the external 

environment and by focusing inwards on the breath and sensations, people ease the 

mind and become more aware of their body. With this awareness and focus they can 

move deeper into the practice of yoga, learning to move through limitations, fears and 

expectations. A key to the practice of pratyahara is the observing of the body, breath 

and sensations.  

6. Dharana (Concentration) 

Dharana means the art of focusing and practicing concentration. 

Dharana translates as the immovable concentration of the mind. The essential idea is 

to direct the concentration or focus of attention in one direction. This is not the forced 

concentration of, for example, solving a difficult mathematics problem. Dharana is a 

much deeper form of concentration. 

7. Dhayana (Meditation) 

Dhyana means deep meditation. Dhyana makes one forget the body 

and the world. It is perfect contemplation. It involves concentration upon a point of 

focus with the intention of knowing the truth about it. 

8. Samadhi (Self-actualization) 

Samadhi means complete absorption and union with our true selves, 

the in-dweller, and the union with higher consciousness. Samadhi literally means to 

bring together and to merge. In samadhi the personal identities completely disappear. 

At the moment of samadhi self does not exist anymore. It is a state of super 
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consciousness and perfect absorption of mind in yoga. Samadhi brings infinite bliss, 

knowledge, peace and liberation. 

In conclusion, the initial disciplining of the people is yama and niyama which 

guide them for morals and ethical behaviors. Asanas help them to develop stability 

and balance in the body. Pranayama influences mental stability and nervous system.  

Pratyahara, dharana, dhayana, and Samadhi would bring the people to higher 

consciousness. The main philosophy of yoga is that the mind, body, and spirit are all 

one and cannot be clearly separated. According to the Yoga Sutras, the ultimate aim 

of yoga is to reach freedom. This is the experience of one's innermost being or soul. 

When this level of awareness is achieved, one becomes free of the chains of cause and 

effect which send the people to continual reincarnation. 

 

2.3 Yoga and health 

Yoga is ultimately the discovery of the mystery and magic of our own daily 

lives. All of the techniques of yoga provide a total approach to life, health and 

healing. The tools of yoga are techniques for discovering the truth of life within 

ourselves. This truth is the water of life and, in order to share it with others, we need 

to drink fully and deeply ourselves. In order to be well, people need to live well, 

which includes opening the hearts to ourselves, to others and to life (Page, 2005). The 

integration of the person at all of these levels is the domain of yoga therapy. For 

many, the path of yoga opens up to the idea of a link between the body and emotion.  

The heart of yoga therapy is addressing the various levels of healing of the 

whole person. This is achieved through an ancient psychological model of the human 

being called the five koshas. This model describes the person as multidimensional, 
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with the source and foundation of the person being the spiritual dimension. By using 

the five koshas as a starting point, yoga therapy addresses every level of the person 

individually and as an integrated whole. The nature of the five koshas is shown in 

detail as follows (Coombe, 2005; Nagarathna et al., 2002): 

1. Annamayakosha (physical body) 

The first level to take into consideration is the physical body as 

understood by western science, including the anatomical structures and physiological 

processes. From the eastern standpoint, the body is considered from the perspective of 

the three ayurvedic doshas. These doshas describe the overall body type of the 

individual. 

2. Pranamayakosha (energy body) 

From the eastern perspective, the body is an interconnected network of 

energy and intelligence. The proper flow of energy is necessary for maintaining good 

health. The energy body encompasses the pranavayus or patterns of energy within the 

body, the energy channels or nadhis, and the energy centers or chakras. The breath 

forms a bridge to the energy body and the breathing patterns are a window into it. 

Correcting breathing patterns can enhance energy flow. 

3. Manomayakosha (psycho-emotional body)  

The third level to be addressed is the psycho-emotional body, 

including the dominant emotional and thought patterns that make up the personality. 

These patterns are assessed in relation to the three gunas: rajas, tamas and sattva. The 

gunas are states of mind. Rajas refers to an aggressive, fiery or volatile state of mind. 

Tamas is a dull or lethargic state of mind. Sattva is the balanced state. 
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4. Vijnyanamayakosha (wisdom body)  

The fourth level is the mind as witness. At the third level, the mind 

functions as stimulus/response. People are caught inside their own dramas and cannot 

see beyond themselves. At the fourth level, they are able to step out of their personal 

conditioning and, to some extent, look beyond their personal roles to see the larger 

picture as to who they are. This is the level of recognizing and de-conditioning their 

core beliefs.  

5. Anandamayakosha (bliss body) 

The fifth level is most easily explained as the level of meditation in 

which the mind rests in a natural state of bliss and ease.  

The practice of yoga involves activation of body chakra. Inside every human 

being there is a network of nerve and sensory organs that interprets the outside 

physical world. At the same time, within an individual resides a subtle system of 

channels (nadis) and centers of energy (chakras), which looks after the physical, 

intellectual, emotional, and spiritual being. Within the body there are seven chakras 

through which cosmic forces are manifested in individual beings according to the 

basic vibrations from the causal body. Each of the seven chakras has several spiritual 

qualities. The base chakra is located in the perineum between the anus and the 

genitals. It is the prana of elimination and generation, the element earth, the sense of 

smell and the nose organ. Close above it is the chakra that manifests the water 

element, the kidney and bladder, the sense of taste and the tongue organ. Next is the 

solar plexus manifesting the element fire; in digestion, the eyes and the sense of sight. 

Then air, in the chest, which manifests the lungs, hearing and the ear. The element 

ether is at the throat, the skin and the sense of touch. There are two chakras in the 
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head to do with higher consciousness, will and intelligence. The sixth is at the 

forehead known as the third eye, which is associated with the pineal gland and the 

moon. The seventh is associated with the sun and the pituitary, situated at the crown, 

which is depicted in figures and paintings of Buddha and as a halo or nimbus in 

Christian art. In brief, the seven major chakras correspond to endocrine glands of the 

physical body and are psychic centers of awareness and prana situated in specific 

areas of the body (Nagarathna, et al., 2002). 

The chakras are sensitive to electro-magnetic fields, and other vibration 

therapies may also work on them. Each chakra is associated with an endocrine gland. 

It is in this way that the planets affect the evolution and feelings through astrological 

influences, for each chakra is tuned to the specific cosmic vibrations that were present 

when our first breath was taken. Each chakra has particular characteristic colours and 

mantras associated with it (Saraswati, 2004). 

From the perspective of enhancing the processes of self-healing through 

integrating yoga practice, the health condition is a reflection of where this person is in 

relation to their lives, both internally and externally. The assessment will include an 

analysis of posture, breath, energy, movement, and mind. This description in itself is a 

critical part of the self-healing process because clarifying and becoming conscious of 

what is happening is the first and most fundamental part of the process of change. In 

fact, from the yoga perspective, this raising of consciousness or heightening of 

awareness is the ultimate definition of health. The meaning of illness is to point us 

back toward greater awareness and balance.  
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2.4 Branches of yoga 

There are many branches of yoga that aim at the goal of self-realization. Yoga 

realizes that individual needs, capacities and ways of expression vary, so no one way 

can be right for all. The different schools of yoga will be briefly described, starting 

with the better-known forms. Prakash (2005) explained the branches of yoga as 

follows: 

2.4.1 Raja yoga 

Raja yoga is considered the highest form of yoga. Raja means royal, 

and meditation is the focal point of this branch of yoga. This approach involves strict 

adherence to the eight limbs of yoga as outlined by Patanjali in the Yoga Sutras. Raja 

yoga is also known as classical yoga. The practice of raja yoga typically starts with 

hatha yoga, which gives the body the needed health and strength to endure the more 

advanced stages of training. 

2.4.2 Karma yoga 

Karma yoga is the path of service. The principle of karma yoga is that 

what we experience today is created by our actions in the past. Therefore, all of our 

present efforts become a way to consciously create a future that frees us from being 

bound by negativity and selfishness. We practice karma yoga whenever we perform 

our work and live our lives in a selfless fashion, and as a way to serve others. 

2.4.3 Bhakti yoga 

Bhakti yoga describes the path of devotion. Seeing the Divine in all of 

creation, bhakti yoga is a positive way to channel the emotions. The path of bhakti 

yoga provides people with an opportunity to cultivate acceptance and tolerance for 

everyone who comes into contact with. 
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2.4.4 Jnana yoga 

While bhakti yoga can be considered the yoga of the heart, jnana yoga 

is the yoga of the mind, of wisdom, the path of the sage or scholar. This path requires 

development of the intellect through the study of the scriptures and texts of the yogic 

tradition. 

2.4.5 Tantra yoga 

Tantra yoga is probably the most misunderstood or misinterpreted of 

all the paths of yoga. Tantra yoga is the pathway of ritual. In tantric practice people 

experience the Divine in everything they do. A reverential attitude is therefore 

cultivated, encouraging a ritualistic approach to life. 

2.4.6 Combining yoga paths 

The people need not be limited to one expression or path of yoga. They 

may practice hatha yoga, taking care of their physical body; simultaneously they may 

include raja yoga by adding meditation to their practice; they may perform karma 

yoga by engaging in selfless service to others; and by cultivating the lifestyle of a 

bhakti yogi they may express their compassion for everyone they meet. 

2.4.7 Hatha yoga 

Hatha yoga is the most familiar kind of yoga practice. There are 

distinct and individual practices for the purpose of unifying both body and mind. 

Called the forceful path, this is the yoga of physical well-being. In the modern 

Western approach, hatha yoga is used primarily as a form of physical therapy. It 

consists of asanas (postures), pranayamas (breathing control), and meditation. Hatha 

yoga is a holistic yogic path, including moral disciplines, physical postures, 

purification procedures, yogic breathing pranayamas and meditation. Hatha represents 
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opposing energies: hot and cold (fire and water, following similar concept as yin-

yang), male and female, positive and negative. Hatha yoga attempts to balance mind 

and body via physical postures (asanas), purification practices, controlled breathing, 

and the calming of the mind through relaxation and meditation. Asanas teach good 

posture, balance and strength and are practiced to improve the body's physical health 

and clear the mind in preparation for meditation in the pursuit of enlightenment.  

In this study, Hatha yoga is the tool to help the persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms to achieve self-healing. The main objective of Hatha yoga is to 

create balance between the interacting activities and process of the pranic mental 

forces. An important part of Hatha practices is awakening of kundalini through 

sushumna nadi, the central pathway in the spine to sahasrara chakra, thereby 

illumining the higher centers of human consciousness. 

 

2.5 Mind-body connection through yoga 

2.5.1 Mechanisms of psychoneuroimmunology 

Psychoneuroimmunology is a new science that studies the constant 

exchange and processing of information to enable the study of the nervous system, the 

endocrine system, and the immune system (Walling, 2006). It is identified by several 

mechanisms. It became known because of how the central nervous system and 

immune system interact, including direct anatomical linkages and soluble 

neuroendocrine derived products ( Zeller, et al., 1996). It investigates the relations 

between the psychophysiological and immunophysiological dimensions of living 

beings. The balance between health and disease, systematically and locally, is 

threatened by both intrinsic and extrinsic factors, including autoimmune aggression, 
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cancerous mutations, and external pathogens and environmental factors, as well as 

toxic substances (Prolo, et al., 2002).  

Psychoneuroimmunology is concerned with the mechanisms of 

communication between the neuroendocrine and immune systems. These mechanisms 

may be activated by response to psychobiological stimuli, such as pain or stress. In 

addition, neurological fibers (sympathetic fibers) have been shown to directly 

innervate immune system tissues. These anatomical linkages may influence 

immunological integrity, functioning via specific receptors for neurotransmitters such 

as catecholamines, opioid peptides and dopamine on the surface of immune cells. 

Activation of the sympathetic adrenomedullary system results in the release of soluble 

products such as catecholamines and encephalins, both of which are known to have 

complex immunomodulatory effects. Stimulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-

adrenocortical system leads to the elaboration of corticotrophin, endorphins and 

glucocorticoids (Prolo, et al., 2002; Zeller, et al., 1996). Some of these hormones have 

been reported to have immunopotentiating effects, whereas others are primarily 

immunosuppressive. Immune-derived products, with structural and biological 

properties identical to neuroendocrine hormones, may also be activated in response to 

certain psychobiological stimuli factors, such as interleukin-1, ACTH, and beta-

endorphin, all of which have the potential to influence the behavior of the 

neuroendocrine system. Although a number of psychobiological stimuli have been 

reported to influence immune system functioning, stress has been studied most 

extensively in this regard. Recent psychoneuroimmunologic research has provided 

considerable evidence that psychological stress and illness are related through 

immunomodulation (Prolo et al., 2002; Zeller, et al., 1996). 
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Psychoneuroimmunology brings together researchers in a number of 

scientific and medical disciplines, including psychology, the neurosciences, 

immunology, physiology, pharmacology, psychiatry, behavioral medicine, infectious 

diseases, and rheumatology. All are scientists with profound interest in interactions 

between the nervous and immune systems, and the relationship between behavior and 

health (Prolo, et al., 2002). Although initial psychoneuroimmunologic research was 

focused on identifying mechanisms underlying neuroendocrine-immune system 

interactions, in recent years researchers have begun to emphasize the application of 

psychoneuroimmunologic knowledge to clinical populations. A number of 

biobehavioural strategies, including relaxation, imagery, biofeedback and hypnosis, 

have been used to modulate immune function and have generally been associated with 

positive immunological changes (Zeller, et al., 1996). 

There are important regulatory interactions between the immune, 

nervous, and endocrine systems that attempt recovery from homeostatic imbalance. 

These are mediated by the autonomic nervous system, by the hypothalamic-pituitary-

adrenocortical axis, and by a variety of regulatory peptides and pituitary hormones. 

The immune system also releases chemical messengers that affect the nervous system 

(Walling, 2006). This has great implication for therapeutic interventions for a direct 

treatment through the central and autonomic nervous system affecting the overall 

homeostatic function of the body. Treatment may be used without medication in some 

cases and as an adjunct to medication in others. For example, as acupuncture is placed 

in the context of being another environmental input of information to the 

psychoneuroimmune system, it becomes apparent that it has the possibility of 

affecting all functional systems in the body because the nervous system is intimately 
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 connected to all systems of the body (Walling, 2006). 

Yoga practice can influence psychoneuroimmunology functions, which 

are identified by the way numerous mechanisms interact through the central nervous 

system and immune systems. It includes direct anatomical linkages and 

neuroendocrine derived products. Yoga techniques may improve the individual's self-

healing by direct actions promoting the homeostatic stabilization of the autonomic 

nervous system. It will not change the extent of the adverse effects that a person 

receives, but it will change the physiological response to them. The self-healing of 

each person can occur when the nervous system is in homeostatic balance. It leads to 

individuals feeling an enhanced sense of well-being, being more effective in coping 

with their conditions of living, and therefore being less susceptible to stress-induced 

illness. This mechanism was supported by several nursing interventions that integrate 

complementary therapies such as relaxation training, progressive muscle relaxation, 

acupuncture, guided imagery and touch therapy (Walling, 2006; Zeller, et al., 1996). 

2.5.2 Quantum physics 

Quantum physics is a branch of science that deals with discrete, 

indivisible units of energy called quanta as described by the quantum theory. The 

quantum theory proposes that reality emerges from the potentialities of the universe 

because a consciousness observed all possible potentialities and selected one (Slater, 

2000). Quantum theory evolved as a new branch of theoretical physics during the first 

few decades of the 20th century in an endeavor to understand the fundamental 

properties of matter. It began with the study of the interactions of matter and 

radiation. Certain radiation effects could neither be explained by classical mechanics, 

nor by the theory of electromagnetism. Eastern philosophies agree in the point that 
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ultimate reality is indescribable and unapproachable, not only in terms of common 

language, but also in the language of mathematics. The ancient Eastern philosophy 

explained the essence of modern physics is comparable to the teachings of the ancient 

Eastern philosophies about energy (http://www.thebigview.com/).  

  

2.6 Consequences of yoga practice 

The consequences of yoga practice are classified into three categories. 

(Feuerstein, 2004; Nagarathna, et al., 2002). They consist of physiological, psychological, 

and holistic consequences 

2.6.1. Physiological consequences 

Yoga practices affect the human body in many of its systems. It seeks 

to bring into balance all disparate aspects of the body. There are several benefits to 

physiology treatment. The details can be described as follows: 

1. Musculoskeletal system: the yoga postures involve stretching to 

maintain and enhance flexibility. Many asanas are a form of isometric strengthening 

exercise that involves the contraction of muscles without moving the joints. They 

involve movement and practice that are slow and focused (Payne & Usatine, 2002). 

Research shows the effects of hatha yoga practice on the health-related aspects of 

physical fitness, including muscular strength, endurance and flexibility ( Tran, Holly, 

Lashbrook, & Amsterdam, 2001). Somsap, Kasetsomboon, Krischareon, and Polain 

(2005) studied the effects of yoga on female adolescents' health by using yoga asana, 

pranayama, and relaxation. The participants spent 60 minutes on these each day, 3 

days a week for 12 weeks. The results of the study showed that the scores on physical 

health, mental health, social health and spiritual health of the female adolescents who 
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practiced yoga were statistically significantly higher after the experiment than before 

the experiment. 

2. Respiratory system: Breathing is life. It is one of our most vital 

functions. One of the five principles of yoga is pranayama or breathing exercises 

which promote proper breathing. Proper breathing, from a yogic point of view, is to 

bring more oxygen to the blood and to the brain, and to control prana or the vital life 

energy. Pranayama, the science of breath control, consists of a series of exercises 

intended to meet these needs and to keep the body in vibrant health. Yoga breathing 

can calm the mind and relax the body. Relaxed breathing stimulates the 

parasympathetic nervous system. Yoga breathing techniques teach people to make 

maximum use of oxygen for optimum health and vitality (Payne & Usatine, 2002). In 

addition, a research study reported the positive effect of yoga practice on the vital 

capacity of the lungs (Birkel & Edgren, 2000). Yadav and Das (2001) studied the 

effect of yogic practice on pulmonary functions. Sixty healthy young female subjects 

were selected to do yogic practices daily for about one hour. The observations were 

recorded in the form of FVC, FEV-1 and PEFR on day-1, and after 6 weeks and 12 

weeks of their yogic practice. There was significant increase in FVC, FEV-1 and 

PEFR at the end of 12 weeks. A study of effect of yoga training for 6 months on 

handgrip, respiratory pressures and pulmonary functions indicated improved lung 

functioning (Mandanmohan, et al., 2003). Cooper et al. (2003) studied the effect of 

two breathing exercises (Buteyko and pranayama) in asthma. The results showed that 

the Buteyko breathing technique can improve symptoms and reduce bronchodilator 

use.  
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3. Cardiovascular system: practicing yoga postures can stimulate 

circulation to tissues of oxygen and nutrients, and bring waste products from tissues 

into circulation so they may be excreted from the body. It can decrease pulse rates, 

blood pressure, and increase the elasticity of blood vessels (McCaffrey, Ruknui, 

Hatthakit, & Kasetsomboon, 2005; Selvamurthy et al., 1998). 

4. Digestive system: Some yoga postures can promote better 

circulation, bring circulation to gastric areas and reduce acidity (Feuerstein, 2004). 

They can help gastrointestinal functions to work more effectively so that excretory 

functions can improve (Feuerstein, 2004). 

 5. Endocrine system: many yoga postures can normalize endocrine 

function. For example, the balancing cat posture which helps in improving overall 

balance and stability. Seated alternate arm raise also promotes circulation to the neck 

and shoulder. These postures can stimulate endocrine gland functions (Payne & 

Usatine, 2002).  

2.6.2. Psychological consequences 

Regular yoga practice may create mental clarity and calmness, increase 

body awareness, relieve chronic stress patterns, relax the mind, focus attention and 

sharpen concentration. 

1. Self-awareness: Yoga strives to increase self-awareness on both 

physical and psychological levels. Patients who study yoga learn to induce relaxation 

and then to use the technique whenever pain appears. Practicing yoga can provide 

chronic pain sufferers with useful tools to actively cope with their pain and help 

counter feelings of helplessness and depression (Feuerstein, 2004). 
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2. Mental performance: A common technique used in yoga is 

breathing through one nostril at a time. Electroencephalogram (EEG) studies of the 

electrical impulses of the brain have shown that breathing through one nostril results 

in increased activity on the opposite side of the brain. Some experts suggest that the 

regular practice of breathing through one nostril may help improve communication 

between the right and left side of the brain. Studies have also shown that this 

increased brain activity is associated with better performance and doctors even 

suggest that yoga can enhance cognitive performance (Feuerstein, 2004).  

3. Mood change and vitality: Mental health and physical energy are 

difficult to quantify, but virtually everyone who participates in yoga over a period of 

time reports a positive effect on outlook and energy levels (Feuerstein, 2004). Yogic 

stretching and breathing exercises have been seen to result in an invigorating effect on 

both mental and physical energy, and improved mood.  

2.6.3 Holistic consequences  

Self-healing is the holistic consequences. Yoga practice appears to be 

facilitated the flow of energy through the dense physical body. The goal of yoga 

practice is an integration of body, mind, emotion, and spirit which lead to self-

healing. Yoga is a psycho-philosophical-cultural method that induces relaxation and 

provides multiple health benefits to the person. It is a method of controlling the mind 

through the union of an individual's dormant energy with the universal energy. 

Moreover, yoga practice can influence psychoneuroimmunologic functions 

identifying as numerous mechanisms through the central nervous system and immune 

system interact. It includes direct anatomical linkages and soluble neuroendocrine 

derived products. These methods are practiced through yoga asanas, pranayama, and 
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relaxation. The outcomes of these practices that affect to the persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms are decreasing in allergic respiratory symptoms, feeling 

relaxed, peace, calmness, cool, and mindfulness.  

  

2.7 Yoga practice in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms 

Allergies are often aggravated by stress and heightened negative emotions and 

can often lead to chronic respiratory illnesses. Yoga improves strength, flexibility, and 

lung capacity (Bhattacharya, et al., 2002; Birkel & Edgren, 2000; Bousquet et al., 

2006; Cooper et al., 2003), the three necessary components of overall fitness. 

Performing yoga's stretching and balancing movements or poses can lead to 

surprisingly quick improvement if done on a regular basis. Yoga may be ideal for 

people with exercise-induced asthma, in which more accurate exercise causes asthma 

to fade, because it emphasizes conscious breathing and includes relaxation 

(Halvorson, 2002; Kai-Hakon, 2004; Khanam, Sachdeva, Guleria, & Deepak, 1996). 

In addition, some medical studies have suggested that, for people with respiratory 

allergy, yoga even may lessen the symptoms and improve their quality of life 

(Halvorson, 2002). These effects included greater relaxation as measured by blood 

pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, and temperature. Moreover, it can improve lung 

capacity, decrease symptoms, and increase the quality of life. Yoga can be helpful as 

an effective stress management technique in order to help people relax and control 

their mind and emotions. Thus yoga practice can facilitate controlling the allergic 

reaction. However, yoga only helps in managing allergies and should not be treated as 

the sole cure. Medicine is still needed. In conclusion, yoga practice that includes 
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asana, pranayama, relaxation, and meditation is helpful for persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms. 

Many studies have been undertaken to observe the effects of yoga. Most of 

them claim that almost all yoga practicing programs have had positive effects either 

psychologically, mentally, or both. However, whilst several randomized controlled 

trials done with patients with allergies or asthma have shown benefit from yoga 

postures and breathing, other studies have shown negative results ( Singh, Sinha, H. & 

Gupta, 2002; Visweswaraiah & Telles, 2004; Workman, 2002).  This discrepancy can 

be explained by a variety of factors. Some studies were conducted more objectively, 

and controls were used for confounding variables. However, it is difficult to have 

controls for all subjects following the same practice. Other reasons may be related to 

the principles of yoga, which emphasizes it as a way of life. Thus people should 

practice it as their way of life. Most of the above studies measured only the outcomes 

and not the processes.  

 

3. Self-Healing 

Self-healing is a concept that appears central to the phenomenon of energy-

based therapies. It is one concept that appears prominently in the perception of 

complementary and alternative medicine therapies (Robb, 2006). In the East, the 

concept of healing presence is sometimes conceptualized as bio-energy, and is said to 

be accumulated, stored and transmitted between healer and healee ( Jonas, Chez, 

Duffy, & Strand, 2003).  In most traditional healing practices, this energy is said to 

derive from spiritual sources and to arise from the cultivation of compassion and 

altruistic love (Jonas et al., 2003). Schneider, the author of many books and the 
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creator of courses on self-healing methods, states that self-healing is body-mind work.  

He defines self-healing as the process of accessing one’s own innate power to create 

better health. Schneider believes that each person can learn techniques to empower 

themselves to achieve increased wellness (Self-Healing Research Foundation, 2004).  

Healing is an experiential, energy-requiring process in which space is created 

through a caring relationship in a process of expanding consciousness. This results in 

a sense of wholeness, integration, balance and transformation which can never be 

fully known (Wendler, 1996). Healing is natural, not magical or mystical. It is a 

process occurring from within for the purpose of restoring balance. The healing 

process is composed of complex internal processes that occur in the absence of or in 

spite of external interventions. Healing is active. It is characterized by an energy flow 

resulting in some level of reintegration or improved function as balance is achieved. 

 Healing work is often described as time-consuming and strenuous. The five 

steps in healing that denote active participation are: awareness, appraisal, choosing, 

alignment and acceptance. Healing is multidimensional. It is a total and profound 

transformation emerging from within the individual. Healing is not just physical 

restoration of the body, but also the achievement of balance between the physical, 

emotional, mental, social and spiritual dimensions of injured individuals. Healing is 

creative, bringing forth patterns and connections that did not exist before. Healing 

does not necessarily lead to cures, prolonged life or pain reduction, but healing does 

enable the person to have the strength, knowledge and willingness to make changes 

that will lead to self-acceptance (Glaister, 2001). 

In addition, subjective reports are helpful in understanding and measuring the 

occurrence of healing. Examples of subjective reports include reports of feeling 
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healed or changed, reports of feeling more connection between the mind and the 

body, and reports of feeling that the changes are ongoing and transformational. 

Moreover, healing appears to involve the balancing of energies through the 

interconnected chakras by allowing incoming energy at one chakra to be processed 

and sent to another (Patterson, 1998). There is a continual flow of energy. The process 

of healing through self-reflection is done to share insights (Thorpe & Barsky, 2001). 

Many scholars have analyzed and identified critical attributes and outcomes of 

healing and have contributed several ideas. For example, critical attributes are natural 

processes, occurring from within, restoring balance to systems, and capable of self-

diagnosis and repair without conscious effort, and are individual unique experiences 

(McKie as cited by Robb, 2006).  Robb (2006) established the critical attributes of the 

concept of self healing. These attributes are as follows: they are an innate vital force 

which is present and exists in each person and is inherently available; and they can be 

learned by the individual. Practitioners can facilitate the process within each 

individual. McKie was in accord with Quinn (2000) in the identification of 

transcendence as an outcome of healing. She stated that self-transcendence gives the 

individual a deeper understanding and acceptance of the self, others, and situations 

they face; this aids in the healing process. In short, critical attributes and outcomes of 

healing were analyzed and identified as having several meanings. 

According to the literature, self-healing is considered as a process and 

consequence. First, self-healing is defined as the process of bringing parts of one’s 

self together at a deep level of inner knowledge. It is entering into transcendent, 

timeless connection with a divinity or the universe. Healing involves creativity, 

passion, love, and learning to trust life. It is seeking and expressing self in its fullness, 
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its light and shadow (Dossey, Keegan, & Guzzetta, 2005). In addition, self-healing 

describes a process that facilitates health and restores harmony and balance between 

the mind and the body (Glaister, 2001). Moreover, self-healing is an individualized 

process that happens over time. The healing process begins with acceptance and 

originates from within patients. Through the healing process, patients draw on their 

inner strength and have an innate sense of a personal capacity for self-healing. Jonas, 

et al. (2003) described self-healing as the dynamic process of recovery, repair, 

restoration, renewal and transformation done in order to increase resilience, coherence 

and wholeness; this includes physical, mental, social, spiritual and environmental 

factors. 

Second, self-healing is considered as a consequence. Ward (2002) described a 

fundamental meaning of healing that includes holism, relationships, caring, and peace. 

A holistic approach includes the mental, physical, and spiritual needs of patients. In 

addition, a holistic viewpoint sees health as more than the absence of disease. It is 

also a way to view patients as having varying levels of well-being. Regardless of the 

cure, the purpose of self-healing is to alleviate suffering, promote well-being, or help 

patients adapt to or accept their level of well-being. Self-healing results are an 

integrated, balanced whole, with each part being of equal importance and value: inner 

peace is then attainable. Patients deepen their spiritual roots or achieve spiritual 

growth from their illness, even at the time of death (Ward, 2002). In short, the 

consequences or outcomes of self-healing are balance, wholeness, relaxation, and 

harmony. 
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           Yoga and self-healing 

Yoga can be integrated with nursing to enhance the process of self-healing in 

persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. The specific postures of yoga are 

designed to strengthen and stretch the musculature to regain perfect balance. 

Moreover, asana, pranayama (breath control), and relaxation can motivate chakras in 

the body, which are described as energy centers that can only be opened by serious 

spiritual practice, including the awakening of energy. In hatha yoga, the practices of 

pranayama and asana are considered to be the highest form of purification and self 

discipline for the mind and the body respectively. The practices produce the actual 

physical sensation of heat, called tapas, or the inner fire of purification. It is taught 

that this heat is part of the process of purifying the nadis, or subtle nerve channels of 

the body. 

Yoga suggests that as long as the breath is still, prana is still, and hence citta is 

still. Because of this connection between breathing and consciousness, yoga has 

devised pranayama to stabilize energy and consciousness. This allows a more 

healthful state to be experienced and allows the mind to become calmer, balanced, 

and harmonious. Moreover, yoga practice can influence psychoneuroimmunologic 

functions, which are identified as numerous mechanisms through which the central 

nervous system and immune system interact. It includes direct anatomical linkages 

and soluble neuroendocrine derived products. This mechanism is supported in the 

publications relating to several nursing interventions, such as relaxation training, 

progressive muscle relaxation, guided imagery and touch therapy (Ader, 2001; Prolo 

et al, 1996.) It includes direct anatomical linkages and neuroendocrine derived 

products. 
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Yoga techniques may improve the individual's self-healing by direct actions 

that move toward homeostatic stabilization of the autonomic nervous system. It will 

not change the amount of struggle that a person experiences but will change the 

physiological response to them.  The self-healing of each person can occur when the 

nervous system is in homeostatic balance. Individuals will feel an enhanced sense of 

well-being, be more effective in coping with their living conditions , and therefore be 

less susceptible to stress-induced illness (Walling, 2006; Zeller et al., 1996). In short, 

yoga is a system of natural self-healing that improves immune functions and involves 

controlling the subtle energy through the transformational methods of asanas, 

pranayama (breath control), and relaxation. 

In terms of self-healing, energy healing is the process of healing and 

information carried within the electromagnetic field (Slater, 2005). The International 

Society for Study of Subtle Energies and Energy Medicine has identified energy 

healing as energy medicine and subtle energy. Energy medicine concerns all energetic 

and informational interactions resulting from self-regulation or brought about through 

other energy couplings in mind and body. The subtle energy is defined as chi, prana, 

homeopathic resonance and so on that appear to be facilitated by the flow of these 

subtle energies through the dense physical body by many therapeutic methods. 

Energy healing is also defined as integrating the information that is stored, 

carried, and processed by the subtle energy system of aura, meridians, and chakras. 

The complementary alternative medicine practitioners explain subtle energy as four 

core essential elements:  the subtle bodies or sheaths; the subtle energy centers or 

chakras; bio-energy; and the subtle energy channels. These concepts go by a variety 

of names across cultures and therapeutic systems. Based on Traditional Chinese 
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Medicine and India, energy is referred to as chi and prana.  The energy gathered and 

distributed by the main channels is then regulated and distributed further by the 

chakras. 

Within this system, numerous types of chi are posited, each with a specialized 

function. Chi flows throughout the human vehicle along a network of primary and 

secondary channels known as meridians. The meridian system is akin to the 

circulatory, lymphatic, and nervous systems of the gross physical body. This is 

because it constitutes a single open system of branching connections transporting and 

circulating chi to all points near and far. Chi has several physiological functions, 

including nourishing, warming, strengthening, and protecting the body. When chi 

cannot flow freely and unimpeded, physical pathology can result (Slater, 2005). 

From Indian philosophy, prana is the sum total of all energy that is manifested 

in the universe. Breath is the external manifestation of prana. By exercising control 

over this gross breath, you can control the subtle prana inside. Control of prana means 

control of mind. Mind cannot operate without the help of prana. Prana is the sum total 

of all latent forces which are hidden in men and which lie everywhere around us. 

Prana is related to both mind and individual (Saraswati, 2004).  Moreover, according 

to Indian philosophy of, the word nadi means flow or current. The ancient texts say 

that there are seventy thousand nadis in the body. 

There are three particularly significant nadis; ida, pingala, and shushumna. 

The most important of these is known as the shushumna channel. The shushumna is 

situated in the energy field adjacent to the location of the spinal column in the 

physical body. It is flanked, on the left and right, by respective subsidiary channels 

known as the ida and pingala. These channels organize energy that creates and gives 
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form to separate energy centers, which in turn serve as distribution points for the 

energy gathered originally by the central channel. These energy centers are known as 

chakras. 

The seven major chakras are lined up from root to crown. Each one is believed 

to be associated with an array of corresponding elements such as: an endocrine gland, 

a nerve plexus, a color, a tone, and an emotion. The chakras are differentiated by 

vibratory rates or higher frequencies as one goes upward along the chakra system. 

They possess different functions, analogous to major organs and their respective 

functions. Together, the chakras have much concrn with the structure, function, and 

vitality of the body, emotion, and mind (Sivananda, 1999).  

Energy (Sakti) polarises itself into two forms, namely static or potential 

(Kundalini) and dynamic (the working forces of the body as prana). Behind all 

activities there is a static background. This static center in the human body is the 

center serpent-power in the Muladhara (root support). This static energy is affected by 

pranayama and other yogic processes and becomes dynamic. The two poles are united 

in one and there is the state of consciousness called Samadhi. The polarization takes 

place in consciousness. The body actually continues to exist as an object for 

observation by others. It continues its organic life. But man’s consciousness of his 

body and all other objects is withdrawn. This is because the mind has ceased so far as 

his consciousness is concerned, the function having been withdrawn into its ground 

which is consciousness. When awakened, kundalini energy ceases to be a static power 

which sustains world-consciousness, the content of which is held only so long as it 

sleeps. When once set in movement kundalini is drawn to that other static.  
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Kundalini has connection with subtle prana. Subtle prana has connection with 

the subtle nadis and chakras. Subtle nadis have connection with the mind. Mind has 

connections all through the body. Prana is the working force of the body. It is 

dynamic. This static energy is affected by pranayama and other yogic practices and 

becomes dynamic. These two functions, static and dynamic, are termed sleeping and 

awakening of the kundalini (Sivananda, 1999). 

The prana that is controlled by the regulation of breathing is termed 

pranayama. This can control the circumstances and character and consciously 

harmonise the universal individual life with the cosmic life. Pranayama is used to 

practice for the awakening of kundalini.  When people practice the pranayama, they 

concentrate on the muladhara chakra at the base of the spinal column which is 

triangular in form and which is the seat of the kundalini energy.  The current is sent 

down the spinal column straight into the triangular lotus, the muladhara chakra.  

The idea is that the nerve-current is striking against the lotus and awakening 

the kundalini. The practitioner slowly exhales through the right nostril and keeps 

counting. The process is repeated from the right nostril as stated above using the same 

units and with the same imagination and feeling. This pranayama will awaken the 

kundalini quickly. In this pranayama concentration on the muladhara chakra is the 

important thing, and kundalini will be awakened quickly if the degree of 

concentration is intense and if the pranayama is practised regularly (Sivananda, 1999). 

Kapalabhati is a method used for the purification of skull and lungs. It 

cleanses the respiratory system and nasal passages. It ends spasm in bronchial tubes. 

Consequently asthma is relieved and also cured in the course of time. Consumption 

may be cured by this practice. Impurities of the blood are eliminated. The circulatory 
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and respiratory systems are toned to a considerable degree. When nadis are impure 

kundalini cannot pass from the muladhara to ahasrara chakra. The purification of 

nadis is effected through pranayama (Sivananda, 1999). 

In terms of the energy of life, chi from Traditional Chinese medicine is the 

essential life force (Reid, 1989).  Chi means breath and air as well as energy. It is the 

exact equivalent to the term prana in India. Chi is invisible, silent, and formless. It 

takes many different forms within human system. For example yang chi refers to vital 

energy in its volatile, kinetic, active form. It is absorbed directly from the atmosphere 

when breathing. The body produces forms of chi directly from the essential nutrients 

extracted by digestion from food and water. It is called yin chi or nourishing energy. 

When the chi of the earth extracted from the food and water meets with the chi 

absorbed from air, they blend in bloodstream. This forms the unique variety of vital 

energy that gives life to the human system. There the myriad ailments all begin with 

energy. The moment there is energy imbalance, any ailment might occur (Reid, 1989).  

The main aim of yoga is to bring about a balanced flow of prana in ida and 

pingala nadis. When people practice yoga that consists of asana, pranayama, and 

relaxation, these nadis are purified and balanced, the mind is controlled then 

shushumna begins to flow. If pingala flows the body will be restless; if ida flows the 

mind will be overactive. When shushumna flows, kundalini awakens and rises 

through the chakras (Chidananda, 1999; Saraswati, 2004; Sivananda, 1999). 

 

Self-healing and aura 

Since self-healing is related to energy balance, an aura is one method to 

understand more about energy. According to metaphysics, an aura is a colored 
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outline, or set of contiguous outlines, allegedly emanating from the surface of an 

object. It is an individual’s bio-energetic field that surrounds all living things. It is 

bright and colored, with the colors reflecting the emotional/spiritual state (Fisslinger, 

2005; Tim, 2004a). Its colors, textures and patterns give information about the 

physical, emotional, mental and spiritual states of its owner. Everything in the 

universe possesses an energy field which is around it. For human beings, this field of 

energy is sometimes known as the electromagnetic field. It is ovoid in shape and its 

width and color varies with each individual, depending on their level of spiritual 

growth and physical health. 

Studies have indicated that illnesses begin to manifest in the human’s aura 

long before they become apparent in the physical body. Therefore aura cleansing, 

which is used by most healers to remove sluggish negative energy from the being’s 

energy field, is a necessary step towards the healing of the physical body. As the aura 

is cleansed, any denser negative energy in the physical body will be broken up and 

moved into the energy field, where it can be easily cleared (Slater, 2005). 

 

Aura and health 

The aura is filled with colors that are constantly changing in accord with 

physical and spiritual well-being. A healthy body’s aura possesses a specific color 

pattern. Within the aura, the process of healing is a process that rebalances the 

energies in each body. When all the energies in each body are balanced, health occurs 

(Brennan, 1988). When a person experiences illnesses or changes in moods or 

emotions, distortions can be detected in the healthy color patterns. The aura, shaped 

by the constant interaction of mental, physical and spiritual factors, is very dependent 
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on and sensitive to inner and outer environments. The personality, health status, 

emotional and mental well-being, social factors and surrounding environmental 

conditions can all have a significant effect on an aura. 

Negative emotional states assert a deteriorating effect on the body and drain 

the system of its energy. This explains why one’s performance level tends to drop 

drastically during moments when experiencing emotional states such as fear, hostility 

and frustration. Similarly, low self-esteem and negative social interactions can 

weaken the aura and seriously diminish its energy supply (Fisslinger, 2005; Garson, 

2005). When the auric field is bright, expanded and strong and the energy centers 

(chakra) are clean and light, the expanded auric field will radiate light and energy out 

toward individuals near them (Long, 2005). 

 Since the chakras achieve in order to encourage the body, they are directly 

related to any pathology in the body. Each chakra is associated with an endocrine 

gland and major nerve plexus. The chakras absorb the universal energy, break it up 

into component parts, and send it along nadis to the nervous system, the endocrine 

glands and the blood to cultivate the body. 

The human chakra system is important and closely associated with the 

physical body. In the case of the major chakras, the glands, and organs of the 

endocrine system are closely linked to them. Each chakra has been put in charge of 

certain areas of the body. Each is responsibilities to keep its designated area in good 

health. For example, the heart chakra takes care of the arms, breasts, circulatory 

system, diaphragm, heart, lung, ribs, shoulders and thymus gland. Early health 

problems may include heartburn, shortness of breath, problems with the immune 

system, chest pain, pneumonia, bronchitis, aim and shoulder tension. If the related 
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issues are not addressed, the early health problems can turn into heart disease, lung 

cancer, asthma, acid influx, and sunken chest. 

 

Table 1 

Major chakras and the area of the body  

chakra Endocrine gland Area of body governor 

Crown  

Head  

 

Throat  

 

 

Heart  

 

Solar plexus 

 

Sacral  

Base 

Pineal  

Pituitary  

 

Thyroid  

 

 

Thymus 

 

Pancreas  

 

Gonads 

Adrenals  

Upper brain, right eye 

Lower brain, left eye, ears, 

nose, nervous system 

Bronchial and vocal 

apparatus, lung, alimentary 

canal 

Heart, blood, vagus nerve, 

circulatory system 

Stomach, liver, gall 

bladder, nervous system 

Reproductive system 

Spinal column, kidneys 

  

Note. From  Major chakras and the area of the body  by B. A. Brennan, 1988, Hand of 

light: A guide to healing through the human energy field, p. 48  
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When looking at a body aura, dark red or black may be seen in a specific area. 

If people have noticed any kinds of pain in that area in recent days or have ever had 

pain or discomfort there in the past it will show. This can be an indication of an issue 

that needs to be addressed so that the color can be turned back into a healthy color 

within the aura.  

  

Measure of aura 

There are many ways to detect the aura, including: seeing it with the naked 

eye; by feeling the energy shifts; with thermographs; using Kirlian photography; 

through aura readings; and by dowsing. These tools are sufficient enough to test the 

energy level in individual chakras, and detect where blockages may be occurring 

(Garson, 2005). Although it is generally invisible to the untrained eye, this energy 

field or aura extends outward from the object.  

Auras can be measured by an interactive multimedia biofeedback Aura 

Imaging Computer System (Fisslinger, 2005).  The Aura Video Station is an 

interactive multimedia biofeedback system based on the principles of biofeedback, 

color psychology, energy and mind-body-medicine. It uses biofeedback sensors to 

measure, analyze and process the biofeedback data of the energetic and activity levels 

of the client. These bio data are correlated with specific emotional-energetic states 

and are displayed accordingly on the screen. This aura image is shown in full color 

and in real time motion and what appears on the computer monitor is a representation 

of the client's bio-energetic field. The bio sensors are connected to left hand and feed 

back in real time data to the computer which analyzes and correlates this information. 

The data is displayed as a representation of an aura in color and in real time on the 
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screen. Standard biofeedback uses the measured data merely to show reactions and 

changes through graphs and charts, similar to one of products called aura-in-motion. 
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Table 2 

Aura color and personality  

Aura color Personality 

Deep-red 

Red 

 

Orange 

 

Orange-yellow 

Yellow 

Green 

Deep-green 

Blue 

 

Indigo 

 

Violet 

 

Lavender 

White 

Physical, hardworking, power, realistic, vital, grounded, strength, stamina 

Excitement, physical, energetic, competitive, winner, will-power, sexual, 

entrepreneur. 

Productive, physical and creative expression, adventurer, business, 

enjoyment. 

Analytical, intellectual, detail oriented, logical, structured, scientific. 

Playful, sunny, easy going, creative, intellectual, entertaining, curious, active. 

Social, natural, content, harmony, teacher, communicative, quick minded. 

Quick minded, goal-oriented, social, material, communicative, organizer. 

Caring, sensitive, loving, helpful, loyal, peaceful, desire to be of service, 

nurturing. 

Clarity, calm, deep inner feelings, loving, loyal, introverted, inner values, 

artistic. 

Intuitive, artistic, sensual, theorist, futuristic, visionary, charismatic, 

innovative. 

 Imaginative, mystical, fantasy, soft, fragile, sensitive, often spacy, etheric. 

Transcendent, transformation, imaginative, quiet, higher dimensions, 

spiritual. 

 

Note. From  Aura color and personality by J. R. Fisslinger, 2005,  Aura chakra color 

analysis guide book, p. 6.  
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Aura video technology goes several steps further. In a research study a 

correlation was found between the measured biofeedback data and certain emotional 

and energetic states. For example, if the researcher measures a certain set of bio data 

then this set of information reflects a clearly defined emotional and energetic state 

(such as high emotional excitement, physical activity, or sensuality). Another set of 

bio data correlates with other states of mind-body and energy (such as low physical 

energy, high sensitivity, or detached emotional state).  

The Aura Video Station can show energy centers or chakras and determines 

the correct process for creating greater balance and higher energy. The aura that is 

measured with the Aura Video Station shows not only the personality patterns but 

also the actual changes that are happening. People might see aura changes during a 

therapy or healing session, while talking to another person, after using different 

healing products or tools, during meditation or visualization or yoga. Basically an 

aura will change whenever people create emotional, mental or energetic changes 

within or around them. Therefore, it is used by healers to monitor and display what is 

called the mind-body connection (Fisslinger, 2005).  The system provides an Aura 

Chakra Report that includes aura pictures, aura size, aura chakra balance, and yin-

yang.  Aura pictures show an aura base color which represents a person’s aura type or 

personality color. This is the first essential step in each evaluation. It gives an in-depth 

look into a client’s core beliefs, and physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual 

behavior and patterns.  
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An aura should have a harmonious, round and balanced shape. All area should 

radiate with the same brightness and intensity.  The size of the aura, extending almost 

to the edge, shows a large, high energy field. A small aura shows more introverted 

and internalized energy, low life energy, and other stresses. The lightness, brightness 

and intensity of the aura and all aura colors present are important.   Normally bright, 

radiant aura colors reflect a positive, harmonious meaning for each color. Dark, 

muddy aura colors usually reflect disharmonious aspects of each color. For example, 

dark muddy red is connected with physical, emotional and mental stress. Bright red is 

related to power, high energy, and action. The aura size could be indicated by the red 

cycle of an aura graph’s overview. It is an important indicator of how much energy 

radiates around the client. This is shown in the picture below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Aura picture 
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The large aura (75-100%) indicates a strong and powerful radiance. The 

middle aura (40-75%) indicates a strong presence and radiance. The small aura (0-

40%) indicates low energy.  

 

 

 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

The color wheel or yin-yang is the bio data graph and reflects important parts 

of the energetic body system. Yin-yang gives an overview of the complete aura color 

range. The graph indicates yin-yang balance, the short needle reflects the yin-female-

left qualities, and the long needle the yang–male-right qualities of the energy system. 

If the needles are close together, yin-yang is balanced  and the male-female energies 

Figure 3. Aura size 

 

Figure 4. Yin-Yang balanced 
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seem to be in harmony.  An unbalanced Yin-yang  means a disharmonious energy 

system, and the left-female and right-male energies need balancing. A very 

unbalanced means one body side might feel tense or stressed, and energy balancing 

is needed (Fisslinger, 2004).  The balance paradigm is epitomized in many of the 

oriental healing practices that balance yin and yang and the harmonious flow of chi. 

Chi is defined as matter on the verge of becoming energy, or energy at the point of 

materializing (Engebretson and Headley, 2005). 

 

Measuring self-healing outcomes 

Self-healing as outcomes is one way to evaluate whether the signs and 

symptoms of disease are still present. This is because the purpose of self-healing is to 

improve suffering, promote well-being, or help patients adapt to or accept their level 

of well-being. One indicator whereby persons with allergic respiratory symptoms can 

achieve their goal is by decreasing their symptoms. There are many ways to measure 

their symptoms such as by a self report of the occurring symptoms or a total symptom 

score (Van & Juniper, 2000). These instruments help participants to know the 

condition of their symptoms. 

 The quality of life is now recognized as a crucial aspect in assessing the 

impact of a given disease on the general well-being of patients (Graham & Blaiss, 

2000).  Allergic respiratory symptoms may significantly impair the quality of life, and 

therefore it is important to evaluate the effectiveness of the available treatments on 

such a parameter. The quality of life is how an individual make a subjective appraisal 

of their own lives. They identify their satisfaction with their lives as it pertains to the 

physical, psychological, and social domains of their life (Bloom & Petersen, 2005).   
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This can measure holistic health which provides a link with self-healing outcomes.  

Life may be seen as an integrated, balanced whole, with each part being of equal 

importance and value, and inner peace prevails. 

The consequences of self-healing are balance, wholeness, relaxation, and 

harmony. When integrating yoga practice for self-healing, the specific postures are 

aimed at perfect balance. Asanas, pranayama (breath control), and relaxation can 

motivate chakras in the body. These are described as energy centers and can only be 

opened by serious spiritual practice, including the awakening of energy. The aura 

reflects an energy field or life force that permeates all things. Human auras allegedly 

emerge from the chakras. Under ordinary circumstances, auras are only visible to 

certain people with special psychic powers. In terms of energy, an aura is a unique 

field of energy that surrounds all living things, reflecting the energy of the spirit in 

that body. 

In conclusion, self-healing refers to an intuitive knowledge about how to go 

about existing in harmony to create better health. It is a process that facilitates health 

and restores harmony and balance between the mind and the body. Self-healing is 

natural, active and appears central to the phenomenon of yoga practice.  

 

4. Holistic Nursing  

Holistic nursing is nursing practice that aims to heal the whole person from 

birth to death (Dossey & Guzzetta, 2005). Holistic nursing is also defined by the 

American Holistic Nurses' Certification Corporation as all nursing practice which 

cares for the person as an integrated, holistic human being, inseparable and integral 

with the environment. It requires nurses to integrate self-care into their own lives. 
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Dossey & Guzzetta (2005) describes that the American Holistic Nursing Association's 

(AHNA) defined a holistic nursing as follows: 

Holistic nursing embraces all nursing that has the enhancement of healing the 

whole person from birth to death as its goal. Holistic nursing recognizes that 

there are two views regarding holism: first, identifying the interrelationships 

of the bio-psycho-social-spiritual dimensions of the person, recognizing that 

the whole is greater than the sum of its parts; second, understanding the 

individual as a unitary whole in mutual process with the environment (p. 28). 

Holistic nursing practice draws on nursing knowledge, theories, expertise and 

intuition to guide nurses in becoming therapeutic partners with people in their care. 

The American Holistic Nursing Association's (AHNA) Standards of Holistic Nursing 

Practice also defines the ways to accomplish this goal, describing the scope of holistic 

nursing practice and the level of care expected from a holistic nurse. Nurses can 

reduce the devastating effects of crisis and illness in individuals by using the AHNA 

standards of practice. As nurses integrate interdisciplinaries into their work and think 

at the intersections, the human story enfolds in a new way, and health moves into the 

domain of healing (Dossey & Guzzetta, 2005). The holistic nurse is an instrument of 

healing and a facilitator in health and healing processes. Holistic nursing practice 

honors the patient’s subjective experience about health, health beliefs, and values. To 

become therapeutic partners with individuals, families, and communities, holistic 

nursing practice draws on nursing knowledge, theories, research, expertise, intuition 

and creativity (Dossey & Guzzetta, 2005). 

According to the AHNA (Dossey & Guzzetta, 2005), the holistic caring 

process is a core value of holistic nursing practice. This process consists of a number 
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of components. In assessment, the client is assessed holistically using appropriate 

traditional and holistic methods. In the therapeutic care plan, each client engages with 

the holistic nurse to mutually create an appropriate plan of care so that the person is as 

independent as possible. Implementation is a process whereby each client’s plan of 

care is prioritized, and holistic nursing interventions are implemented accordingly. 

Evaluations are regular and the processes systematically evaluated, and so the 

continuing holistic nature of the health process is maintained.  

Holistic nurses may integrate complementary/alternative modalities (CAM) 

into clinical practice to treat people’s physiological, psychological, and spiritual 

needs. Doing so does not negate the validity of conventional medical therapies, but 

serves to complement, broaden, and enrich the scope of nursing practice and to help 

individuals access their greatest healing potential. Holistic nursing is the most 

complete way to conceptualize and implement these challenges into the practice of 

professional nursing. Dossey, et al. (2000) identifies two emerging challenges in 

nursing. The first challenge involves the integration of technology, mind, and spirit 

into nursing practice. The second is to create and integrate models of health care that 

guide the healing of the self and others. Many holistic nurses use a variety of 

approaches to provide holistic care such as healing touch, therapeutic touch, Reiki, 

reflexology, guided imagery, biofeedback, aromatherapy, massage, nutritional 

counseling, cognitive therapy, life-style counseling, breathing and relaxation 

techniques, music and sound therapy, and acupressure (Keegan, 2001). Holistic 

nurses, through their knowledge and understanding of complementary and alternative 

medicine (CAM) therapies can guide their clients in safely integrating them into their 

healing process. 
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5. Participatory Action Research 

There are several reasons why participatory action research was chosen as 

most appropriate for this study. The principal reasons the researcher employed 

participatory action research as an approach were as follows. Participatory action 

research helped the researcher develop knowledge on self-healing using yoga as a 

mean, and improve the practice of yoga for self-healing in persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms. This study was intended to enable persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms to become analytical about their practice, thus they might have 

viewed their yoga practice in a different light and could develop ways of improving it.  

Moreover, participatory action research decreased the gap between curing and 

symptoms management in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms as they 

participated. A final reason was that participatory action research allowed the 

researcher to include considering the cultural context in the study as a factor.  

 

Critical  social sciences 

The critical social sciences provide the philosophy which guided the 

participatory action research and formed the methodological framework of this study. 

The critical social sciences include feminist, grassroots and emancipatory movements. 

The perspective of these social sciences assume that truth exists as part of the taken 

for granted realities shaped by social, political, cultural, gender and economic factors 

that, over time, are considered real (Fulton, 1997). Within the critical theory 

paradigm, research becomes a means for taking action and a theory for explaining 

how things could be. A desired focus is praxis, or the combination of reflection and 

action to effect transformation (Fulton, 1997; Kim, 1999). Habermas (1962 as cited in 
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Fulton, 1997) was critical of the positivistic view because he noted that the basis of all 

knowledge was supposed to be within ordinary science. According to Habermas, the 

issues examined by critical science involve power, a preoccupation with freedom, and 

that self-reflection is a fundamental methodological approach.  

A critical theory is a reflective theory producing knowledge relating to 

enlightenment and emancipation (Kim, 1999; Manias & Street, 2000). Enlightenment, 

empowerment and emancipation are the processes that create the practical intent of 

critical theory. Enlightenment, or raising the consciousness of the oppressed, is used 

by critical theorists to explain why people are dissatisfied with their lives. Using this 

process, critical theorists work collaboratively with individuals to develop alternate 

ways of understanding themselves and their social context. Enlightenment by itself is 

not enough for individuals to become liberated from a social order. Critical theorists 

must provide a motivating resource for individuals, thereby empowering them. 

Empowerment encourages people to undertake activities by which they work to 

improve their situation. Meanwhile, emancipation is the goal of empowerment 

through which new arrangements replace oppressive ones, allowing individuals to 

relate and act in more satisfying ways (Manias & Street, 2000). 

 

5.1 Definition of participatory action research 

Participatory action research can be defined as "collective, self-reflective 

enquiry undertaken by participants in social situations in order to improve the 

rationality and justice of their own social practices" (Kemmis & McTaggart 1988, 

p.5). Research that uses participatory action research as its method will take place in 

the four moments of action research, including reflection, planning, action and 
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observation. These research moments exist interdependently and follow each other in 

a spiral or cycle. Kemmis and McTaggart (1988) see participatory action research as 

“The approach is only action research when it is collaborative, though it is important 

to realize that the action research of the group is achieved through the critically 

examined action of individual group members” (p5).  

McTaggart (1989) defined participatory action research as an approach to 

improving social practice by changing it and learning from the consequences of 

change. It involves a continuing spiral of planning, acting (implementing plans), 

observing (systematically), reflecting and then re-planning, and it thus goes round the 

spiral again. It is collaborative, and includes involving and improving. The 

collaborating group is expanded from those affected by the practices concerned. In 

addition, participatory action research is a systematic learning process in which 

people act thoughtfully through remaining open to surprise and are responsive to 

opportunities. It is a process of using critical intelligence to inform action, and 

developing it so that social action becomes praxis. It involves people in theorizing 

about their practices. This involves them in being inquiring about and coming to 

understand the relationship between situations, action and consequences in their own 

lives. 

Participatory action research involves participants through them objectifying 

their own experiences. This can be done by keeping a personal journal in which 

participants record their progress and their reflections about two parallel sets of 

learning. Participatory action research is a political process because it involves people 

in making changes that will affect others. It sometimes creates resistance to change, 

both in the participants themselves and in others. Participatory action research 
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involves making critical analyzes of the institutionally structured situations in which 

people work. This critical analysis will help the participatory action researcher to act 

politically by: (a) involving others collaboratively in the research process and inviting 

them to explore their practices; and (b) by working in the wider institutional context 

towards more rational understanding, more just processes of decision-making, and 

more fulfilling forms of work for all involved (McTaggart, 1989; 1991a; 1997). 

Participatory action research starts small by working on minor changes which 

individuals can manage and control, and then working towards more extensive 

patterns of change. These might include critiques of ideas of institutions which might 

lead to ideas for the general reform of projects, programs or system-wide policies and 

practices. Participants should be able to present evidence on how they articulated the 

thematic concern which holds their group together, and on how they established 

authentically shared agreements in the group. It starts with small cycles of planning, 

acting, observing and reflecting which can help to define issues, ideas and 

assumptions more clearly so that those involved can define more powerful questions 

for themselves as their work progresses. Participatory action research starts with small 

groups of collaborators but widens the community of participating action researchers 

so that it gradually includes more and more of those involved and affected by the 

practices in question (McTaggart, 1989). 

According to Kemmis & McTaggart (1988) participatory action research 

allows and requires participants to build records of their improvements. Researchers 

have records of their changing activities and practices: the changes in the language 

and dialogue in which they describe, explain and justify their practices; the change in 

the social relationships and forms of organization which characterize and constrain 
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their practice; and records of the development of their expertise in the conduct of 

action research. They must be able to demonstrate evidence of a group climate where 

people expect and give evidence to support each other’s claims. They have to show 

respect for the value of rigorously gathered and analyzed evidence and be able to 

show and defend evidence to convince others. Moreover, participatory action research 

allows and requires participants to give a reasoned justification of their social work to 

others because they can show how the evidence they have gathered and the critical 

reflection they have helped them to create a developed, tested and critically examined 

rationale for what they are doing. Having developed such a rationale, they may 

reasonably ask others to justify their own practices in terms of their own theories and 

the evidence of their own critical self-reflection.  

Empowerment is achieved through dialogue with participants and their 

rightful representatives throughout the research process. To demonstrate real respect 

for communities priorities, interests, and values, collaboration with participants must 

begin with identifying health concerns and continue in developing research questions, 

targeting participant groups, incorporating cultural practices, protecting human 

subjects' rights, data collection, analysis, and dissemination of results, completing the 

circle with the community as new needs are identified (Marincowitz, 2003). This 

intensity of involvement has positive implications for the appropriateness and 

sustainability of interventions (Knightbridge, King, & Rolfe, 2006).  

In conclusion, many principles of participatory action research can be useful 

for researchers as a method or process to produce new knowledge from the 

collaboration of participants in order to enhance the processes of self-healing through 

integrating yoga practice in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. 
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5.2 Types of action research  

Action research was classified by Grundy (1982) into three modes: technical, 

practical, and emancipatory.  

5.2.1 Technical action research: the goal of this mode is to test a 

particular intervention based on a pre-specified theoretical framework; the nature of 

the collaboration between the researcher and the practitioner is technical and 

facilitating. The researcher identifies the problem and a specific intervention, then the 

practitioner is involved and they agree to facilitate the implementation of the 

intervention (Grundy, 1982). 

A project guided by technical action research will have certain 

characteristics. The project would be instigated by a particular person or group of 

people who, because of their greater experience or qualifications, would be regarded 

as experts or authority figures. Technical action research promotes more efficient and 

effective practice. This action research results in the accumulation of predictive 

knowledge, where the major thrust is on validation and refinement of existing 

theories, and it is essentially deductive (Grundy, 1982; Holter & Schwartz-Barcott, 

1993). 

5.2.2 Practical action research 

Practical action research focuses on individual autonomy. This mode 

of action research allows for a more flexible approach, not available in the positivist 

paradigm. The goal of practical action research is understanding practice and solving 

immediate problems. The researcher identifies the problems, underlying causes and 

possible interventions. The problem is defined after dialogue and mutual 

understanding. Practical action research seeks to improve practice through the 
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application of the personal wisdom of participants (Grundy, 1982; Holter & Schwartz-

Barcott, 1993). 

5.2.3 Emancipatory action research 

Emancipatory action research promotes a critical consciousness that 

exhibits itself in political as well as practical action to promote change. There are two 

goals for the researcher using this approach. The first aim is to increase the closeness 

between the actual problems encountered by practitioners in a specific setting and the 

theory used to explain and resolve the problem. The second aim is to assist 

practitioners in identifying and making explicit fundamental problems by raising their 

collective consciousness (Grundy, 1982; Holter & Schwartz-Barcott, 1993).  

 

5.3 Process of participatory action research 

Participatory action research is a research method consistent with the critical 

processes of critical theory (Lindsey, Shields, & Staduhar, 1999). Critical theory is a 

way to develop knowledge that is free, undistorted, and unconstrained (Habermas, 

1962 as cited in Speziale & Carpenter, 2003). The goal of critical theory is to enable 

people to free themselves from all unnecessary control and to encourage self 

reflection (Agger, 1991; Bohman, 2005; Kellner, 2006; Kincheloe & McLaren, 1998). 

Participatory action research shares a similar philosophical foundation to critical 

theory, in particular the emphasis on self reflection and processes that assist in raising 

participants’ and researchers’ awareness (Holter & Schwartz-Barcott, 1993; 

Robertson, 2000; Seng, 1998). They become more aware of their surroundings, able 

to identify and examine their problems, and take action to free themselves from their 

constraints (Holter & Schwartz-Barcott, 1993). Thus, both critical theory and 
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participatory action research seek to enable people’s participation, their empowerment 

and ability to solve their problems (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988). Moreover, they 

facilitate a process of democratic decision-making; one which facilitates mutual 

understanding within a group of people, as well as identification of shared goals and 

interests (Kincheloe & McLaren, 1998; Speziale & Carpenter, 2003). In conclusion, 

critical theory is an important theory that underpins and guides participatory action 

research in a critical way. 

In order to enhance the process of self-healing through integrating yoga 

practice in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms, the researcher was aware that 

practice has to be continued by the participants themselves. To achieve this, the 

researcher needed to adopt a mutual approach to the study; working with persons with 

allergic respiratory symptoms to learn their perspectives as well as the factors related 

to their symptoms. Therefore, participatory action research in this study was based on 

critical theory and included mutual intentions concerning the actions and goals of 

individuals, as well as of groups. The basic assumptions of participatory action 

research formed the foundation of the study. All the participants were seen as active 

and aware individuals who were self-directed and responsible for their own learning 

(Hughes, 2003). The development of knowledge was seen to be an ongoing process. 

Its aims involved the researcher working with participants to understand them, and to 

provide opportunities for the participants to better understand themselves rather than 

the researcher imposing his/her own views. 

This is an approach to improving practice by changing it, and learning from 

the consequences of change through the spiral of reconnaissance, planning, acting and 

observing systematically, reflecting, revising the plan and then going round the spiral 
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again (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988; McTaggart, 1997). In addition, participatory 

action research is a systematic learning process in which people act thoughtfully 

through remaining open to surprise and responsive to opportunities. It is a process of 

using critical intelligence to inform action, and developing it so that social action 

becomes praxis. It involves people in theorizing about their practices. This involves 

them being inquiring about and coming to understand the relationship between 

situations, action and consequences in their own lives. Each step is based on a 

principle of critical social science. Details of each step are as follows: 

1. Reconnaissance in participatory action research is that moment where the 

research participants examine and construct, then evaluate and reconstruct their 

concerns. The participants need to bring their personal experience of healing to 

discuss this with the researcher (Holter & Schwartz-Barcott, 1993). A crucial 

assumption of critical social sciences is that with the consequence of consciousness 

raising people become aware of their own situations. In this process, it is assumed that 

people are able to identify and understand the root causes of their problems. The 

researcher contributes theoretical and practical information relative to the problems 

raised; then both researcher and participants work together. Enlightenment, or raising 

the consciousness of individuals, is used to explain why people are dissatisfied with 

their lives. Using this process, the researcher works collaboratively with individuals to 

develop alternate ways of understanding themselves and their social context.  

2. Planning in participatory action research is constructive and arises during 

discussions among the participants (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988). The plan must 

critically examine the action of each of the participants and includes evaluation of the 
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change. Finally, the researcher and participants will plan reflection for improving 

practice.  

3. Acting and observing happens when the plan is put into place and the hoped 

for improvements to the social situation occur. This action will be deliberate and 

strategic. It is here participatory action research differs from other research methods, 

in that the action or change is happening in reality and not as an experiment just to see 

if it works.  

4. Reflection in participatory action research occurs during implementation. 

Self-reflection is central to understanding the nature of critical practice (Kincheloe & 

McLaren, 1998). The participants reflect about how the practice is affecting them. 

Group discussions, interviews and field notes help in this process to make sense of the 

issues to revise the plan (Kemmis & McTaggart 1988). Reflection is undertaken each 

time there is a meeting and the data is used to improve the process of self-healing. 

Emancipation is the goal of empowerment through which new arrangements replace 

less acceptable ones, allowing individuals to relate and act in more satisfying ways 

(Manias & Street, 2000).  

Participatory action research is a relatively spontaneous, intentionally shaped 

response to real situations involving an inquisitive outlook on the part of the 

participants in collaboration with committed, versatile, and creative professional 

researchers. The benefits of participatory action research are realized through its 

collaborative, trust building capacity. First, with direct community input, participatory 

action research projects are credible and can respond to emerging changes in social, 

political, and economic contexts. Second, through consciousness-raising, participatory 

action research has the potential to produce community level outcomes. Third, 
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participatory action research brings about the developments to maintain health 

promotion and disease prevention structures within communities, in line with 

collective social and political goals (Koch & Kralik, 2006; Stringer, 1999).  

In this study, the researcher planned to enhance the processes of self-healing 

through integrating yoga practice in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. The 

aims of the study were improvement and involvement through using participatory 

action research. The aim of improvement focused on self-healing in persons with 

allergic respiratory symptoms by using yoga practice. The aim of involvement meant 

including all participants in the process of planning, acting, observing, and reflecting 

to achieve the aim of improvement. 

Knowledge development and enhancement of health are goals of both the 

traditional empiricist and participatory action research approaches to self-healing in 

persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. Central to participatory action research 

are the conscious efforts made to nurture and strengthen continuing relationships and 

interpersonal processes within particular communities that will enhance long-term 

prospects for healing. The key to participatory action research is not found in 

particular methods, although qualitative techniques like those used in this project have 

been found to be well suited to community empowerment projects. Rather, the 

strengths of participatory action research reside in innovatively adapting methods for 

use in diverse contexts, exploring local knowledge and perceptions, engaging 

community members as active contributors, and aligning power within the research 

process so that people are regarded as agents capable of analyzing their own situations 

(Reason, 2006; Speziale & Carpenter, 2003).  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter describes the design and methods used for the study.  This section 

is organized into the following topics: roles of the researcher, the research design, 

research process, participants, research setting, instrumentation and data collection 

and data analysis, protection of human subject’s rights and trustworthiness. 

 

Roles of the Researcher 

The researcher in this study took two important roles; the researcher as a 

research tool, and the researcher as a nurse. As a research tool, she collected, collated, 

and analyzed data and wrote the completed research paper. As a nurse, she assessed 

the participants holistically in order to understand their meaning of illness, 

background, social context, experience of yoga practice, and experience of integrating 

yoga into daily life. She educated the participants about allergic symptoms and yoga 

practice to help them manage their symptoms. She provided the participants training 

to practice yoga for self-healing including, asanas, pranayama, and relaxation. She 

also supported, provided consultation, empowered to continue yoga practice, and 

helped them integrated yoga into daily life.     

 

Research Design 

The research methods and procedures that were employed in this study were 

based on participatory action research (PAR) which is informed by the critical social 
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sciences paradigm. The reasons for using PAR were that this study required 

continuous collaboration between the researcher and participants in order to enhance 

the process of self-healing through integrating yoga practice in persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms.  PAR emphasizes the importance of the researcher and 

participants working together in order to achieve an understanding of the participants’ 

interests, meanings and constraints within the context in which the research was 

occurring. This method was useful for the researcher as a facilitator to produce new 

knowledge from the collaboration with the participants. To achieve the goal, the 

researcher needed to adopt a mutual approach to the study.  This meant working with 

persons with allergic respiratory symptoms to learn their perspectives as well as 

factors related to their symptoms. This study enabled persons with allergic respiratory 

symptoms to become analytical about their practice.  Thus, they might view their 

yoga practice in a different way and develop strategies to improve it.  Moreover, PAR 

could decrease the gap between curing and symptoms management in persons with 

allergic respiratory symptoms in the time available.  It also allowed the researcher to 

consider the cultural context during the study. Therefore, the research process 

suggested by the PAR method was used for this study in order to understand the 

process of enhancing self-healing and illustrate new nursing knowledge that integrates 

yoga into daily life.  

 

Research Process 

This study was divided into two phases: preparation and the participatory 

action phases. 
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1. Preparation phase 

The main objective of the preparation phase was the development of the 

tentative of enhancing the process of self-healing through integrating yoga practice 

that was expected to be appropriate for persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. 

The tentative of enhancing the process of self-healing included reviewing yoga books 

to find postures that would help benefit the participants. A pilot study was undertaken 

in order to develop the process of self-healing through collaboration between the 

researcher and the participants. The details of these processes are explained as 

follows. 

1.1 Reviewing the literature and developing skills for practicing yoga 

In order to develop a tentative self-healing process through yoga 

practice, a review of the literature about yoga, with specific reference to persons with 

allergic respiratory symptoms, was conducted.  This involved reviewing yoga books 

in libraries and at the Thai Yoga Institute in Bangkok, Thailand. From these, the 

researcher selected a set of postures that were reported to be beneficial to the 

respiratory system and well-being.  She then consulted experienced yoga teachers 

from the Thai Yoga Institute to confirm that these postures would be beneficial and 

not harm to persons with allergic respiratory symptoms.  

  The researcher had also been trained by an experienced yoga teacher at 

the Thai Yoga Institute in Bangkok.  The course provided her with advanced 

knowledge of yoga and its practice that enabled her to be a leader/trainer for a yoga 

training course. The yoga practice for this study took place at the Center for Holistic 

Health and Eastern Wisdom, Faculty of Nursing, Prince of Songkla University one 
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hour and a half three time a week. The practice provided training in yoga for persons 

with allergic respiratory symptoms and also allowed healthy individuals to take part in 

the practice.  This experience of practice, the literature review, and consultation with 

experienced yoga teachers were used to help select yoga postures for persons with 

allergic respiratory symptoms. This yoga practice consisted of a set of yoga postures, 

pranayamas (sets for breathing control), and relaxation techniques. The postures 

included: a set of postures to exercise joints (the warm up), a set of standing postures, 

a set of sitting postures, and a set of lying postures. The breathing exercises were 

abdominal breathing, breathing for cleansing, alternate nostril breathing, and 

relaxation techniques, including meditation. 

 The yoga practice postures obtained from reviewing were as follows: 

 1. A set of postures to exercise joints in order to warm up for 15 

minutes. 

 2. A set of standing postures (25 minutes) consisting of the Sun 

Salutation posture (Surya Namaskara), the Mountain posture (Standing asana), the 

Tree posture (Vrikshasana), the Triangle posture (Trikonasana), and the Wheel 

posture (Chakrasana). 

 3. A set of sitting postures (20 minutes) composed of the Sit 

posture/Easy position (Sukhasana), the Psychic union posture (Yogamudasana), 

Abdominal Breathing, Cleansing Breathing (Kapalabhati), Alternate Nostril Breathing 

(Anuloma Viloma), the Head-to-knee posture (Shanusrisana), the Camel posture 

(Ushtrasana) and the Spinal Twist posture (Vakrasana). 
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 4. A set of lying postures (15 minutes) consisting of the Corpse 

posture (Savasana), the Fish posture (Matsyasana), the Half Plough posture (Ardha 

Halasana), the Bow posture (Dhanurasana), the Crocodile posture (Makarasana), the 

Locust posture (Shalabhasana), the Cobra posture (Bhujangasana), and the Cat 

posture (Marjariasana). The last posture was for deep relaxation with the Corpse 

posture (Savasana) for 15 minutes (Feuerstein, 2004; Gharote, 1999; Guthrie, 2005; 

Krishnan, 2003). 

 The researcher used these postures with two volunteers who were 

willing to participate in the pilot study for considering and selecting a set of postures 

that suitable with the persons with allergic respiratory symptoms.   

 1.2 Pilot study 

A pilot study was conducted with two persons experiencing allergic 

respiratory symptoms (Nat and Nui) as part of the cycle of PAR.  The PAR cycle 

included planning, action and observing, and reflecting. This phase took place 

between May to July, 2006. Interview data was collected using a set of questions 

regarding the participants’ health history, medical treatment, and ways of managing 

allergic respiratory symptoms. Other data collected before the commencement of the 

study included the Aura test, Total Symptom Score (TSS), and Quality of Life (QOL) 

score.  

After collecting this data, the researcher and both volunteers analyzed 

the data in order to understand any associated problems. They reflected on their 

sufferings from symptoms, social context, risk factors and the other ways they sought 

to manage their symptoms. They believed that yoga could help them. Nat, Nui and the 
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researcher collaborated to plan practicing yoga for self-healing. After that they 

decided to attend sessions and practice yoga one and a half hours for three times a 

week at the Center for Holistic Health and Eastern Wisdom, Faculty of Nursing, Prince 

of Songkla University. 

For the next step, reflection, the participants reflected such as: “What 

happened when practicing yoga?”; “How do you feel about yoga practice?”; “What 

does it mean for improving?”; “How have you reached your goal in practicing 

yoga?”; and “How can you perform yoga better?”. They reflected individually and 

were tape recorded by the researcher. Data from reflection, self daily reports on the 

perceived results of their yoga practice, field notes, aura tests, and TSS were collected 

again after one month. Data were analyzed by the researcher and confirmed with the 

participants to establish the significance of the findings including: 

1. The strategies that participants and the researcher used for 

practicing yoga, such as empowerment, supporting, and motivating.  

2. The roles of the researcher as a nurse including assessors, 

facilitators, educators, and trainers. 

3. The roles of participants including giving information, attending 

and practicing yoga, observing the process of using yoga, and reflecting what they 

were learning, and collaborating in all research process. 

4. Some postures were a little different from those in the initial 

proposed plan. The Camel posture, the Bow posture and the Psychic union posture 

were excluded because it was found that these postures were difficult to do. The Fish 

posture was modified by stretching both legs straight in front of the body instead of 
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sitting in the lotus posture. In addition, the duration of practice was modified by 

increasing the time for the set of sitting postures from 20 to 25 minutes, and 

decreasing the set of standing postures from 25 to 20 minutes.  All postures were 

practiced with combinations of breathing. The data from the pilot study was used to 

adjust the tentative process for the method used in the participatory action process 

phase. 

5. The self-healing of persons with allergic respiratory symptoms 

emerged in this step including: reducing allergic respiratory symptoms; and feeling 

peace of mind. 

1.3 Tentative self-healing process through integrating yoga practice 

 The tentative self-healing process through integrating yoga practice 

was developed from a pilot study, and consisted of a handout of yoga practice for 

persons with allergic respiratory symptoms, a set of yoga postures, and an audio CD. 

The details are follows: 

 1. The handout of yoga practice for persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms consisted yoga practice based on hatha yoga, which was used to 

guide participants in daily practice. In particular, they used Yama, which means the 

principles of right relationship to the world and universal ethics, and Niyama, which 

means the principles of right relationship with self, disciplines, and observances. The 

benefits of each yoga posture and the technique of yoga practice were included in the 

handout.   

  2. A set of yoga postures for persons with allergic respiratory 

symptoms was developed which consisted of a set of postures to exercise joints, a set 
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of standing postures, a set of sitting postures, a set of lying postures, and a deep 

relaxation with the Corpse posture. 

3. An audio CD of yoga practice for persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms was produced. 

4. The researcher, a practicing nurse, extended her role to holistic 

assessor, educator, trainer, supporter, and empower person.  

5. The participants’ roles were seen as important in the study and 

included giving information, participating, observing and reflecting. 

 The researcher developed the tentative self-healing process through 

yoga practice from two cases.  Many points needed to be further clarified and changed 

in accord with the participants. The study then moved to the participatory action 

process phase. 

 

2. Participatory action process phase 

 The tentative self-healing process through yoga practice resulting from the 

pilot study was modified and used in the participatory action process phase.  

2.1 Participatory action research cycle 

The participatory action process phase of this study was explained to the 

participants in detail. The aim of the study in enhancing the process of self-healing 

through integrating yoga practice, the roles and activities of researcher and 

participants were described. The study was conducted through the four steps of 

participatory action research, which are shown in figure 3.  
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2.2 Reconnaissance   

To understand each individual, the experiences of the problem of persons with 

allergic respiratory symptoms were examined by the participants. The researcher 

encouraged the participants to identify their problems and to begin to understand 

meaning of the illness, background, and social context. The participants brought their 

personal experiences of healing to be discussed with the researcher. The researcher 

established relationships with the participants by using informal conversation 

techniques, spending time with and paying attention to them. Moreover, the 

researcher shared information about knowledge of respiratory allergy and yoga 

practice, and discussed issues related to general information about participants’ health 

problems.   These methods were used to develop trust and lessen the gap between the 

participants and the researcher for the next step of the study.  In addition, the 

researcher assessed the participants’ experiences relating to self-healing and the 

management of allergic respiratory conditions (see Appendix A). TSS, aura tests and 

QOL were monitored to explain the baseline before starting yoga practice, and again 

at one, two, and three months after yoga practice. The data from this phase were 

analyzed and interpreted to gain understanding of the health conditions of the 

participants. These data were used to plan each planning step.  

2.3 Planning 

To achieve the objectives of this first step, the tentative self-healing process 

through integrating yoga practice was developed in the preparation phase.  It 

consisted of yoga practice, strategy, and the roles of both the participants and 

researcher were presented and explained to the participants.  The plan included yoga 
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practice and activities to achieve goals, a workshop for yoga practice, and strategies. 

Finally, the researcher and participants reflected individually on strategies to improve 

their practice. The researcher encouraged the participants to follow their plans. 

2.4 Acting and observing 

In this step of the participatory action research cycle, the researcher conducted 

activities, a workshop and practicing yoga. These followed the plan mentioned in the 

prior step, to develop self-healing process. The researcher provided yoga lesson for 

the participants. The yoga lesson was given by the researcher both in groups and 

individual practice.  The practice sessions offered to participants were one and a half 

hours per day, three times a week. Instruction was also based on the principles of 

yoga and the researcher developed a handout that was used for home yoga practice.   

Each participant was encouraged to monitor their improvement in physical, 

psychological, and spiritual health by using Self-Report and Personal Diary Forms. In 

this phase the researcher closely observed the participants and took field notes that 

dealt with their behaviors, comments, interactions, situations and their own personal 

insights.  The field notes were used to formulate a context for interpreting data. 

Moreover, field notes were used to document events that occurred to participants, and 

methods that were used to motivate the practice that each person followed. In 

addition, theories from the literature were also used to support and guide the 

participants reaching their goals.  These, such as the Yoga Sutra, guided participants 

to a state of balance.  
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2.5 Reflecting   

  The researcher encouraged the participants to reflect on their practice every 

day individually and every week as a group.  This was done to obtain further 

information on how the participants used yoga for the self-healing of their symptoms 

and to find out the results of their practice. Moreover, the barriers to practice, 

supportive factors, and lessons learned were discussed in their reflection.  Questions 

were used to guide this reflection (see Appendix D). The data from this step were 

used to improve the development of the model in the next cycle and were used with 

the later participants.   

  After action, observation and reflection, the development plan was revised for 

use in the next cycle. Some yoga postures were included and others excluded. The 

strategies used to encourage participants were modified to be more in accord with the 

specific individual. The details of this process are shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 5. Participatory action process for enhancing self-healing process through 

integrating yoga practice in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms 

Reconnaissance: 
- Relationship establishment 
- In-depth interview 
- Total Symptom Score 
- Quality of life   
- Aura test 

Planning: 
- Researcher and participants plan 
for yoga practice 
- Discuss individual goals of yoga 
practice  
-Yoga practice workshop  
- Strategies for yoga practice 

Acting & Observing: 
-Yoga practice 
- Strategies 
- Data collecting by field notes, and 
participant’s self reports, Total 
Symptom Score, Aura test, and 
Quality of life 
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Phenomena of using model including: 
 - Personal experience  
-  Feeling and meaning 
-  Nurse’s roles  
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-  People’s involvement  
-  Outcomes of yoga practice   
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-  Process improvement  
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improvement of 
yoga practice  

Self-healing Process through Integrating Yoga 
Practice in Persons with Allergic Respiratory 

Symptoms 
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Participants of the Study 

The participants in this study were persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. 

They were volunteers from Hatyai district, in Songkhla province. The study was 

conducted from May, 2006 to February, 2007. The recruitment of participants took 

place through advertising for volunteer participants.  The researcher announced the 

study by using posters at the Faculty of Nursing, Prince of Songkla University.  These 

invited participation to the persons who had allergic respiratory symptoms and were 

interested in using yoga for managing their symptoms and health.  It was to take place 

at the Center for Holistic Health and Eastern Wisdom, Faculty of Nursing, Prince of 

Songkla University.  The snowball technique was used to recruit friends or relatives 

of those who saw the announcement, as potential participants.  

Nat and Nui agreed to volunteer in developing self-healing process through 

yoga practice. Three new cases participated in this study in July (Noy, Muk, and 

Malai). Five cases (Sa, Aree, Nee, Kai, and Pat) participated in August. Kai ended her 

participation after two weeks because she had to work in another district.  Four cases 

(Am, Ya, Pom, and Na) agreed to participate in September. Ya stopped after three 

weeks because the time. In October, 2006, there were five participants (Ja, Ging, 

Toto, Pa, and Porn) who agreed to take part in developing the model.  Ja stopped after 

three weeks because she had to take care of her sick husband. Pa felt that her 

symptoms got worse after she practiced for two weeks in participating in the study.  

Finally, there were 15 participants at the end of the study. These participants were 

selected by using the following criteria: they were diagnosed as having allergic 

respiratory symptoms by a physician; they were 15–60 years old at the time of the 
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study; they were able to read, write, and understand Thai; and no other chronic diseases, 

such as diabetes mellitus, hypertension, heart disease, or renal disease.  

 

Research Setting 

The study was implemented at the Center for Holistic Health and Eastern 

Wisdom, Faculty of Nursing, Prince of Songkla University. This center has a yoga 

hall equipped with a tape and VCD/DVD player, microphone and yoga mats for the 

participants. Pictures of yoga postures and some yoga books were also available to the 

participants in the hall. The hall was quiet, private, and well ventilated.  In addition, 

the aura computerized machine was in a nearby room.  

 

Instrumentations and Data Collection 

 The following instruments were selected to collect the data. In keeping with 

the philosophy of PAR, many of these activities and data collection instruments also 

served to inform and engage the study participants.  They also provided information 

for the development of the therapeutic model.  These included:  

In-depth interviews: An interview guide for in-depth interviews was used to 

collect general information including symptoms, causes, impacts of symptoms, and 

their managements (Appendix C).  

A demographic background sheet: This was developed by the researcher for 

collecting information including age, sex, education level, marital status, income 

level, occupation, and where they lived (Appendix A, B).  
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Diary writing: The participants were encouraged to write a self diary report 

about their experiences. It was used to reflect their experiences of yoga practice, 

feelings, and obstacles to reach their goal.   

Aura test: The Aura Video Station, an interactive multimedia biofeedback 

system, was used in this study. The aura measures biofeedback data through 

biofeedback sensors. The data was analyzed and processed with the energetic and 

activity levels of the client. In this study the researcher used the data of  aura pictures, 

level of energy, and ying-yang balance of the participants because it related to energy 

balance and improving allergic respiratory symptoms. Aura monitoring was 

conducted at the beginning and at one, two, and three months in order to motivate 

them to practice.  

Total symptom score (TSS): This instrument was adapted from Van 

Cauwenberge & Juniper (2000). TSS was defined as the sum of the five individual 

symptom scores assessed by the participant for: (1) sneezing, (2) rhinorrhea, (3) itchy 

nose, palate and/or throat, (4) nasal congestion, and (5) itchy, watery and/or red eyes. 

Each of these symptoms was evaluated on a five-point scale: 0 - absent; 1 - mild 

(symptom present but not annoying or troublesome); 2 - moderate (symptom 

frequently troublesome but not interfering with normal daily activity or sleep); 3 - 

severe (symptom sufficiently troublesome enough to interfere with normal daily 

activity or sleep); 4 - very severe (symptom severe enough to warrant an immediate 

visit to the physician). The TSS was used to encourage participants to understand and 

monitor the effect of practicing the yoga techniques. The TSS was measured at the 

beginning and at one, two, and three months to encourage participants to know their 
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health condition and monitor the effect of yoga practice.  

Quality of life score: The Quality of life (QOL) was assessed by using a 

isual analog scale from 1 to 10. It was used to inform participants about the level of 

their quality of life before and after practice yoga, and to motivate them to continue 

practice.  It was not used to provide a comparison using statistical analysis.  

Critical reflection: critical reflective inquiry was necessary because it was 

possible to discover and compare usual modes of practice throughout the inquiry. 

Critical reflection was conducted weekly after implementing the previously developed 

plan by using the interview guide for individuals (Appendix D). It was particularly 

suited to the collection of qualitative data.  

Participatory observation: The researcher performed as an active participant 

observer over the period of the study in order to get closed to the participants and 

understand their experience.  The researcher‘s observations included symptoms and 

yoga practice. 

Taking field notes:  Observations were recorded about their practice of yoga. 

The content of the field notes included personal notes, methodological notes, and 

theoretical notes. The researcher used these field notes to formulate a context for 

interpretations. 

 

Data Analysis 

Content analysis was used to analyze qualitative data from the audio-tape 

recordings of interviews and field notes. The interview data from the participants and 

all stories were transcribed verbatim. This information was submitted to and discussed 
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with the thesis advisors in order to confirm and verify the data interpretation. Data 

from daily report, Total Symptom Score, and aura test were analyzed by descriptive 

statistic and used to support the interpretation of themes that emerged at each phase. 

The analysis consisted of an understanding of the whole text and then moved to the 

development of more specific themes from the textual data.  The turning points 

experienced by the participants that reflected changes enabling them to see 

themselves in a different way were identified. The important strategies that supported 

the participants in reaching their goals were identified.  All the analyzed data was 

used to develop the process of self-healing.  

 

Protection of Human Subjects’ Rights 

1. Permission to involve the participants was obtained from the Institutional 

Review Board Committee, Faculty of Nursing, Prince of Songkla University. 

2. A complete explanation and written description about the objectives of the 

study, the research method, potential risks and benefits to participants were given to 

the participants. They were allowed to ask questions and to decline or accept 

participation in this study or to withdraw from the study at anytime they wished. If 

any participants had allergic or respiratory problems when practicing yoga they were 

provided with necessary nursing care and referred to appropriate services. 

3. Verbal or written informed consent was required from each participant 

before the beginning of the study. 
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 4. Confidentiality was ensured by having the audio-tapes transcribed by the 

researcher with no personal identifiers. All the data records were kept in a locked 

cabinet and were destroyed after five years following completion of the study.  

 

Trustworthiness  

Procedures recommended by Lincoln and Guba (1985) were used to ensure 

trustworthiness. The strengths of this study depend on trustworthiness; the reliability 

and validity of the results. This also relates to the presentation of the results, and the 

process used to carry out the study.  The specific procedures used to ensure 

trustworthiness in this study were as follows. 

Credibility 

The researcher built relationships with the participants and gained trust by 

prolonged exposure to the participants. The study process was conducted from May, 

2006 to February, 2007. This extended period not only helped the researcher build 

trust, it also helped her to understand the participants and their situations.  

Prolonged engagement gave the researcher opportunities to observe 

participants closely and to understand their problems better. The researcher had the 

opportunity to meet the participants frequently. For example, the researcher organized 

group reflection every week, and discussions after practicing yoga three times a week 

until data saturation occurred. These meetings helped the researcher to confirm 

interpretations. The experiences from the previous yoga practice were used for the 

next practice, next case or later groups. The findings from prolonged engagement 

provided increasing credibility of knowledge. 
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Triangulation in this study involved the use of multiple methods of data 

collection (participant observations, interviews, group discussions) and multiple 

theoretical explanations of the study phenomenon. For example, Sa reported that her 

health condition was getting worse at the eighth week after practicing yoga. It was 

confirmed later that the cause of the deterioration of her health was not her yoga 

practice, but was a lack of sleep in that week due to having much homework to do. 

This information was reinforced in her self-report. 

The researcher carried out checking by members such as presenting the 

findings and interpretations to the participants, and gathering feedback regarding the 

validity of the data and the researcher’s conclusions. When the participants met the 

researcher after practicing yoga, the researcher observed their outcomes and evaluated 

her perceptions of the previous activities with participants.  Moreover, group meetings 

were organized for them to reflect on their experience as well as to validate the data 

and data interpretation. Each group meeting consisted of 3-5 participants. The 

checking by members of this study occurred during each phase of the project. 

Transferability 

To facilitate the transferability of this study the researcher conducted detailed 

documentation in all phases. The researcher reported the context of the study, 

including the setting, the participants’ background and the research process.  The 

findings of the study were reported in a style that gave an enriched picture by using 

the participants’ accounts. Understanding situations, learning to cope with allergic 

respiratory symptoms, and integrating yoga into daily life, all were presented as the 

phenomena of participants’ learning about their self-healing processes.  Themes and 
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sub-themes included quotations, commentaries, and stories which added to the 

richness of the report and to the understanding of the experiences and contexts where 

they occurred.  

Dependability 

Dependability is the criterion of applying rigor to ensure the consistency of 

qualitative findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). It seeks ways of taking into account both 

unstable and unusual factors. An audit trail is the primary technique for assessing the 

dependability of qualitative findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  It includes details of 

all procedures related to data collection, analysis, and synthesis. 

In order to increase the dependability of this study, the researcher managed all 

the documents relating to the study.  The researcher’s reflective journals, which 

provided ongoing documentation of the researcher's role, reactions, and influences on 

data collection and analysis, were available for audit at all times.  Rich information on 

the research process was explained.  

The researcher used the triangulation method for data collection, including in-

depth interviews, field notes, self-reports, aura testing, TSS, and QOL to measure 

self-healing outcomes. These methods were conducted by obtaining both objective 

and subjective data. The data was used to support the weaknesses and strengths of the 

other modes of collection. For example, the TSS showed the increased levels of the 

severity of the processes followed. In turn, the reflections obtained from in-depth 

interviews and self-reporting showed data that supported the results from the TSS, 

thus further supporting the evidence. Moreover, group and individual reflection were 
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used to collect data to achieve multidimensional perspectives on experiences and to 

understand participant phenomena.     

Confirmability  

Confirmability is a process criterion. The technique used to assess 

confirmability is the audit trail (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). It involves keeping detailed 

records of all the procedures relating to data collection, analysis, and synthesis. An 

audit trail provides a mechanism for tracking and replicating the research process, 

determining methodological consistency and objectivity over time and investigators, 

and developing the rich description of the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

An audit trail was available throughout this study. The process followed in this 

study was presented in detail so that a clear account of the methodology of the project 

was provided. Raw data were systematically recorded and noted. Audiotapes, 

transcripts, and the products of data analysis were arranged and sorted. Field notes 

were recorded on a regular basis and reflection was undertaken to address issues that 

arose. All data, including categories, themes, sub-themes, related details, and the final 

reports, were kept in files. 

The recorded materials could be demonstrated as adequate when the data were 

analyzed and interpreted. This refers to referential adequacy (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) 

which is one of the techniques concerning an activity that makes it possible to check 

preliminary findings and interpretations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The findings of this study consist of two main parts: participant descriptions, 

and the three steps of enhancing the process of self-healing through integrating yoga 

practice by persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. Since this study used 

participatory action research, the findings and discussions in this paper were 

integrated.  The details of the findings as follows. 

 

The Context of the Setting at the Center for Holistic Health and Eastern Wisdom  

The Center for Holistic Health and Eastern Wisdom, where the study took place, 

is an academic nursing center of the Faculty of Nursing, Prince of Songkla University, 

Hat Yai, Songkhla Province in southern Thailand. This center aims to apply 

knowledge integrated with eastern wisdom for teaching and providing health services 

to optimize the well being of individuals and society. There are many services 

provided for people both in the University and those living nearby, such as 

meditation, reiki healing, yoga, tai-chi, and massage. These services are offered all the 

year round. Most of the services are provided by the nursing faculty and through 

support from networking in the community. In addition, there is an annual conference 

on holistic nursing and Eastern Wisdom that allows people to participate in topics 

based on their own interest.  
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Figure 6. Map showing the Prince of Songkla University and Center for Holistic 

Health and Eastern Wisdom  

 

Participant Descriptions 

The demographic data were collected and translated from Thai to English.  

Nineteen participants were recruited with 15 participants completing all steps covered 

by the study. One of the participants was male. Those that did not complete (four) 

dropped out in the second and third weeks. Symptoms reported by most of the 

participants included: sneezing; rhinorrhea; an itchy nose, palate and/or throat; nasal 

Prince of 
Songkla 

University 
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congestion; and itchy, watery and/or red eyes.  They attributed the causes of their 

symptoms to a variety of sources including smells, mosquitoes, cockroaches, dust, 

cigarette smoke, lotion, dust, wool, and weather change.   The characteristics of the 

participants are shown in Table 3. 

 

Gender, Religion, and Age of Participants 

Fourteen participants were females and one of them was a male. The data 

showed that females were more interested in seeking an alternative way to manage 

their symptoms than males. Twelve participants were Buddhist and three of them 

were Muslim. The ages of five participants were less than thirty; all were students in 

the University. Ten participants were 31-60 years old and they still worked as 

teachers, employees, or owned their businesses. 
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Table 3 

Age, gender, religion, education level, since diagnosed (years), symptoms, and self-

management of participants 

Age Gender Religio
n 

Education 
level 

Since 
Diagnosed 

(years) 
Symptoms Management 

19 F M BSS 8 sneezing, rhinorrhea, 
itchy nose, nasal 
congestion,   watery 
and red eyes 
 

drug inhalation, 
drank warm 
water, kept warm 

19 F B BSS 15 sneezing, rhinorrhea,  
itchy nose, nasal 
congestion,  itchy and 
watery eyes 
 

oral medicine, 
drug inhalation, 
kept warm, 
avoided drinking 
cold water, and 
drank juice 

20 F M BSS 5 sneezing, rhinorrhea, 
itchy nose, palate 
and/or throat, nasal 
congestion,   itchy, 
watery and/or red eyes 
 

oral medicine, 
kept warm,  
aerobic exercise, 
avoided allergen, 
and drank juice 
 

20 F M BSS 3 sneezing, rhinorrhea, 
itchy nose, nasal 
congestion,   itchy, 
watery and red eyes 
 

oral medicine, 
jogging, kept 
warm, avoided 
drinking cold 
water, and 
avoided allergen 

21 F B BSS 10 sneezing, rhinorrhea, 
itchy nose, nasal 
congestion, itchy and 
watery eyes 
 

oral medicine, 
drug inhalation,  
aerobic exercise, 
avoided allergen, 
and drank warm 
tea 

32 M B BS 6 sneezing, rhinorrhea, 
itchy throat, nasal 
congestion,   watery 
and red eyes 
 

drug inhalation, 
sometimes oral 
medicine, and 
exercise 

       
35 F B BS 3 sneezing, rhinorrhea, 

itchy nose, nasal 
congestion,  itchy and 
watery eyes 
 

oral medicine, 
aerobic exercise 
and sleep 

38 F B BS 4 sneezing, rhinorrhea,  
itchy nose and throat, 
nasal congestion,   
itchy, watery and red 
eyes 
 

drug inhalation 
and aerobic 
exercise 
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Table 3 (continued.) 

Age Gender Religion Education 
level 

Since 
Diagnosed 

(years) 
Symptoms Management 

39 F B MS 2 sneezing, rhinorrhea, 
itchy nose, palate and 
throat, nasal congestion,  
itchy, watery eyes 
 

oral medicine, 
exercise by 
walking, drank 
juice, drank warm 
water, and 
avoided allergen 
 

43 F B BS 1.5 sneezing, rhinorrhea,  
itchy nose, palate 
and/or throat, nasal 
congestion,   itchy, 
watery and/or red eyes 
 

oral medicine, 
jogging or 
aerobic, rest and 
sleeping, drank 
warm water, and 
avoided allergen 

48 
 
 
 
 

F 
 
 
 
 

B 
 
 
 

MS 10 sneezing, rhinorrhea,   
itchy nose and throat, 
nasal congestion, itchy 
and watery eyes 
 

oral medicine, 
 kept her body 
warm, aerobic 
exercise, and 
avoided allergen 

50 F B MS 10 sneezing, rhinorrhea,  
itchy nose, palate and 
throat, nasal congestion,   
itchy, watery and/or red 
eyes 
 

oral medicine, 
drug inhalation,  
kept her body 
warm, and 
aerobic exercise 

51 F B BS 10 sneezing, rhinorrhea,   
itchy nose and throat, 
nasal congestion, itchy 
and watery eyes 
 

oral medicine, 
kept warm, drank 
tea 

55 F B BS 5 sneezing, nasal 
sneezing, rhinorrhea,  
itchy nose, palate 
and/or throat, nasal 
congestion,   itchy, 
watery and/or red eyes 
 

drug inhalation, 
drank warm 
water, and 
avoided allergen 

60 F B HS 10 sneezing, rhinorrhea,   
itchy nose and throat, 
nasal congestion, itchy 
and watery eyes 
 

drug inhalation, 
and walking 

       
  
Note.   B = Buddhist, M = Muslim, BSS = Bachelor’s Student, HS = High School,  
BS = Bachelor of Science,   MS = Master of Science 
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The level of severity of symptoms  

There were two groups of participants and each group was categorized by their 

perceived symptoms (moderate and severe symptoms). The symptoms were defined 

as the severity perceived by the individual participants through sneezing, rhinorrhea, 

itchy nose or palate and/or throat, nasal congestion, and itchy, watery and/or red eyes. 

These symptoms were perceived to be either moderate or severe.  

1. On the moderate group, there were nine participants who perceived they had 

moderate symptoms. Their symptoms were frequently troublesome but did not 

interfere with normal daily activities or sleep. The criteria for identifying moderate 

symptoms were frequently having the following symptoms: sneezing; rhinorrhea; 

itchy nose, palate and/or throat; nasal congestion; itchy, watery and/or red eyes. They 

sometimes used oral or inhaled drugs and had some side effects from the drugs. 

Ging categorized herself as one of the moderate group. She worked as a 

teacher in a high school.  She was married but had no children and lived with her 

husband.  Her income was adequate. Changes in the weather were the causes of her 

symptoms. She was interested in practicing yoga because her friend suggested she 

should try it. She believed that yoga might help her to improve her allergic respiratory 

symptoms, and thought that she could do yoga alone by herself at her home if it 

worked.  

Muk was a Thai Buddhist woman who worked as a government officer.  She 

was not married and lived with two family members. Her income was adequate. She 

had been diagnosed with allergic respiratory symptoms by a physician ten years ago. 

A change in weather, dust, and wool were the causes of her symptoms. She felt very 

bad, exhausted, anxious and uncomfortable when she had allergic respiratory 
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symptoms.  She perceived that she had moderate symptoms and was unhappy when 

she worked. When she had these symptoms she took medicine. She did aerobic 

exercises, avoided the places where there were allergens, and kept her body warm 

when she was attacked by the symptoms. She knew about yoga and was interested in 

using it for health and fitness, but she did not think that yoga could help her manage 

her allergic respiratory symptoms. She wanted to try practicing yoga and hoped that it 

might work in helping her to improve her symptoms.  

Malai was a Thai Buddhist woman who worked as an employee.  She was 

married but had no children and lived with four family members. Her income was not 

adequate. She had been diagnosed as having allergic respiratory symptoms by a 

physician four years go. Changes in the weather were the causes of her symptoms.  

She felt very uncomfortable and exhausted when she had symptoms. She felt fearful 

of her symptom’s impact on others who needed to take care of her job at work when 

she took a sick leave. Moreover, she suffered from her symptoms and felt that she was 

a burden to her family and friends. When she had these symptoms she used inhalant 

drugs. At the initial stage she thought yoga was a kind of exercise. She was interested 

in practicing yoga because she believed that yoga as an exercise could help her to 

manage her allergic respiratory symptoms.  

Sa, Aree, and Nee were Thai Muslim women studying in a University.  They 

also perceived their symptoms as moderate. Sa stayed at home with six family 

members. Aree and Nee stayed in a dormitory with their friends. They had been 

diagnosed as having allergic respiratory symptoms by a physician three years ago. 

Dust, pollen, and weather changes were the causes of their symptoms. They felt 

fearful, uncomfortable and anxious when they had these symptoms. They sometimes 
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could not do their homework or study when they had the symptoms. They were 

interested in practicing yoga because they believed that yoga exercises could help 

them to manage their symptoms better.  

Am, a Thai Buddhist woman, had her own business.  She was married but had 

no children and lived with two family members. Her income was adequate. She had 

been diagnosed as having allergic respiratory symptoms by a physician ten years ago. 

Changes in the weather caused her symptoms. She perceived her symptoms as 

moderate. She felt fearful and anxious when she had allergic respiratory symptoms. 

She sometimes did not sleep enough, and had headaches and migraines.  She felt very 

anxious about her symptoms getting worse or developing into other severe respiratory 

conditions. She could not work and sleep, and sometimes she was unhappy when she 

worked. She had tried to seek alternative ways to help her manage her symptoms, 

such as through Tai chi and using herbs, but they did not work. She knew about yoga 

practice from many media sources and was interested in yoga because she believed 

that yoga could help her to improve her allergic respiratory symptoms.  

Pom, a Thai Buddhist woman, worked as a teacher. She was not married and 

stayed at home with five family members. She had been diagnosed with allergic 

respiratory symptoms by a physician two years ago. Dust and changes in weather 

were the causes of her symptoms. She felt very bad and uncomfortable. She had 

symptoms immediately when she stayed in a place where there was a lot of dust, and 

she felt very anxious when she had these symptoms. These symptoms made her feel 

irritated. She took some medicines when she had these symptoms.  She did exercises 

by walking every evening, kept her body warm when attacked by the symptoms and 

avoided dusty places. She drank warm water and juice and ate many kinds of fruit. 
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She was interested in practicing yoga because she believed that yoga could help her to 

manage her symptoms.  

Na, a Thai Buddhist woman, worked as a teacher in the high school.  She was 

divorced and lived with her daughter. Her income was adequate. She had been 

diagnosed as having allergic respiratory symptoms by a physician one year ago. 

Change in the weather and lack of rest were the causes of her symptoms. She 

sometimes lacked sleep and had headaches when she had symptoms.  She felt anxious 

and unhappy when she worked. When she got these symptoms she took medicine for 

her allergy. She did exercises, such as jogging or aerobic exercises every day, kept her 

body warm when was attacked by symptoms and tried to have enough rest and sleep. 

She avoided drinking cold water and drank hot water, but her symptoms still 

persisted. She was interested in practicing yoga because she believed that yoga could 

help her to improve her management of her symptoms and she thought that she could 

do it by herself.  

2. There were six participants in the group that perceived they had severe 

symptoms. They had symptoms that were sufficiently troublesome to interfere with 

normal daily activities or sleep. They always had the following symptoms: (sneezing; 

rhinorrhea; itchy nose, palate and/or throat; nasal congestion; and itchy watery and/or 

red eyes). They had negative feelings (uncertainty, fear and anxiety) and always used 

oral or inhalant drugs, which caused many side effects.  

Nat, who perceived herself to have severe symptoms, was a Thai Buddhist 

woman working as an employee.  She was married but had no children and lived with 

six family members. She had been diagnosed with allergic respiratory symptoms by a 

physician about three years ago. The causes of her symptoms were foul odors, 
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mosquitoes, cockroaches, dust, smoke from cigarettes, and lotions. She felt very bad 

when she had allergic respiratory symptoms. She could not work and felt like a 

useless person. When she had these symptoms she took medicine and slept.  

Nui and Pat were Thai Buddhist women studying in a University.  They stayed 

in a dormitory with their friends. They had been diagnosed with allergic respiratory 

symptoms by a physician ten years ago. Dust, wool, and weather changes were the 

causes of their symptoms. They felt like they could not breathe, and experienced fear 

and anxiety when they had symptoms. When they got these symptoms they took 

medicine and used drug inhalers. Sometimes Pat went to the emergency department at 

the hospital when she had severe symptoms.  

Noi was a Thai Buddhist woman who worked as a teacher in a University.  

She was married but had no children and lived with two family members. She had 

been diagnosed with allergic respiratory symptoms by a physician ten years ago. 

Weather changes caused her symptoms. She felt difficulty in breathing, and 

experienced fear and anxiety when she had allergic respiratory symptoms. She had 

headaches, migraines, and did not have enough sleep.  She could not work, felt 

unhappy, and used drug inhalants when she got these symptoms.  

Toto was a Thai Buddhist man and worked as an employee.  He stayed at 

home with his friend. He had been diagnosed with allergic respiratory symptoms by a 

physician six years ago. Dust and weather changes were the causes of his symptoms. 

He was very tired when he had these symptoms. He could not breathe when he stayed 

in a place where there was a lot of dust, and felt anxious when he had severe 

symptoms. He could not work and used drug inhalants or sometimes took some 

medicine when he had severe symptoms. He had tried many kinds of exercise but his 
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symptoms did not decrease. He aoided places where there was dust and avoided 

drinking cold water. He was interested in practicing yoga because his friend suggested 

he should do it and he believed that yoga could help him to manage and improve his 

symptoms.  

Porn was a Thai Buddhist woman and worked as a teacher in a high school.  

She was married and lived with four family members. Her income was adequate. She 

had been diagnosed with allergic respiratory symptoms by a physician five years ago. 

Dust, pollen, and cold weather were causes of her symptoms. She felt fearful and 

anxious when she had allergic respiratory symptoms. She often used drug inhalers at 

the emergency room in the hospital. She did not have enough sleep and felt powerless 

when she had severe symptoms. When she suffered these symptoms she used drugs 

for inhaling. She exercised by walking but not often. She was interested in practicing 

yoga because she believed that yoga could help her to manage her allergic respiratory 

symptoms.  

 Four participants dropped out (Kai, Ya, Ja, and Pa). All of them were female 

and had been diagnosed as having allergic respiratory symptoms by physicians 5 

years ago. Their age range was 30 to 53 years. They had many symptoms such as 

itchy eyes, sneezing, runny noses, and stuffed-up noses. The four dropped out for the 

following reasons: the working hours did not fit in with the program; a commitment to 

care for a sick husband; the difficulty experienced in performing some yoga postures; 

and feeling worse after practicing yoga for two weeks.  
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Model of Enhancing the Process of Self-Healing through Integrating Yoga Practice in 

Persons with Allergic Respiratory Symptoms 

The model of enhancing the process of self-healing through integrating yoga 

practice by persons with allergic respiratory symptoms involved collaboration 

between the researcher and the persons with the allergic respiratory symptoms.  This 

collaborative effort focused on sharing information and knowledge, identifying 

problems, influencing factors, and enhancing self-healing process through integrating 

yoga in the practice. Each cycle included a reconnaissance phase, planning, acting, 

observing, and reflecting. Three steps in the model of enhancing the process of self-

healing emerged. These steps included: understanding the situations; learning to cope 

with allergic respiratory symptoms; and integrating yoga into daily life. These are 

shown in Figure 7.  
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Step2 Learning to cope with ARS Step1   Understanding 

situation Severe symptom Moderate symptom 
Step3 Integrating yoga in daily 

life 
Condition 
- Always have following 
symptoms (sneezing, 
rhinorrhea, itchy nose, 
palate and/or throat, nasal 
congestion, itchy, watery 
and/or red eyes) 
- Perceived severe 
symptoms 
- Negative feeling 
(uncertainty, fear and 
anxiety) 
- Always have to use oral 
or inhalation drugs 
- Have many side effects 
from drugs 

Condition 
- Often have following 
symptoms (sneezing, 
rhinorrhea, itchy nose, 
palate and/or throat, nasal 
congestion, itchy, watery 
and/or red eyes) 
- Perceived moderate 
symptoms 
- Negative feeling (fear 
and anxiety) 
- Sometimes use oral or 
inhalation   drugs 
- Have some side effects 
from drugs 
 

Condition 
- Sometimes have following 
symptoms  (sneezing, rhinorrhea, 
itchy nose, palate and/or throat, 
nasal congestion, itchy, watery 
and/or red eyes) 
- Perceived mild symptoms 
 

Themes emerged in this 
step 

Living with suffering from 
allergic respiratory 
symptoms and side effects 
from drugs  
Living with uncertainty 
Living with fear and 
anxiety 
Depending on drugs  
Continuing seeking ways 
for self-management 

Learning from living with suffering symptoms to an 
increasing sense of control(perceived severe symptom 
group) 
- Learning the way to practice yoga from deep 
relaxation and alternate nostril breathing  
- Perceived positive effects of yoga  
Learning from increasing sense of control to self-
healing (perceived moderate symptom group) 
- Learning the ways to practice yoga by understanding 
yoga principle and yoga techniques   
- Perceived positive effects of yoga  
- Perceived inner changes and other objective evidence 
as a result of yoga practice 
 

Learning from self-healing to 
integrating yoga into daily life 
- Learning the way to incorporate 
yoga in their daily life 
- Practicing yoga anytime and 
anywhere 
- Achieving a state of  balance 
and harmony 
- Understanding themselves 
- Understanding others 
- Positive thinking  
- Promoting spiritual growth 

P: giving information P: giving information,  
observing, reflecting, self-
management: 
- Holistic assessment  
- Managing allergic factors 
- Rest,  deep relaxation 
- Alternate nostril breathing  
- Using  oral or inhalation 
drugs  
- Go to hospital for advance 
treatment 

P: giving information, 
observing, reflecting, 
self-management:  
- Holistic assessment  
- Managing allergic 
factors 
- Practice yoga for 
moderate  symptoms 
- Using some 
medicines  
 

P: maintaining practice, 
observing, reflecting, 
self-management:  
- Holistic assessment  
- Managing allergic factors 
- Select practicing some postures 
of yoga in daily life 
- Practice follow handout when  
  having symptoms 
- Integrating ways of yoga into  
daily life 

N: holistic assessing N: holistic assessing, educating, training, supporting, 
empowering 

N: holistic assessing, supporting, 
empowering 

S: supporting S: supporting, empowering S: empowering, supporting 
F: belief in yoga practice F: trust, social support, hope F: knowledge, skill 
St: relationship, trust St: reflection, mind-body connection, nurse yoga 

healing skill 
St: reflection, mind-body 
connection 

I: time I: severity of symptoms,  time, daily living I: daily living,  environment 
 Self-healing outcomes 

- decrease severity of symptoms and  
  frequency of symptom occurring 
- decrease negative feelings (fear and  
   anxiety) 
- feel relaxed, peaceful, calm, cool 
 

Self-healing outcomes 
- Decrease frequency of 
symptom occurring 
- Balance and harmony 
- Increase positive feelings 
- Ability to manage symptoms 
into daily life 
 

Note  N = nurse’s roles,  P = participant’s  roles,  S = social supporter’s  roles, St = 
strategies, F = facilitating  factors, I = Inhibiting  factors 
 

 Figure 7.  Model of Enhancing the Process of Self-Healing through Integrating Yoga 
Practice in Persons with Allergic Respiratory Symptoms 
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Step 1 Understanding situations  

 Understanding situations emerged as a step from the reconnaissance phase of 

the first cycle of PAR to understand how an individual experiences the problem they 

had with allergic respiratory symptoms. Five themes emerged in this step.  These 

included: living with suffering from allergic respiratory symptoms; living with 

uncertainty; living with fear and anxiety; dependence on drugs and suffering the side 

effects of drugs; and seeking ways of self-management of the symptoms. The details 

of themes and sub themes are presented as follows. 

Living with suffering from allergic respiratory symptoms and side 

effects from drugs  

Data was obtained from interviews in the reconnaissance phase.  

Living with suffering from allergic respiratory symptoms and the side effects of the 

drugs emerged as a theme.  These findings included two sub-themes; suffering from 

allergic symptoms; and being a burden for the family and colleagues.  

1. Suffering from allergic symptoms 

The participants reported that they experienced many allergic 

respiratory symptoms. The findings revealed the important symptoms to be sneezing, 

rhinorrhea, an itchy nose/palate or throat, nasal congestion, and itchy and/or watery 

red eyes. The participants had different perceptions of the severity of their symptoms. 

This finding showed that six cases perceived they had severe symptoms while the 

Total Symptom Score (TSS) of these was 12 to 14. Nine cases perceived themselves 

as having moderate symptoms and their TSS was 10 to 12.  
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Most participants who perceived that they had severe symptoms were 

in agreement with the TSS except Noi. Her TSS was 12 which was rated moderate 

level. But she perceived herself as having severe symptoms because she felt it very 

difficult to breathe, and experienced fear and anxiety. In this study, the TSS was used 

as objective data to encourage participants to confirm their symptoms. They stated 

that these symptoms affected their daily lives. Participants revealed that there were 

many factors which accelerated the symptoms. The causes of the allergic respiratory 

symptoms were smells, mosquitoes, cockroaches, dust, smoke from cigarettes, aroma 

from lotions, dust, wool, and weather changes. Some participants thought that not 

only did these factors aggravate their symptoms, but they also affected their state of 

their immunity. One expressed the view that:   

“I thought that immunity in my body was not normal. I tried to avoid 

everything that was possibly caused me to allergic symptoms but it did not 

work. I still got symptoms” (Nat, 06/15/2006).   

Participants reported that they had to be patient in facing their chronic 

symptoms. Most participants thought that their symptoms made them suffer states 

including; feeling terrible; feeling exhausted; being sleepless; and being anxious and 

having other physical problems.   The following are examples of a participant’s 

statement about her condition: 
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“When I had allergic respiratory symptoms I felt very bad. I felt exhausted 

and bored. After 30 minutes after taking medicine I did not get better, I could 

not do anything, if I still worked the symptoms were still not better. I felt like I 

could not breathe, I felt fearful, anxious and was not getting enough sleep. I 

got a headache and migraine” (Nee, 08/17/2006). 

In addition, participants revealed that their experiences from suffering 

these symptoms decreased the quality of their lives. They perceived that the level of 

the quality of their lives was between three and six out of a maximum of ten. (Table. 4)  

The Aura Chakra Report included an aura picture, aura size, aura color, 

and yin-yang balance. These results were used to confirm the state of the participants 

and showed that when they suffered from their symptoms the holistic balance, shown 

by a decrease of energy. For example Muk, Am, and Na suffered symptoms to the 

degree that the results showed low energy and a very unbalanced yin-yang. The aura 

size of twelve participants was an average aura (40-70%). Three of them had a wide 

aura (80-90%) indicating a strong and powerful radiance. The outcomes of the aura 

test are shown in Table 4.  

2. Being a burden on family and colleagues 

The participants reported that their symptoms did not only affect them 

but also their family’s members, friends and colleagues. These made them feel they 

were a burden and useless people, as reflected by the following participant’s 

statement: 
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“I felt that I was a burden to my family and my friends. I felt I was a useless 

person. It affected myself, my family and my colleagues when I got these 

symptoms” (Aree, 08/15/2006).  

The participants reported that when they experienced allergic 

respiratory symptoms they were unable to work effectively and they felt unhappy 

working. The following statement is an example offered by Muk, 07/10/2008:  

“When I got allergic symptoms I could not work. I had to sleep and leave 

everything behind. If I was working I had to stop. I was not happy when I 

worked. My colleagues had to work for me. Some good friends would care for 

me but I felt unhappy that they had to take responsibility to work for me”.    
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Table 4 

 Aura test report, Total Symptom Score (TSS), and quality of life score at the 

beginning 

Case Aura 
Picture 

Aura 
Size 

Aura 
color Yin-Yang 

TSS 

(15) 

QOL 

(10) 

Nat 

 

40% Deep  
green balanced  14 5 

Nui 

 

60% yellow unbalanced  13 6 

Noi 
 

60% Green 
yellow unbalanced 12 4 

Muk 
 

60% Indigo  very 
unbalanced 12 4 

Malai 

 

50% Orange balanced 11 4 

Sa 

 

40% Deep 
green balanced 12 5 

Aree 
 

80% Orange balanced 13 4 
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Table 4 (continued.) 

Case Aura 
Picture 

Aura 
Size 

Aura 
color Yin-Yang 

TSS 

(15) 

QOL 

(10) 

Am 
 

70% Indigo very 
unbalanced 11 4 

Nee 
 

40% Orange 
balanced 

 
11 5 

Pat 
 

70% Orange balanced 14 3 

Pom 

 

40% Orange balanced 12 4 

Na 

 

40% Indigo very 
unbalanced 11 5 

Ging 

 

60% Yellow unbalanced 10 6 

Toto 

 

80% Green 
yellow balanced 13 5 

Porn 

 

40% Orange balanced 14 4 
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Living with uncertainty  

The participants reported that they lived with uncertainty in their lives. 

The allergic symptoms had many impacts on them. They realized that the control of 

their symptoms relied on drugs, and they felt that they could not live without drugs. 

They could not expect what would happen when symptoms attacked them. Both the 

participants’ experience of allergic symptoms, and the thought that their immunity 

was abnormal, gave them a feeling of uncertainty. They looked like healthy and 

normal people but they always felt unhealthy. Porn expressed her feelings: 

“I don’t know what to expect when I get allergic symptoms. I cannot make 

plans to do things like my friends. If my symptoms attack I have to cancel 

everything. I try to think that my immunity is not normal like others. I live with 

a feeling of uncertainty” (Porn, 12/10/2006).   

 

Living with fear and anxiety 

Living with allergic respiratory symptoms brought the participants fear 

and anxiety. Participants in this study were afraid that their symptoms were increasing 

in severity and this might cause other lung diseases. Moreover, they placed stress on 

the side effects of drugs that they always used, which impacted on their daily living 

and work. They could not work effectively with both their allergic symptoms and the 

side effects of drugs. This anxiety affected their emotional health, living with others, 

and the quality of their work. Noi shared her story:  
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“I was afraid that I would have other lung diseases as a result of my abnormal 

lungs. At that moment I was afraid that it would be difficult to be cured. This 

affected my emotions, living with others, and I could not work effectively” 

(Noi, 09/15/2006). 

 

Depending on drugs and suffering the side effects of drugs  

Some participants perceived that they needed to rely on medicine to 

relieve their symptoms. They felt they suffered from the disease and the treatment 

received. The participants who used medicines for allergic respiratory symptoms 

experienced many side effects from the treatment, including feeling sleepy, migraines, 

drowsiness, dizziness, and headaches. Noi felt that she felt that she had to increase 

using drugs and felt she suffered from the side effects. Muk described her experience: 

“I had to take medicines for relieving allergic symptoms. I had drowsy all the 

time. It bothered me in my daily life. I tried to stop using them but my 

symptoms were getting worse. These made me feel like I was suffering” (Muk, 

07/10/2006). 

 

Continuing seeking other ways for self-healing 

The findings showed that the participants hoped to have an absence of 

symptoms. They tried to seek other alternative methods of management to help them 

get better and have a happy life. These alternative managements included doing 

aerobic exercise, avoiding contact with allergens, drinking warm tea, and keeping 
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their bodies warm. The participants’ experience was that these methods did not work 

well. They still had symptoms. Noi (07/ 09/2006) reported that: 

“When I got these symptoms I had to take medicine and then sleep. I did 

aerobic exercise in a health club in order to excrete sweat from the body. 

When I did aerobic exercises I could breathe smoothly but my allergic 

respiratory symptoms were not better. I tried everything such as: drinking 

warm tea, keeping my body warm, and avoiding going to the place where 

there were allergens, but I still had symptoms”.  

 The findings from interviews described the feelings of participants regarding 

yoga practice. They believed that yoga could be an alternative way for self-healing. 

Most of the participants had different reasons for practicing yoga. The findings 

showed there were three main reasons: 

1. Belief in yoga science  

Participants believed that yoga was good. They had known about yoga 

for a long time and tried to learn yoga from other sources, such as TV, health clubs 

and self study from books or CDs. Na explained that her friend, who had experience 

in yoga,  suggested that she practice yoga to help her to manage her allergic 

symptoms. After that she was curious about yoga practice and was willing to be a 

participant in this study. Moreover, participants expressed the view that yoga 

practice was appropriate for them because they could do it by themselves, and 

believed that yoga could benefit them more than other exercises.  
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“I think yoga practice can help me in managing my allergic respiratory 

symptoms.  The first time, I really thought yoga was one kind of exercise but 

now I know that it was not just an exercise. I believe it is good. It is more than 

exercise. It also helps promote relaxation. I believe and wish I could have a 

chance to learn it” (Porn, 10/10/2006). 

 

2. Trust in the yoga teacher and institute 

Participants were not only interested in yoga practice, but they also 

trusted in the yoga teacher (the researcher) and her institute because they were 

knowledgeable about yoga. Moreover, after the researcher informed them about and 

allowed to try to practice yoga they felt good and confident about the yoga teacher. 

They believed that she could help them when they had some problems while 

practicing yoga.  

“I believe in the yoga teacher (the researcher). I think she has a lot of 

knowledge about yoga and she can train people to practice it safely. Since she 

is a nurse and yoga teacher, she cannot only care for the people but also apply 

the good things of yoga into her care as well. She can help me when I have 

problems from my symptoms while I am practicing yoga” (Pom, 09/10/2006). 

3. Yoga practice may be a good choice for self-healing 

Five participants reported that they tried to seek many kinds of 

alternative management but they were not satisfied with them. They thought that 

yoga practice might be a good choice for them. After they received information and 

tried to practice it, they found that it was non-invasive, and that they could do it 
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anytime, anywhere. Since yoga moves slowly, this allows the training of both their 

bodies and minds. One participant shared stated her opinion as follows: 

“I tried to do several types of management……whatever that was supposedly 

good for managing my symptoms but I was not satisfied with the results. I 

thought that yoga was a good choice for me. Yoga is beneficial to the body 

and min” (Toto, 12/10/2006).  

The participants expressed the view that they were interested in yoga 

practice and wanted to use this practice as an alternative management. They knew 

yoga from many sources of media. At first they thought that yoga only brought 

benefit to health, as with other exercises.  After they were informed about yoga 

practice by the researcher, and heard about direct yoga experiences from their 

friends, they opened their mind to the practice of yoga. One participant stated that: 

“I thought yoga was an exercise that helped people keeps healthy and slim. I 

watched yoga on TV and it was interesting. Now many people know about 

yoga and are interested in using it in health clubs. I thought I should try it 

because it was non-invasive. My friends could do it, so I thought I could do it 

as well” (Am, 09/10/2006). 

 

 Lessons Learned 

 Informal conversation was very useful for building relationships between the 

researcher (a nurse) and the participants. As a nurse she was able to pay attention 

and listen attentively to the participants’ stories. A nurse is also able to treat 

participants as friends so that they could share their feelings with her anytime. 
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 The researcher learned from the findings that the participants tried to use 

many ways to manage their symptoms. These included aerobic exercise, walking, 

jogging, and taking different kinds of herbs. 

 The researcher found that the participants hoped to live harmoniously with 

their symptoms. They accepted that they could not avoid living with respiratory 

symptoms. They hoped that there would be some way for them to become 

comfortable with them. 

The participants understood more about the disharmony in their lives from the 

results of the Aura, TSS, and QOL tests. They had suffered from symptoms which 

were confirmed by the results of these tests. They believed that yoga practice could 

bring them health and a harmonious life.  

 Assessment brought about understanding of the disharmony brought about 

by allergic respiratory symptoms and the feelings of being a burden to a family and 

colleagues. Their then current management strategies did not help them solve all 

their problems, so they looked for other ways to deal with their symptoms. 

The experiences of persons with allergic respiratory symptoms helped other 

participants to understand yoga practice on self-healing and to make the decision to 

practice yoga. Learning about the direct experience from others with the same 

conditions encouraged them to use yoga to improve their health.  

Persons with allergic respiratory symptoms had many problems and concerns. 

All of them were suffering from their symptoms and had different reasons for their 

decision to use yoga for self-healing. The findings of this stage showed that females 
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were more interested in yoga practice than males. In this study there were fourteen 

females and one male participant.   

 

Nurse’s Roles  

 In order to gain more of the participants’ understanding and encourage them to 

participate in this program, first of all the researcher tried to build relationships with 

the participants in order to develop trust. She talked with them informally in order to 

learn about their primary problems. Then she asked permission before giving 

information. Normally, in the study site context, participants did not come alone. 

They usually had a friend or family member with them to join the yoga group, 

although they were already healthy. In this step the nurse’s role was identified as an 

assessor. The details of this process were as follows: 

  Holistic assessing 

In this step, the researcher took the role of an assessor to in order to 

assess the participants. The nurse used assessment guidelines to explore physical, 

psychosocial, and spiritual aspects in order to understand the situation of the 

participant. These included the meaning of their illness, its background, and its 

social context.  Aura, TSS, and QOL tests were used to assess and confirm holistic 

problems. The researcher focused on and paid attention to problems that impacted 

on their lives, risk factors, and management. The findings from these assessments 

were explained to participants. The researcher discussed any contradictions with the 

participants and explored their past health management, which covered the types 

and outcomes of the management they used.  
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Participant’s roles 

 The participants were very important persons who made this program possible 

and successful. They also had an important role in building up a relationship of trust 

between the researcher and the participants. Moreover, in this step providing 

information was an important role of each participant. The details of this role were as 

follows: 

  Giving information 

The participants gave information about the risks of their allergic 

symptoms, the causes of symptoms, and the effects of symptoms on their lives. They 

shared their past methods of symptom management. They reported the outcomes of 

their managements to be both satisfactory and unsatisfactory. This information was 

very useful for the researcher and the participants for drawing up plans to reach their 

goals. 

 

Social supporter’s role 

 The findings of this study showed that friends and family members, such as 

spouses or daughters, provided very important support for the participants. They 

encouraged the participants to get started.  

Supporting 

Participants were supported by their friends and their family members 

and encouraged to try this method for improving their health conditions. They 

searched for information on yoga practice, and gave and shared the information with 
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the participants. Porn was of the opinion that if her husband had not encouraged her 

and helped her with transportation, she could not have attended the yoga group.   

 

Strategies  

The researcher found that there were important strategies used in the step to 

understand the situations of persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. These 

included the relationship and trust between the participants and the researcher. The 

researcher had to build good relationships with participants by talking and listening to 

them attentively. In addition, she had to give enough time and useful information to 

them in order to help them to make the decision to join the study. If they had good 

relationships, trust would develop between them, which could enable them to 

collaborate and work together smoothly.      

 

Facilitating factors 

 Belief in the yoga system was a facilitating factor in this step. The belief of 

each person was a very important factor influencing each participant to decide to 

practice yoga for their health. Yoga is an old complementary therapy that involves 

helping people strive for perfect union of body, mind, and spirit, through a system of 

postures, breath control, sounds, relaxation and meditation. The participants believed 

that practicing yoga could help them manage their symptoms. 
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Inhibiting factors 

 Time was an inhibiting factor in this step. Many participants hoped to practice 

yoga to improve their health and reduce their symptoms, but they often did not have 

enough time to do this. They found out that they had many roles to perform. They did 

not have time to practice yoga even though they wished they could.  

 

Discussion 

In this step, in-depth interviews, TSS, QOL, and aura tests were used for 

holistic assessment. These methods were holistically appropriate for assessing each 

person. This step helped the researcher to gather holistic information systematically.   

Data from this study indicated that there were many symptoms that occur from 

allergic reactions. Common symptoms found from the data were: sneezing, 

rhinorrhea,   itchy nose, palate and/or throat, nasal congestion, itchy, watery and/or 

red eyes. These findings were supported by Bousquet et al. (2008). These symptoms 

were the results of reactions by the immune system (Koreck, et al, 2005). 

The reconnaissance phase revealed the feelings of persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms about the effect of their symptoms. TSS and QOL tests 

presented information perceived by participants. The Aura test presented objective 

information obtained from instruments. In this step the researcher and the participants 

identified contradictions together.  From the findings of this study, the participants 

indicated that they had many experiences including feeling sleepy, migraines, 

drowsiness, dizziness, and headaches. Most of them reported that their symptoms 

made them suffer. This included: feeling terrible; feeling exhausted; being sleepless; 
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and being anxious and having physical problems. Leynaert and colleagues (2000) 

found that the quality of life was impaired for young adult patients with allergic 

rhinitis. Moreover, allergic rhinitis was associated with impairment in the quality of 

life and reported problems with social activities, difficulties with daily activities as a 

result of emotional problems, and poorer mental well-being (Leynaert et al., 2000). 

 The findings found that allergic respiratory symptoms had social impacts. The 

cost of treatment impacted on their families. They had to continue using drugs all 

their lives and the costs were expensive. They were unhappy at work and burdened 

their colleagues when they had symptoms. Some participants could not work when 

they experienced symptoms so they lost income. When they had symptoms their 

family members had to take care of them. These findings were supported by Bousquet 

et al. (2008) who reported allergic rhinitis was a major chronic respiratory disease 

because of its prevalence, impact on quality of life and work/school performance, and 

being an economic burden. 

 
Step 2  Learning to cope with allergic respiratory symptoms 

In this step fifteen participants collaborated to enhance the self-healing process 

through integrating yoga practice into the process. All participants were diagnosed in 

hospital and were treated with oral drugs and/or inhalant drugs.  The findings reported 

that the participants had differences in the severity of their symptoms. Six participants 

perceived their symptoms to be severe. Their symptoms were sufficiently troublesome 

to interfere with normal daily activity or sleep. Nine participants perceived their 

symptoms to be moderate, whereby their symptoms were frequently troublesome but 

did not interfere with normal daily activities or sleep. The details about learning to 
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cope with allergic respiratory symptoms were different at the initial stage of this step 

according to the perceived severity of the symptoms as follows: 

Severe group: From living with suffering symptoms to an increasing sense of 

control (see figure 8). 

Conditions during this stage; The persons with allergic respiratory symptoms 

who perceived they suffered severe symptoms always used medicines. They 

constantly suffered symptoms (sneezing, rhinorrhea, itchy nose, palate and/or throat, 

nasal congestion, and itchy, watery and/or red eyes). These symptoms were 

sufficiently troublesome to interfere with their normal daily activities or sleep. Six 

participants perceived they had severe symptoms. They always used oral medicines 

and/or inhalant drugs when suffering symptoms. Some participants had to go to the 

emergency department in the hospital for advanced treatment. When they had 

symptoms they could not work, or when they could, they were not effective. In the 

reconnaissance phase they suffered from allergic symptoms and the side effects of 

drugs, and felt they were a burden for their families and colleagues. For example, the 

participants showed the conditions of this stage as follows: 

“I felt I suffered from the allergic symptoms that I had. I had sneezing, 

rhinorrhea, and nasal congestion, but with high severity. (Nat, June12, 2006). 

I could not study and do anything when I had symptoms. I felt like I could not 

breathe. I had to go to the emergency room at the hospital to receive some 

drugs for inhalation and oxygen therapy” (Pat, August5, 2006).  
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“When I went to some places that had dust I knew suddenly that my symptoms 

were worse but I could not avoid that situation. I felt anxious every time when 

going outside” (Nui, June15, 2006).  

“I work in an air conditioned room all the time. It made me have chronic 

allergic respiratory symptoms. I didn’t feel sure how to manage my symptoms 

because I had to stay in that room all day long. I always get worse every 

morning when I work. I felt fearful that I would develop other severe 

conditions” (Porn, October11, 2006).     

The researcher and the participants analyzed and reflected on the problems 

together and concluded that the problems for this severe group were as follows: 

1. Symptoms are severe and difficult to manage  

The participants reflected that they felt their symptoms were advanced and 

difficult to manage. They met the doctors and received many kinds of drugs and they 

thought their symptoms might develop into other diseases. Nat and Pat reported that 

when they had severe symptoms they felt like they would nearly die. Pat said that she 

could not breathe and she had to go to hospital immediately.  Toto said that his severe 

symptom was rhinorrhea. He could not do anything and felt heavy in his head. Porn 

always had to meet her doctor when suffering her severe symptoms. She felt that she 

suffered so much and was very unhappy.  
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Acting and 
observing 

Reflecting 

Plan 

Revised plans 

Severe group 

From living with suffering symptoms to an increasing sense of control 

                                                 
 

                                                       
     

  
     
                                                                                                                                     
                                                    
                                                    
                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Inhibiting factors 
- Severity of 
symptoms: unable to 
practice many 
postures 

Plan 
- Holistic assessment   
    and TSS 
- Workshop (knowledge of  
   respiratory allergy and   
   yoga) 
- Training for yoga practice 
- Emotional support  
 

Strategies  
- Reflection (understand self  
  and situations ) 
- Mind-body connection   
 (relaxation, calm,   
  mindfulness) 

Acting and observing 
- Holistic assessment  
- Workshop (knowledge of  
   respiratory allergy and   
   yoga) 
- Allergic factors management 
- Rest, deep relaxation,  
- Alternate nostril breathing  
- Oral or inhalant drugs  
- Emotional support  
- Go to hospital for advance  
  treatment 
 

Outcomes 
- Self understanding 
- Learning to manage  
severe symptoms 1-2 
weeks 
- Relieving allergic 
symptoms from 
severe to moderate 
levels 
- Feeling of 
relaxation, peaceful, 
calm, cool 
- Avoiding allergic 
factors 
-Still depending on 
drugs and tried to 
bear the side effect of 
the drugs 
- Adjusting handout 
for knowledge of 
allergy, languages for 
yoga practice, and 
time for practice 
 Lesson learned of 
this stage was:  
- Severity of 
symptoms would 
decrease after 
relaxation (body and 
mind)  
- Still relied on 
medicine in 
combination with 
yoga practice (rest, 
deep relaxation, 
alternate nostril 
breathing) 

Facilitating factors 
- Trust in nurses and 
yoga science (allergic 
respiratory knowledge, 
skill of yoga practice, 
and participants’ 
understanding) 
- Support from family 
and friends 

- Allow family’s 
members to join in the 
program 
- Adjusted handout 

Figure 8. PAR cycles of severe group 

Conditions 
- Always having symptoms (sneezing, 
rhinorrhea, itchy nose, palate and/or throat 
nasal congestion, and itchy, watery and/or 
red eyes) 
- Perceived severe symptoms 
- Always using oral or inhalant drugs             

Problems 
- Lack of knowledge of allergy and yoga                             
- Lack of confidence to manage symptoms and 
allergic factors 
- Negative feeling (Uncertainty, fear and anxiety) 
- Have many side effects from drugs 
- Allergic factors increased symptoms 
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2. Lack of knowledge of allergy and yoga 

There were different causes and conditions concerning the participants’ 

symptoms. Some of them tried to search for knowledge that related to their symptoms 

but they stated that they could not understand it. Sometimes they found that the 

information gained from books did not seem the same as their symptoms. Noi said 

that she did not understand some technical terms that she had read in some books. Pat 

tried to find information about her symptoms but, before she believed what she read, 

she wanted to confirm what she found with someone who had experience her 

symptoms. Most of them believed that yoga was simply one kind of exercise. They 

did not understand the principles of yoga and the ways of practicing yoga. 

3. Lack of confidence to manage symptoms and allergic factors 

The members of the group with severe symptoms believed that only drugs 

could help them manage their symptoms. They carried drugs with them all time. They 

were not confident about managing their symptoms in other ways, such as without 

drugs. Pat and Nui thought that if they forgot to bring drugs with them they would be 

anxious and unhappy all day. Pat said that when she had symptoms and no drugs with 

her, she would get worse and would recover her normal condition slowly.    

4. Negative feelings (uncertainty, fear and anxiety) 

The severe symptom level had several impacts on participants’ feelings. All 

participants in this group felt anxious about how to manage their symptoms and how 

to prevent them. Nui, Noi, and Pat felt fearful that their symptoms might get worse 

and that there might be an impact from the side effects of the drugs they used. Nat 

feared that she could not breathe when she had severe symptoms. Toto and Porn felt 

uncertainty if they had severe symptoms; they could not work effectively. They did 
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not know when these symptoms would occur so this meant that they lived with 

uncertainty.   

      5. Suffering from the side effects of drugs 

 In order to manage severe allergic respiratory symptoms, it was important to 

participants to use many kinds of drugs to control the symptoms. All of the 

participants in the severe group had experienced suffering side effects from drugs. 

Nat, Toto, and Porn believed that they could not work effectively. Nui and Pat said 

that they could not study after taking drugs. 

    6. Allergic factors increased the severity of symptoms  

The participants reported that allergic factors caused their symptoms to be 

more severe. Noi said that when she had severe symptoms in the rainy season her 

symptoms got worse and she had to take more time to manage them. Nat reported that 

dust made it difficult for her to manage her symptoms. 

In this stage the researcher emphasized that the participants manage on their 

own in order to relieve their symptoms. This was done by using drugs and practicing 

some yoga postures until the severity of symptoms decreased. 

The management process practiced by this group followed the cycle of PAR 

for enhancing self-healing process through integrating it with yoga practice. The 

process was as follows: 

Planning: Holistic assessment was used to assess the participants who were in 

the severe symptom group. The planning for yoga practice was developed to fit each 

individual’s condition and ability. The researcher planned to share information about 

knowledge of allergic respiratory symptoms and yoga practice. The researcher 
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presented and explained the yoga practices followed to the participants. The training 

plans included: knowledge of allergic respiratory symptoms; yoga and a yoga practice 

workshop; and activities to be conducted as a result of the practices. Because the 

participants were in the severe stage, emotional support was necessary to plan 

appropriate support for each of them.    

Action and observation:  This study was conducted for the purpose of 

enhancing the self-healing process through integrating it with yoga practice in persons 

with allergic respiratory symptoms. The researcher and participants followed their 

plan by assessing the participants’ problems holistically.  A yoga practice workshop 

was provided for the participants either as individuals or as a group. The handouts, 

based on yogic principles and an audio CD of yoga practice for allergic respiratory 

symptoms, was given to every participant. The researcher took field notes about what 

took place. Because of the severity of their symptoms, at this stage they could not 

practice every posture that they had been planned together. They could do some yoga 

postures, such as deep relaxation and alternate nostril breathing. They had to use 

medicine at times and sometimes went to hospital.  The participants were encouraged 

to make self reports about their symptoms. The total symptom and aura scores were 

assessed after the fourth week.  This was done to monitor the state of holistic balance, 

which was shown by aura pictures, aura sizes, and the yin-yang balance.  

Reflection:  The participants reflected on their experience of practicing yoga 

for self-healing. The personal experience, meaning, outcomes, roles, and lessons 

learned from practicing yoga for self-healing were reflected upon and were used to 

improve the self-healing process. This reflection was analyzed and again worked 
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through as part of the reconnaissance phase, and the planning was then revised before 

entering the next cycle. 

The findings in this step indicated that they could understand themselves and 

their symptoms. They stated that they could learn to manage severe symptoms for 1-2 

weeks. They perceived decreasing severity of symptoms from the severe to moderate, 

and felt relaxed and at peace. They tried to avoid allergic factors, and thought that 

they still depended on drugs and had some side effects from the drugs. For this step 

the handout was revised with respect to knowledge of allergies, languages used for 

yoga practice, and the time needed for practice. After one month, the TSS of 13 

participants declined. The aura sizes of five of them were large, another five were a 

middle size and those of the other five participants were small. The yin-yang of six 

participants was balanced while that of nine of them was unbalanced. 

Moderate group: Learning from increasing sense of control to self-healing (see 

figure 9) 

 Conditions of this group: The persons with allergic respiratory symptoms who 

perceived their symptoms as moderate often used medicines. They frequently had 

symptoms; sneezing, rhinorrhea, itchy nose and palate and/or throat, nasal congestion, 

and itchy, watery and/or red eyes. These symptoms were frequently troublesome but 

did not interfere with normal daily activities or sleep.  

There were fifteen participants. Nine of the participants who started the 

program were perceived as having moderate symptoms. Six of them had developed 

from the severe to the moderate group. They still often used medicine to manage the 

symptoms. The researcher and the participants analyzed and reflected on the problems 
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together and concluded that the problems faced by this moderate group were as 

follows: 

1. They still had some side effects from the drugs that they used. In their 

management of moderate group, they often used drugs in order to control these 

symptoms. Most of them suffered the experience of side effects from drugs.  

2. Lack of knowledge of allergy and yoga 

In this step nine participants enrolled on this study had perceived their 

symptoms to be at the moderate stage. However, six of them moved from the severe 

stage after they practice yoga for self-healing at the severe stage. All participants had 

different experience and knowledge. On their reflecting about this, participants’ 

symptoms had different causes and conditions. Most of them tried to find information 

that related to their symptoms but were not able to understand about allergic 

respiratory symptoms. They still did not understand the principles of yoga and the 

ways of yoga practice.  

3. Negative feeling (fear and anxiety) 

This group knew about their symptoms and how to prevent them. Muk, Pom, 

and Na feared their symptoms would get worse and become severe. They also feared 

the impact of the side effects of drugs when they had to work. Am, Sa, and Nee felt 

anxious that if they had symptoms they could not work effectively.  

    4. Allergic factors and increased severity of symptoms  

All participants reported that allergic factors made their symptoms more 

severe. Malai stated that when she had symptoms in the rainy season her symptoms 

increased severely. Aree reported that dust in the room made her symptoms worst and 

she then developed severe symptoms. 
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In this stage the participants concentrated on learning to manage for 

themselves.  This was done in order to relieve their symptoms by practicing the yoga 

postures until the severity of the symptoms decreased. The management by this group 

followed the cycles of PAR for enhancing the process of self-healing through 

integrating it with yoga practice as follows:   
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Acting and 
observing 

Reflecting 

Plan 

Revised plans 

Moderate group 

Learning from increasing sense of control to self-healing 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                   
                                                    
                                                  
                                                   
                                                    
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Holistic assessment   
- Workshop (knowledge of  
   respiratory allergy and   
   yoga) 
- Training for yoga practice 
  
 

Strategies  
- Reflection (outcomes of 
practice and confirmed with 
TSS, aura tests ) 
- Mind-body connection 
- Nurse yoga healing skill 

Acting and observing 
- Holistic assessment  
- Workshop (knowledge of  
   respiratory allergy and   
   yoga) 
- Managing allergic factors  
- Practice yoga follow handout 
- Using some drugs  
- Monitor symptoms and   
   practicing yoga every  weeks  
 

 
 

Outcomes 
- Self understanding 
- Learning to manage  
  moderate symptoms 1-
6 weeks 
- Decrease severity  of 
symptom from moderate  
  to mild level 
- Decrease negative 
feeling (fear and 
anxiety) 
- Could manage allergic 
factors 
- Eight participants 
sometimes using drugs 
and six of them stopped 
using drugs  
- Learning effect of yoga 
to physical and mind 
-Learning how to 
practice yoga by 
themselves and friends 
who had experience  
- Practice yoga follow 
handout but could not 
integrating in daily life  
- Adjusted handout 
excluded some difficult 
postures and modified 
some postures 
Lesson learned of this 
stage was:  
- Starting yoga 
practicing from easy to 
difficult  
  

Facilitating factors 
- Trust with nurses 
(allergic respiratory 
knowledge, skill of 
yoga practice, and 
participants’ 
understanding) 
- hope 
- Supporting from 
family and friends 

Inhibiting factors 
- Time 
- Ways of living 

-  Adjusted handout 
- Adjusted time 
suitable for practice 
- Improved skill for  
yoga practice 

Figure 9. PAR cycles of moderate group 

Conditions 
Often having symptoms (sneezing, 
rhinorrhea, itchy nose, palate and/or throat, 
nasal congestion, itchy, watery and/or red 
eyes) 
- Perceived moderate symptoms 
- Sometimes use oral or inhalation drugs 
 

Problems 
- Have some side effects from drugs 
- Negative feeling (Uncertainty,                               
fear and anxiety) 
- Lack of knowledge of allergy and yoga                 
- Allergic factors increased symptoms                     
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Planning: Holistic assessment was used to assess the participants in the 

moderate group. The planning for yoga practice was developed to fit each individual’s 

condition and ability. The researcher planned for workshop dealing with knowledge 

of allergic respiratory symptoms and yoga practice. The training plans included 

knowledge of allergic respiratory symptoms, yoga principle and a yoga practice 

workshop.  

Action and observation:  The researcher and the participants followed the 

plans by assessing the participants’ problems holistically.  A yoga practice workshop 

was provided for the participants as individuals or as a group. The handouts were 

based on yogic principles, and an audio CD of yoga practice for allergic respiratory 

symptoms was given to the nine participants with moderate symptoms. The researcher 

kept field notes about the events that took place. The participants could do all the 

yoga postures. On occasion they had to use medicine and sometimes went to hospital.  

They were encouraged to make self-reports about their symptoms. The TSS and aura 

were assessed after the fourth week in order to monitor their state of holistic balance 

which was reflected by aura pictures, aura sizes, and aura chakra balance.  

Reflections:  The participants reflected on their experience of practicing yoga 

for self-healing. The personal experience, meaning, outcome, roles, and lessons 

learned from practicing yoga for self-healing were considered. These were used to 

improve the enhancing of the process of self-healing through integrating yoga practice 

in it. These reflections were analyzed and again worked through in the reconnaissance 

phase and plans were revised before entering the next cycle. 
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The findings from this step showed how the participants thought about their 

understanding of themselves and their symptoms. They knew about the causes of their 

symptoms and learned to manage those causes. They also understood the nature of 

their symptoms. Na thought that she had not thought about her symptoms, as the 

causes of her symptoms and the environment were related. Now she knew that 

everything was correlated. Sa and Pat stated that they understood the processes of the 

symptoms so they felt that their anxiety decreased. Most participants (thirteen) from 

both groups could learn to manage moderate symptoms over 1-6 weeks whereas the 

rest still often had symptoms. Moreover, they perceived a decreasing severity of their 

symptoms, from moderate to mild, and a decreasing frequency of in the occurrence of 

their symptoms.  The participants had experienced fear and were anxious when they 

had symptoms. However, they felt that these negative feelings were also decreasing 

these. They could control the allergic factors. Eight participants still sometimes used 

drugs.  During this step the handout was adjusted by excluding some difficult postures 

and modifying some other postures After two months, the TSS showed that nine of 

them had the same score they had after one month, the score of three of had gone 

down while another three had increased scores. The aura sizes of six of them were 

large, seven participants had a middle size, and two were small. The yin-yang of four 

participants was balanced, ten of them were unbalanced, and one was very 

unbalanced. 

This step indicated that the researcher tried to help participants learn how to 

practice yoga, and a yoga training workshop for was introduced. This step provided 

individual and group training. Some participants moved from the group with severe 

symptoms to the group with moderate ones, while others with moderate symptoms 
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started to take part in this study. However, as they started with different symptoms 

they were able to reflect on how they learned to cope with their symptoms.   

  The turning point experienced by the participants who had severe symptoms 

was the move from learning to live with the symptoms of suffering to having an 

increasing sense of control. Two themes emerged in this group:  learning the way to 

practice yoga by using deep relaxation and alternate nostril breathing; and perceiving 

the positive effects of yoga practice. 

Learning the way to practice yoga using deep relaxation and alternate 

nostril breathing  

Four participants who had severe symptoms tried to practice postures 

as much as they could. They reported that many postures were difficult for them when 

they had severe symptoms. At the beginning they felt after doing yoga they 

experienced more symptoms. Their bodies were not flexible, and so they felt more 

pain and were not relaxed. Moreover, they sometimes felt their symptoms were more 

severe than in previous times. They made efforts to do yoga practice. This is shown in 

the following statements by participants: 

“It was very different from other exercises. After the first time I thought I got 

more symptoms that were more severe. I thought that because of my severe 

symptoms I could do some postures and I felt relaxed, such as during deep 

relaxation. I could do it many times a day” (Porn, 10/28/2006). 
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“For me, I think if I got severe symptoms I could start with Anuloma-Viloma 

(alternate nostril) and deep relaxation. I could not do some difficult postures. 

The last time when I tried to do the Sun salutation posture I felt that my 

symptoms got worse”. (Nui, 09/18/2006).   

“I felt my head was heavy when I did some postures such as when I had to 

bend forward until the fingers or palms of my hands touched the floor on 

either side of my feet. I think when I got severe symptoms because of this I 

could not do any postures except breathing control and deep relaxation” (Pat, 

08/28/2006). 

The participants reported that they agreed to start with alternate nostril 

breathing and deep relaxation in the first week, and those who had severe symptoms 

added some simple postures the following week. They felt that starting from easier 

postures might be better. When they were familiar with these postures and their severe 

symptoms decreased, then they could go on to other postures. 

 “ I think yoga practice should go from easy to difficult postures. My 

symptoms were important factors that limited my ability to practice. So I 

agreed with others to start with breathing and relaxation, and added other 

postures when this was practical” (Porn, 10/25/2006). 

Four participants learned the ways to practice yoga that were appropriate for 

them. They learned which method was suitable and what could help them do it, and 

they began to perceive the benefit of their practice. They thought that they understood 

themselves better. Their fear and anxiety decreased when they understood and could 
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manage their allergic factors. This is exemplified by the following participants’ 

statements: 

“At first when I started with deep relaxation I felt good after I did alternate 

nostril breathing. I could get more air and felt peaceful in my mind. I felt 

comfortable, relaxed and relieved from the symptoms” (Noi, 08/10/2006). 

 “When I practice deep relaxation I feel relaxed. This allows me to learn and 

understand myself. I understand why my symptoms got worse. I was not aware 

and concerned about the factors causing the allergic symptoms. I thought that 

medicine could help me solve the problems. Now I know that I should pay 

more attention to my health” (Toto, 10/14/2006).    

 

 Perceived positive effects of yoga practice      

Four participants in the group with severe symptoms learned ways to 

practice yoga that were appropriate for them. Even though the postures that the 

participants could practice were limited, they could still experience the benefits of 

practice. They could manage their allergic factors. They stressed that they felt 

comfortable, and relaxed. They gained more sense of control. Thus the feelings of fear 

and anxiety decreased. This is exemplified by the following statements by 

participants:   

“At first when I started with deep relaxation I felt good after I did alternate 

nostril breathing. I could get more air and peace in my mind. I felt 

comfortable, relaxed and relieved from the symptoms” ( Noi, 08/10/2006). 
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“When I practice deep relaxation I feel relaxed. This allows me to learn about 

and understand myself. I understood why my symptoms got worse. I was not 

aware and concerned about the factors causing the allergic symptoms. I used 

to rely heavily on medicines. Now I know that I should pay more attention to 

myself” (Toto, 10/14/2006).    

The turning point experienced by the participants with moderate symptoms 

was learning from an increasing sense of control to self-healing. There were three 

themes that emerged from this group.  

Learning the ways to practice yoga by understanding yoga principles 

and yoga techniques 

The participants who had moderate symptoms reported that all of 

information about respiratory allergies and yoga that they received in this study was 

very important to them. It made them more understanding about their condition. Nat 

and Porn stated that they tried to find information about their diseases but they did not 

understand what they found. Some books used difficult words so they thought that 

knowledge about their disease was the responsibility of physician and nurses. When 

they understood their condition they could manage it easier.  In addition, they could 

understand the principles of yoga, which they could not previously understand. They 

understood more about yoga practice in term of practice techniques and benefits. 

They learned more about the techniques of yoga practice and this helped them to 

manage their symptoms. They stated that yoga helped them connect their minds with 

their bodies. For example, the participants observed: 
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“After I joined the yoga workshop I could understand the objective of yoga 

more and understand about awareness when I did yoga postures. I thought 

one thing that was difficult for me was trying to focus my mind on my body 

when I did these postures. Now I thought I could do it well” (Am, 10/05/2006). 

“I could not do some postures well, such as the tree posture. I could not stand 

on one leg and balance my body. When I focus now by looking on a fixed point 

in front of the body at the eye level, I can balance my body and mind more 

easily” (Sa, 08/26/2006). 

The participants thought that the sequence for yoga practice was 

suitable. This program started with warm up sessions, postures, and finished with 

relaxation. Moreover, in the case of the severe group when they improve and became 

a moderate group, they agreed with their tentative sequence of processes. They could 

follow the model well. In addition, they reported that practicing in a group was 

helpful for them. One participant shared her experience by saying that: 

“I thought the sequence of this yoga practice was suitable. It started with a 

warm up session and continued with the postures and finished with deep 

relaxation. I liked to practice at the center. I did not like practicing alone in 

my home because at the center I could talk and share experience of yoga 

practice with other participants. I thought I could learn many things from the 

group” (Ging, 11/15/2006). 

They reported that they learned slowly about practicing. The 

participants shared their stories: 
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“When I practiced yoga I was encouraged to focus my mind on postures and 

did it slowly. When I first joined the class I didn’t know why I should be doing 

it slowly. I felt that I had to pay attention a lot. I felt very tired” (Aree, 

09/12/2006). 

“I could not do abdominal breathing well.  When I did it I felt like I forced the 

movement of inhaling and exhaling so I felt tired and not relaxed. In 

Kapalbhati (cleansing breath) I also felt tired at the beginning” (Na, 

10/15/2006). 

“Now my symptoms were relieved I could work normally.  I did not take 

medicine. I could follow this yoga practice and my friends in the group could 

help support each other” (Sa, 09/28/2006).   

The participants believed that they needed more time to learn and 

practice this program. Some of them wanted to practice some postures more in order 

to remember them as they could do them by themselves. The following statements 

illustrate this:   

“Sometimes the nurse led the practice very quickly; I could not follow. Some 

postures were difficult for me the first time but when I practiced more and 

more I liked it” (Na, 10/15/2006). 

“I thought there was not enough time for the deep relaxation session. If it was 

possible to arrange more time for this session, it would be better” (Porn, 

12/08/2006).  
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Perceiving positive effects of yoga  

Learning about the effects of yoga encouraged the participants to 

continue practicing yoga for self-healing. Even though some of them thought that 

some postures of yoga were difficult, they still tried to continue practicing it.  

1. Perceived positive effects of respiratory functions 

At this stage most of them still had allergic respiratory symptoms. 

Some felt that they could not practice yoga correctly as it made them tired. After four 

weeks most of them practiced it well, and had experienced the positive effects on their 

breathing. They felt their breath flowed more easily and their bodies were more 

flexible after doing these postures. The participants stated that: 

“I felt I could balance my body and mind.  Some postures stimulate 

respiratory functions which make me clear my respiratory tract, such as Fish 

Posture (Matsyasana), Locust posture (shalabhasana), and Cobra 

(Bhujangasana). I felt I could do it well” (Na, 11/10/2006). 

Most participants reported that many yoga postures did improve their 

respiratory functions. They reported that the respiratory tract was clear and they were 

able to get more air into their lungs. The examples of improvement in the respiratory 

functions are reflected in the following: 

“Some postures can stimulate circulation and internal abdominal organs. I 

felt that they helped improve the breathing, such as the Fish Posture 

(Matsyasana), Locust Posture (shalabhasana), and Cobra (Bhujangasana). I 

sometimes did not need medicine to relieve my respiratory symptoms” (Am, 

09/11/2006). 
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After four and eight weeks the aura chakra reports showed results, such 

as the aura pictures, aura sizes, aura colors, and yin-yang balance. These results 

helped them to understand their condition better. Nui, Am, and Noi felt excited that 

their aura results confirmed what they thought about their yoga practice.  Examples of 

the aura reports are shown in Table 5.  The aura results provided scientific evidence of 

human body energy. They demonstrated that a state of balance in the human body’s 

system brought about a human aura of normal state, with the rights size, color, and the 

yin-yang in balance.  The rest of the participants did not show positive results with 

respect to their auras, but they still thought that their yoga practice had some positive 

effects. These aura results indicated that these participants were at the stage of 

learning and developing.  

2. Reduction of allergic respiratory symptoms 

The participants reported that their allergic respiratory symptoms 

decreased even though most of the symptoms still existed. However, they tried to use 

yoga to manage their symptoms. This is shown in the following example: 

“I still have symptoms but not as often as before, and with less severity than 

previous times. I feel good and relaxed. Sometimes I do not use medicine. After 

practicing some postures and relaxation technique for thirty minutes I feel 

better” (Ging, 10/12/2006). 

Porn (12/04/2006) shared her experiences and said that she felt that her 

symptoms decreased. Some days she felt very good because she did not have any 

symptoms and she worked happily.  
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Table 5  

The aura of the participants at before, one and after two months  

Case Yoga practice Aura Picture Aura 
Size Aura color Yin-Yang 

Before 
 

60% Yellow unbalanced 

After 1 month 
 

50% Green unbalanced 
Nui 

 

After 2 months 
 

80% Yellow orange balanced 

Before 
 

70% Indigo very 
unbalanced 

After 1 month 
 

40% Deep green unbalanced Am 

 

After 2 months 
 

60% Yellow unbalanced 

Before 
 

60% Yellow unbalanced 

After 1 month 
 

80% Green yellow balanced 
Noi 

 

After 2 months 
 

70% Orange yellow balanced 

 

The total symptom score of the participants after one, two, and three 

months showed that the symptoms of most participants decreased.  The participants’ 

TSS is shown in figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Total Symptom Score comparing the scores before the yoga practice at one 

month, two months, and three months after the yoga practice 

 

3. Mindfulness and self awareness 

The participants found that they were more mindful and self aware 

after practicing yoga. Yoga practice did not only engage the body in movement,, it 

also brought about concentration of the mind along with the body movement. As a 

result, mindfulness and self awareness were developed. Muk stated that in her practice 

she did yoga slowly. Her mind was then able to follow together with her body; that 

helped cultivate mindfulness, as illustrated in the statement below:   
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“I loved Sun Salutation postures so much. It was so excellent for me because 

each of the postures combines the movement and breathing and I could do 

them continuously. I thought that it could affect me in both on my body and 

mind. I had more concentration and I thought that it led me to a peaceful mind 

while I was practicing” (Sa, 09/02/2006). 

The participants used yoga principles to guide their practices and to 

cope with other problems. Concentrating the mind during the yoga practice allowed 

the participants to gain greater self awareness. They realized and understood much 

more about the self. The participants reported that they had greater awareness during 

their practice. Self awareness helped the participants could gain more understanding 

of the self and their situations. They learned how to practice yoga it safely. They tried 

to apply their awareness at work and when doing other things. They reported that self 

awareness could guide them to a state of balance. Some participants made statements 

about this: 

“Yoga taught me to think before taking action and I was quite mindful all the 

time.  I thought that yoga led me to change of my inner self. My thought began 

to change and I understood more my feelings and attitudes. I thought it made 

me happy. I observed that I was not anxious about my symptoms. I understood 

the causes of them when it occurred to me and I tried to manage and live with 

these symptoms naturally” (Toto, 12/12/2006).  

“I now did not feel fearful or anxious. I understood my symptoms. I thought I 

had more confidence to manage them and was ready to face them when I had 

an attack” (Pat, 09/14/2006). 
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“I thought after I monitored the aura the results stimulated me to be aware of 

my condition of health and guided me to maintain a balance. I was excited 

every time when I saw the results after the test” (Toto, 12/12/2006). 

All participants reported that yoga made them relaxed. Feelings of 

relaxation always arose after yoga practice. This was the consequence of a complete 

merging of their physical bodies and minds while practicing yoga. The participants 

believed that during their yoga experiences they felt something was changing. In 

addition, they sometimes sensed that these changes made them feel fresh, relaxed, and 

at peace in their minds and bodies.  

“I am not sure or I don’t know how to explain what I feel. When I tried to 

focus my mind with my body it made me understanding myself better. For 

example, I focus my mind on my breathing (inhale and exhale). I could follow 

my breathing continually. I did not think about anything. I felt more awareness 

while practice yoga. My mind turned from anywhere toward practicing (Pat, 

09/27/2006).  

“I liked the sessions on deep relaxation. I feel what it is to be charged with 

energy in my body and I felt no tiredness after practicing it.  I feel relaxed and 

peaceful in my mind and body” (Na, 09/27/2006).  

“I felt relaxed when I did these lying postures especially Corpse Pose 

(Savasana). Yoga was a type of meditation in my view” (Malai, 09/27/2006). 

“The breathing control postures (pranayama) made me peaceful and I felt I 

could get more air. I did not feel tired after the practice or after work. So I felt 

happier. Now I could do this set of the program well” (Nat, 09/22/2006).  
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4. Perceived inner energy 

Twelve participants expressed their inner feelings. They perceived that 

they had more energy after doing some postures such as the Wheel posture, Sun 

Salutation posture, and Fist posture. They reported that they were fresh and felt more 

powerful to do anything.  These ideas are shown by the following participants’ 

statements: 

“I felt energy flowing in my body and felt my tiredness was gone after deep 

relaxation. The results of aura test let me know about myself. I could 

understand my inner energy which I never did before (Malai, 10/15/2006). 

I felt that it occurred in my body but I could not express in words that I felt 

energy moving through my both hands” (Noi, 11/02/2006).   

 

Perceived inner change and other objective evidence as a result of yoga 

practice 

The participants learned to use aura tests, total symptom scores, and 

self reports to encourage them to reach their goals. They thought this objective 

evidence would help them know about their inner selves. They understood their 

energy. These tests could stimulate them to practice by themselves. 
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“I thought the aura test helped reflect my inner self. I could understand my 

inner energy which I did not know about before. This test could be used to 

monitor the progress of my practice leading to a balanced and healthy life. I 

was excited every time when I saw the aura result after taking the test” (Noi, 

09/20/2006). 

“I could learn to look back inside myself and know about being peaceful in my 

mind when I practiced breathing postures (pranayama). I felt like energy was 

running in my body. I thought yoga was suitable for me and I thought I could 

do it well. It was not difficult” (Nui, 08/27/2006). 

Most of participants obtained positive benefits. They reported that they 

could remember all postures after practicing for a month. They learned the outcomes 

that were beneficial to both their bodies and minds. They learned that their respiratory 

functions and other physical functions were improved. Participants stated the 

following: 

“I tried to practice and remember all yoga postures. After four weeks of 

continuing practice I began to learn the outcomes. For example I thought the 

set of joint exercises is good for me.  This set of postures made me feel flexible 

in my joints and muscles ……” (Aree, 09/15/2006).  

“I still had symptoms but not often and less severely than the previous time. I 

felt good and relaxed. Sometimes I did not use medicines. I felt my body was 

flexible after practicing yoga. I could feel my body energy flowing throughout 

the body………It meant that after the practice it I was still fresh and could 

continue working, and was not tired” (Na, 11/20/2006).  
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After two months the aura chakra reports showed the change of aura 

pictures, aura sizes, aura colors, and yin-yang balance. The aura results of some 

participants showed that they were still at the unbalanced stage. Thus three of the 

participants’ experienced negative effects after two months of yoga practice and this 

was confirmed by the test. Nat stated that she went to work outside her office and was 

in contact with dust for some weeks so sometimes her symptoms came back. Sa (a 

student) had much homework and had not had enough sleep. Na said that her 

symptoms came back because of to a weather change. Examples of the aura reports 

are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6  

The aura of participants before, after one and after two months of the practice 

 

Case Yoga practice Aura 
Picture 

Aura 
Size Aura color Yin-Yang 

Before 
 

40% Deep  green balanced 

After 1 month 
 

60% Yellow unbalanced 
Nat 

 

After 2 months 
 

90% Yellow unbalanced 

Before 
 

40% Deep green unbalanced 

After 1 month 
 

60% Deep green unbalanced 
Sa 

 

After 2 months 
 

60% Green 
yellow 

Very 
unbalanced 

Before 
 

40% Indigo unbalanced 

After 1 month 
 

40% Orange balanced 
Na 

 

After 2 months 
 

90% Green unbalanced 

 

In stage two the participants were in the process of learning to cope with their 

allergic respiratory symptoms. As a result some of them were not consistent in their 
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practice or the way their behavior changed. All the participants in the group with 

severe symptom shifted from having severe to having moderate symptoms. However, 

the change took place over different lengths of time, from between one week and six 

weeks. This depended on how well each individual practiced, and how focused they 

were. However, some of the participants in the group with moderate symptoms faced 

problems. Their state of health condition might shift to and fro between them having 

severe and moderate symptoms. This was so until their condition settled and their 

symptoms were moderate. They then moved to stage three, the one concerned with 

integrating yoga into their daily life. 

 

Lessons Learned 

From their reports the participants in the severe group should start with 

relaxation and pranayama (alternate nostril) given their severe symptoms. They could 

not do many postures at the beginning. The findings in this step showed that some 

difficult postures were not appropriate for persons with severe allergic respiratory 

symptoms. They could not do these postures. Some of them felt uncomfortable or had 

muscle pains. Other participants reported that they had to force their bodies and their 

minds very much when they practiced these postures. They thought that they could 

not relax their bodies and their minds were not at peace. This information was usually 

obtained from participants during the first and second weeks. If they moved on 

beyond this period they felt better. In this step, the participants experienced some of 

the effects of yoga on their symptoms after practicing for four weeks. These 

experiences were reported by the participants and were confirmed by the TSS and 
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aura tests. The severity of six participants in the study had changed and they moved 

from the severe group to the moderate group.  

The participants who reported moderate symptoms could practice most of the 

yoga postures. They reflected that they learned to practice by going from easy to 

difficult postures. Some difficult postures such as the Camel posture and Psychic 

Union posture were excluded. Noi, Aree, Muk, and Pat thought that they would prefer 

to start to practice from the easy to the difficult postures and suggested that the 

pictures of yoga postures should be added in the handouts for every step. This 

handout should be simple and easily understood. 

After the yoga workshop all participants could practice yoga for self-healing. 

The researcher provided yoga lesson for them at the study site at least three times a 

week and allowed them to share their experiences with friends. As the participants 

were from 19 to 60 years old and had different levels of symptoms, they had different 

experiences to share during the discussion sessions with their friends. The experiences 

gained from their groups encouraged and increased their confidence to undertake 

yoga practice relating to allergic conditions and self-healing. 

 

Nurse’s roles 

The nurse took many activities in this step in order to help and encourage 

participants to manage and participate in yoga practice. In this step researcher’s role 

as nurse were identified. The details were as follows:  
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Holistic Assessing 

The nurse had to assess them holistically in order to gain more 

understanding of their situations and to plan together with the participants. She 

assessed the participants regarding the meaning of their illness, their background, and 

their social contacts. The experience of yoga practice was assessed concerning the 

participants who moved from experiencing severe symptoms to moderate after 

practicing yoga. 

The nurse explored their situations and identified their problems. The 

interviews covered physical, spiritual and psycho-social aspects. She used aura tests 

to assess the state of balance and energy levels. She encouraged the participants to use 

the total symptom score to assess their present symptoms. The quality of life score 

was also used to assess the participants at the time of the first meeting. The nurse 

explored the participants’ past experience of symptoms management. The discussion 

covered the use of complementary therapies and the outcomes of practice, including 

the limitation of those they previously practiced. The nurse and the participants 

established good relationships throughout the study. She guided the participants to use 

yoga as a means of understand the self with regards to the ability to practice yoga, and 

to use aura tests to reflect their holistic health. 

Educating and training 

The nurse provided information about the principles of yoga, and yoga 

practice which consisted of physical postures, breathing control, and relaxation. She 

explained about the benefits of yoga practice to the body, mind and spirit. She used 

research evidence to ensure their willingness to practice in order to relieve allergic 
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respiratory symptoms (Bhattacharya, et al., 2002; Birkel & Edgren, 2000; Bousquet et 

al., 2005; Cooper et al., 2003). Many studies have reported that yoga practice could 

improve pulmonary functions, promote relaxation, decrease the use of medication, 

and increase the quality of life in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. For the 

participants who had severe symptoms, the nurse helped select yoga sets appropriate 

to their health condition, and it was agreed to use alternate nostril breathing and deep 

relaxation to start. 

The nurse affirmed how yoga was helpful for persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms. In addition, some participants, after their experience of yoga 

practice in the pilot study, had reduced their severe symptoms to moderate.  The nurse 

encouraged them to share their experiences with friends to make them more confident 

about practicing yoga for self-healing. She enabled those with allergic respiratory 

symptoms to practice with the study participants in order for them to understand the 

yoga practiced in this program.  

The nurse provided ways of using yoga for self-healing on the part of 

persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. The principles of yoga, yoga practice, the 

benefits of yoga, and general instructions for yoga practice were provided for support 

to the participants. Handouts and an audio CD were introduced and modified after the 

initial stage. These focused on self-healing by persons with allergic respiratory 

symptoms.  

The nurse provided workshops on yoga for self-healing for individuals 

and groups of participants. Five participants received individual training. Ten 

participants had group training with two and three participants in each group. This 
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workshop training consisted of: lectures on respiratory allergies; knowledge of yoga; 

demonstrations and repeat demonstrations; practicing yoga, reflecting on experiences; 

and discussing the practices followed. The nurse trained the participants to observe 

their feelings and the changes that occurred after each practice and allowed them to 

consult with the nurse at all times. 

Supporting 

The nurse provided support to the participants for them to continue 

practicing yoga for self-healing, especially emotional support. She discussed with the 

participants their emotional problems, such as their suffering from symptoms, 

uncertainty, fear, and anxiety. Moreover, the researcher took up the role as a supporter 

to the participants in order to help them gain sufficient knowledge and skills for yoga 

practicing. She provided yoga classes for participants of one hour and a half three 

times a week. She provided them with a clean and quiet room for this practice. There 

were yoga posters, yoga books, and an audio CD available in this room. She offered 

to discuss relevant matters with participants at any time both at the practice site and 

by telephone. The nurse consulted with persons who had experience of yoga practice, 

so that she could share their experiences with the participants. This helped them 

understand more about the concept and practice of yoga. She also coordinated with 

the participants’ friends and family members to help empower the participants to 

practice yoga.  
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Empowering 

After four weeks all of the participants had learned to practice yoga. 

The nurse used her role to empower the participants to continue practicing yoga by 

using many strategies. 

The nurse encouraged the participants to share their experience of yoga 

practice with their friends at the practice site after their yoga practice. She also 

encouraged successful participants to share yoga practice with other participants who 

had some problems or obstacles related to the practice. For example, the nurse 

empowered Muk to share her experience with Sa and Noi regarding ways of 

practicing yoga, the benefits to be gained and to encourage them to continue their 

practice. 

The nurse empowered the persons with allergic respiratory symptoms 

through their families’ members. She allowed and facilitated them to join the class 

when the participants practiced yoga. Na explained that her daughter practiced yoga 

with her in this program. Her daughter’s presence encouraged her to practice. This 

was very helpful and allowed her family to understand her condition. Porn reported 

that from the time the nurse allowed her husband to join the workshop and yoga class, 

she had received encouragement from her husband. Thus she was able to continue 

with her practice. 

The nurse empowered the persons with allergic respiratory symptoms 

through their friends who were healthy and had experience of yoga. She encouraged 

them to share their experience from the practice of yoga with the persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms and allowed them to join in the class.  
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The nurse empowered the participants for practicing yoga in the early 

stage (the first two weeks) because this stage required them to make the decision to 

continue using yoga for self-healing. If they did not enjoy or succeed in their practice 

at this stage they might have stopped participating in the program.  Furthermore, the 

researcher allowed the participants’ friends and family’s members who were not 

participating in this study to join in the yoga practice. This was in order to empower 

and encourage them to continue this practice.  

 

Participant’s role 

 The participants were very important persons who made this program 

successful. At this stage the important participant’s roles were identified.  The roles 

were as follows: 

Giving information 

The participants gave information about their symptoms, feelings, and 

yoga. They expressed their understanding of their situation, the meaning of their 

illness, and their perception of their symptoms which covered physical, psycho-social 

and spiritual aspects. They also gave information about their past experience in 

managing their symptoms.  They believed that yoga practice might give them relief 

from their symptoms. They made the decision to use yoga for self-healing for several 

reasons. Some of them believed in and appreciated the practice of yoga, while others 

used it as a supplementary treatment because it was non-invasive. The rest had faith in 

their yoga teacher. After they received information about yoga, practiced it and 
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believed it was helpful to them, they made the decision to continue using yoga to 

improve their health. For example, Muk reported that: 

“I did not believe that yoga could help and benefit the persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms at first. After I tried practicing it for the first week I felt 

better; I did not know how to describe the feeling.  I thought that after I 

practiced yoga I felt relaxed. I thought that I had met the best thing that was 

suitable for me.  I will continue my practice” 

Participating 

This role is very important because this program is activity based. The 

participants’ were involved in the activity and practiced yoga themselves.  They 

joined the workshop in order to learn the concepts of yoga and be trained in the 

practice. They participated at every step including: making plans with the researcher; 

practicing yoga at least three times a week; reporting their feelings and the effects of 

the practice; reflecting on what they were doing; and revising their plans with the 

researcher. This is reflected in the following statements by participants: 

“It is my responsibility to do something to be healthier. I think that we should 

not rely on others. I should practice yoga for improving my health. I could 

understand myself better. I learned more when I discussed yoga with my friend 

and the nurse about what had happened to me” (Na, 08/20/2006).     

Observing and reflecting  

The participants observed the effects of using yoga for coping with 

their symptoms; they learned about positive changes in their bodies and minds.  They 

observed and recorded these changes in their self-reporting. Noi reported that she 
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observed the effects of her practicing yoga, so she reflected and discussed with the 

researcher what was happening to her body. She reflected on the effects of relaxation 

on her symptoms. The participants also thought about their learning and developing 

effective strategies that they used as they continued to practice yoga.  

Self-management 

Self-management by the participants in this stage consisted of: holistic 

assessment, managing their allergic respiratory symptoms; practicing yoga postures, 

including alternate nostril breathing and deep relaxation; using oral or/and inhalant 

medicine; and going to the hospital when suffering severe symptoms (this applied to 

participants with severe symptoms). For the participants who suffered moderate 

symptoms self-management consisted of: yoga postures, including asanas and 

pranayama; relaxation; and occasional use of oral or/and inhalant medicine.  

Holistic assessment, which covered the physical, psychological, social, 

and spiritual dimensions, was used to assess the participants. The participants and the 

researcher collaborated as follows: assessing the symptoms; assessing the causes of 

the symptoms; and assessing the effects of symptoms. The following were also dealt 

with: the meaning of their illness, their backgrounds; and the social context of the 

participants. These were considered in order to help the participants understand 

themselves, their state of health, and any related factors. The experience of learning to 

use yoga was appropiately assessed at this stage in order to apply yoga practice for 

self-healing in a suitable way. 

Management of the allergic respiratory risk factors was carried out to 

avoid the onset of the allergic symptoms. The management processes they usually 
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used included avoiding the places where there were allergic factors and keeping the 

body warm when suffering from symptoms. The participants could manage the 

allergic factors in order to relieve symptoms and could manage to prevent suffering 

from the symptoms (see appendix G).  

A set of yoga postures for the persons with allergic respiratory 

symptoms was prescribed for the participants who suffered severe symptoms.  The 

following sequence was prescribed: 

1. Start by resting and sitting with the legs stretched out, feet apart, 

hands behind the buttock; 

2. Lean slightly backward, support the weight with both hands, and 

keeping the back straight; 

3. Relax the whole body or lie on the back with hands extended 

along the body, keeping the feet apart and allowing the toes to point outside; 

4. Place both the hands on the sides at a distance from the body, 

with the fingers in a semi-flexed condition; 

5. Keep the head in the most convenient position, close the eyes 

and start moderately deep abdominal breathing, paying attention to the flow of the 

breath at the nose; 

6. Relax deeply with an awakening mind. 

The lying posture relaxes the body and mind, relieves stress and 

anxiety, and makes the mind quiet. The participants then closes their eyes and breathe 

deeply, then simply breathe and relax; and breathe through alternate nostrils 

(pranayama) by inhaling through one nostril, retaining the breath, and exhaling 

through the other nostril. The left nostril is the path of the nadi called ida, and the 
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right nostril is the path of the nadi called pingala. Alternate nostril breathing restores, 

equalizes and balances the flow of prana in the body. (see appendix G). This set of 

yoga posture allows the heart chakra to open. Breathing the universal energy 

contained within the lungs starts to affect the whole body by recharging the 

circulatory system with this energy. The aura or human energy field starts to expand. 

In this way people start to become more relaxed.  

The following set of yoga postures were used for the participants with 

moderate symptoms. First a set of postures were followed to exercise the joints (a 

warm up of 10 minutes). The following were then done in sequence: a set of standing 

postures (25 minutes); sitting postures (25 minutes); lying postures (15 minutes); and 

deep relaxation with the Corpse Pose (Savasana) (15 minutes).  This yoga practice 

lasted one hour and a half and took place three times a week (see appendix G). 

Using oral or /and inhalation medicines to manage symptoms: the 

participants usually took antihistamine, decongestamine, and/ or steroid inhalation.    

Go to hospital when having severe symptoms and could not manage: 

the participants would go to the hospital to receive advanced treatment such as 

inhaling with bronchodilator drugs, or injected drugs. Nat, Pat and Porn reported that 

they often went to hospital when they suffered severe symptoms. 

 

Social supporter’s role 

 The findings of this study show that the participants’ friends and family 

members were very important supporters for them as they continued practicing yoga. 

Normally participants did not come alone to the study site, and they asked the 
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researcher if healthy friends or family members could come and join in this project. 

Their roles were identified as: supporting, facilitating, and empowering. 

Supporting  

Friends and their family members of the persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms were encouraged to come to the group in order to learn how to 

practice yoga in this program. The participants indicated that they could share with 

them ideas about the ways of practicing yoga and the effects of yoga practice. The 

participants could support each others because sometimes they faced similar problems 

so they could share their experiences in solving problems.  Some participants might 

feel tired, suffer muscle pains, or be unable to do the postures. The encouragement 

they had received from their families and their friends was crucial in boosting them in 

order to continue with the program. 

Empowering 

Some participants might sometimes feel tired, experience muscle 

pains, or be unable to do the postures. The encouragement they received from their 

families and friends was a crucial factor in getting them to continue on the program. 

Friends and their family members gave information about alternative ways of helping 

the participants to manage their allergic respiratory symptoms. They also encouraged 

the participants to join the group in order to learn the how to practice yoga.  
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Strategies  

The researcher found that the strategies used at this stage were reflection, 

mind-body connection, and using a nurse’s yoga healing skills.  

Reflection in this stage emphasized the ways of practicing yoga. When they 

started to practice the exercises, the participants with severe symptoms could not 

follow all the postures in the program. Some of them thought that they got worse after 

they practiced, so it was necessary to select the postures that were appropriate for 

them. The participants learned to practice yoga in order to gain more understanding 

about the techniques used in practice and their benefits. They thought about their 

experiences in order to manage their symptoms by using yoga practice. They had 

different experiences and they shared their experiences and techniques with others. 

The mind-body connection was an important strategy that helped lead to self-

healing. The researcher provided them with training and guided them to understand 

the techniques used by first starting with easy ones before going on to more difficult 

ones. Thus they began by practicing relaxation techniques; when the mind was 

relaxed the body would be comfortable.   She tried to encourage the participants to 

practice from the first practice steps. Toto and Porn believed that they could do 

postures and felt relaxed if their minds and their bodies were together. They might 

concentrate their minds on the asanas (postures) or breathing when they rested. A 

critical technique was to take their minds away from their thoughts.  The participants 

stressed that this strategy was very useful and made them feel that they could practice 

real yoga not just follow an exercise.  
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The nurse’s yoga healing skills provided an important strategy in this stage 

because she trained the participants to practice yoga in a correct way. She understood 

the principles of yoga, yoga practice, and the way to integrate them in participants’ 

lives. She guided the participants in the right way when learning to practice yoga and 

they saw the benefit of their yoga practice. The participants had different abilities in 

practicing yoga, so the nurse could consider each and help them to practice safely and 

thus get most benefit from their practice. 

 

Facilitating factors 

 In the severe group, the participants had experienced great suffering, so trust 

was necessary for them. They had to make sure that this way would not make them 

get worse If they trusted the nurse to help them get better, or believed that the method 

could benefit them in dealing with their symptoms, they would practice more 

effectively.   

The findings in this stage indicated that social support from friends and family 

members facilitated the persons with allergic respiratory symptoms in starting and 

continuing their yoga practice. Some of them provided the participants with 

transportation to the yoga lesson and accompanied them. 

 The participants in this stage hoped that this yoga practice would help them 

manage their symptoms, so most of them tried to practice and discuss what happened 

to them. They hoped that yoga practice would decrease their symptoms. Malai said 

that she joined this study because she hoped that her symptoms would decrease and 

leave her. 
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Trust was a factor that helped participants believe in yoga as a way to manage 

their problems. They trusted in the principles of yoga, the researcher as a nurse, and 

the institute. The research was established in an institution that was very popular in 

promoting eastern ways of health practices. Nat and Noi explained that they searched 

for information about yoga and believed that yoga would be good for them. They 

associated yoga practice with the researcher who was a nurse in a famous yoga 

institute; this gave them a feeling of trust.   

 

Inhibiting factors 

The severity of the symptoms was an inhibiting factor in this stage. Most of 

the participants with severe symptoms had limitations in practicing some postures. 

This was in accord with how severe their symptoms were. They thus had to select 

some postures that were appropriate to their abilities. However, the participants took 

more time to practice yoga, but some of them had to work and they could not join the 

program. Ten participants were employees whereas the rest were students. They had 

work and/or study commitments. However, they committed themselves to practicing 

yoga at home at least three times a week.   

 

Self-healing outcomes 

 At this stage the participants learned to use yoga for managing their 

symptoms. They perceived the effects of yoga on their health. Yoga asana, 

pranayama, and relaxation brought them to the state of being aware of the mind-body 

connection. This made them feel relaxed, calm, and fully aware. They noted their 
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symptoms decreasing in severity and frequency. Yoga practice helped the participants 

as their negative feelings (fear, and anxiety) decreased. They learned to practice yoga 

for self-healing. 

 

Discussion 

The participants with allergic respiratory symptoms had perceived their 

symptoms differently; they also had had different experiences as a result of their yoga 

practice.   The participants with severe symptoms had experienced a life of suffering 

from their symptoms. They had learned many ways to control their symptoms. They 

collaborated with the researcher to select the yoga postures that suited their condition. 

They agreed to practice deep relaxation and breathing through alternate nostrils in this 

stage.   

The participants understood the benefits of deep relaxation. This is supported 

by Anselmo (2005) who stated that relaxation was the first step towards restoring, 

renewing, and self-healing. The changes that occurred after relaxation took place 

automatically in the endocrine, immune, and neuropeptide systems. The alterations 

brought about by deep relaxation included: increasing the peripheral blood flow 

(warm extremities); increasing the electrical resistance of the skin (dry palms); the 

production of slow alpha waves; and the greater activity of natural killer cells 

(improved immune function). These changes also included: a decrease in oxygen 

consumption; and decreases in the respiratory rates and volume, heart rates, skeletal 

muscle tension, epinephrine levels, gastric acidity and motility, sweat gland activity, 

and blood pressure (Anselmo, 2005). 
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However, deep relaxation is not easy to practice. Pat (a participant with severe 

symptoms) tried to do deep relaxation for two weeks and remained uncomfortable. 

There were many factors that influenced responses to relaxation practices including: a 

quiet environment; mental devices, passive attitudes; and a comfortable position 

(Anselmo, 2005).  The participants were aware and could learn and apply how to 

practice in ways suitable to their conditions. The participants felt that they could not 

do difficult postures. They felt uncomfortable, had muscle pains, they force their 

bodies and their minds, and could not relax and be at peace. After one to two weeks 

their symptoms were improved and they were able to do more. They moved from easy 

to difficult postures. The findings indicate that the difficult postures were not 

appropriate for persons with allergic respiratory symptoms who suffered severe 

symptoms. 

Knowledge about respiratory allergies and yoga practice were very important 

to the participants. Such knowledge made them understand their condition and helped 

them manage their symptoms. They could understand the principles of yoga, yoga 

practice and their benefits, and learned to apply yoga practices that helped them to 

manage their symptoms. They agreed to start with warm up sessions, practice 

postures, and to finish with relaxation. They learned to practice slowly, but needed 

more time to learn and practice this program. Some needed repeated practice in order 

to remember how to do the practices by themselves. 

The participants noted there were positive effects on their health after four 

weeks. They could experience the positive effects through their breathing and their 

bodies were flexible. Most knew that they could improve their respiratory functions 

and their symptoms decreased. The participants reported that they felt relaxed, calm, 
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and cool after practicing yoga. Most felt relaxed after relaxation sessions and 

continued to have this feeling and had greater concentration. They developed 

mindfulness and self awareness through yoga practice, and used yoga principles to 

guide their practices and to cope with other problems. They experienced changes 

inside that made them feel fresh, relaxed, and at peace in their minds and bodies. They 

felt happy, peaceful in their minds, and less anxious. The participants classified yoga 

practice as a type of meditation. They had become more conscious and aware when 

practicing. This benefited them because they applied this consciousness and 

awareness when they worked and did other things. Twelve participants talked about 

their inner feeling and having energy after practicing. They felt fresh, powerful and 

ready to do anything. 

 The participants felt they had changed inside and this was confirmed by 

objective evidence. They compared the results from the aura chakra reports and so 

understood their condition after they used yoga to help them manage their symptoms. 

After four and eight weeks the aura chakra reports showed their results including aura 

pictures, aura sizes, aura colors, and yin-yang balance. They confirmed the aura 

results by reporting that their symptoms decreased because of the effects of yoga 

practice.  The participants’ total symptom scores after one and two months decreased; 

this was supported by the aura results and the reported symptoms. However, some 

participants could not manage certain factors that brought on their symptoms, such as 

not enough sleep and changes in the weather.  The aura results of these participants 

showed that they were at the unbalanced stage. They still experienced negative effects 

after two months yoga practice and this was confirmed by the aura test. The 

participants learned to use aura tests, total symptom scores, and self reports; these 
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skills encouraged and stimulated them to manage their symptoms and practice yoga 

by themselves. The objective evidence helped them to know about their inner selves 

and to understand their condition. 

 
 

Step 3 Integrating yoga into daily life 

Conditions of this stage; at this stage the participants were skillful in yoga 

practice and had learned from the outcomes of their practice from their direct 

experience. They sometimes had symptoms; sneezing, rhinorrhea, itchy nose, palate 

and/or throat, nasal congestion, itchy, watery and/or red eyes. Their symptoms were 

less frequent and less severe of so they usually did not need medication. They had the 

capability to manage their symptoms by using yoga. 

The participants continued to try to integrate yoga practice for self-healing 

into their daily lives. Even though all of them still had allergic respiratory symptoms, 

they reported the severity was decreasing. They could learn self-healing outcomes 

from their practice. Fifteen participants stated that their physical functioning and 

emotional states had improved.  The data from the reflection undertaken in the 

previous cycle was analyzed and used to revise the plans for the next cycle. The aim 

of this step was to encourage the practicing yoga as part of their daily life (see figure 11). 

 Planning: The researcher and the participants planned to maintain and 

emphasize the value of yoga practice for self-healing in daily life. They planned to 

observe and reflect on the effectiveness of postures and strategies, in order to facilitate 

integrating yoga to help them use it in their daily life. 
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Action and observation: In order to enhance self-healing in persons with 

allergic respiratory symptoms they aimed to integrate suitable yoga practice as part of 

their life style. The researcher encouraged the participants to assess their   health 

holistically and to continue practicing yoga. The activity in this step was focused on 

ways of integrating yoga practice in their daily lives. Data from field notes, TSS and 

aura tests were collected and used for them to reflect on their self-healing.  They were 

asked to monitor their symptoms and their practice every month. 

Reflection:  During this step the participants reflected on their feelings as they 

perceived the positive outcomes of practicing yoga each day. They learned the 

outcomes of practicing yoga for self-healing. They noted that they often used some 

particular postures to improve their respiratory functions.  They thought yoga could 

not only be practiced in their room, but could be practiced anytime and anywhere.  

In this stage, the data reflected the outcomes as they learned to integrate yoga 

into their daily life over 6-8 weeks. They noted the decreased severity and frequency 

of occurrence of their symptoms. They gained in their positive feelings, such as 

understanding themselves, understanding others, positive thinking, and spiritual 

growth. They realized that they could manage the allergic factors. 

Five participants still used drugs sometimes, but ten of them stopped using 

drugs for their allergies. Based on the reflection undertaken in this stage, the 

researcher and the participants adjusted the handouts for the daily practice for this 

group (30-60 minutes).  

After three months, TSS of all participants declined. The quality of life of 

them increased. Aura size of eight participants was large, six of them were middle, 
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and one was small. Yin-Yang of six participants were balanced, eight of them showed 

unbalanced, and one was very unbalanced 

The turning points experienced by the participants that reflected changes 

enabling them to see themselves in a different way were identified. Learning from 

self-healing to integrating yoga into daily life was a turning point of them in this step.  

There are many themes that emerged in this stage. These included: learning 

how to incorporate yoga into their daily life; practicing yoga anytime and anywhere; 

achieving a state of balance and harmony; understanding themselves and 

understanding others, positive thinking, and promoting spiritual growth. The details of 

these themes are presented below. 
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-  Adjusted  the 
handout 
- Adjusted time to 
monitor every 
month 

Acting and 
observing 

Reflecting 

Plan 

Revised plan 

Step 3 Integrating yoga into daily life 

Learning from self-healing and integrating yoga into daily life   

 
                                                                         Problem 
 
                                                               - Could not integrating yoga practice into daily 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                   
                                                    
                                                  
                                                   
                                                    
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Emphasized Maintaining   
  the practice 
- Facilitating the practice 
 

Strategies  
- Reflection (learning self-
healing experience and 
integration yoga practice into 
daily life) 
- Mind-body connection 

Acting and observing 
- Holistic assessment  
- Managing allergic factors  
- Select practicing some  
  postures of yoga in daily life 
- Practice yoga following 
handout when  
  having symptoms 
- Integrating ways of yoga into   
  daily life 
- Monitor symptoms and   
  practice it every month  
 

Outcomes 
- Learning to integrate 
yoga into daily life 6-8 
weeks 
- Decrease symptom  
  severity and frequency 
- Living with balance and 
harmony 
- Increase positive 
feelings (understand 
themselves, understand 
others, positive thinking, 
spiritual growth) 
- Could manage allergic 
factors 
- Five participants 
sometimes using drugs 
and ten of them stopped 
using drugs  
- Adjusted handout for 
everyday practice for this 
group (30-60 minutes) 
Lesson learned of this 
stage was:  
- Yoga practicing for self-
healing in order to prevent 
attacking from symptoms, 
select some postures that 
fit their daily life, and 
integrating ways of yoga 
into daily life 
  

Facilitating factors 
- Knowledge 
- Skill 

Inhibiting 
factors 
- Environment 
- Ways of living 

Figure 11. PAR cycles of integrating yoga into daily life 

Conditions 
- Sometimes having symptoms (sneezing, 
rhinorrhea, itchy nose, palate and/or throat, 
nasal congestion, itchy, watery and/or red eyes) 
- Perceived mild symptoms 
- Having capability to manage symptoms 
with yoga 
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Learning how to incorporate yoga into daily life 

In this stage the participants realized that yoga was not necessarily 

practiced only in their rooms but could also be practiced at any time and place. They 

considered the postures that were suitable for them included breathing control and 

relaxation. Some of them (n=8) practiced yoga at home and joined with the group at 

the study site every week. The participants reported that they learned to select some 

postures that found useful. They did not practice all postures but they spent more time 

on some postures.  Moreover, they also learned to take their experience with the group 

and apply it in their daily life for managing their symptoms. The following are 

samples of the participants’ statements: 

“I could do many postures and I thought they were very useful for me. When I 

practiced it by myself I tried to select some postures that I could do well and 

found to be effective to manage the symptoms. If I selected only a few postures 

sometimes, I spent a longer time on each one” (Am, 12/02/2006).  

“I could talk and discuss with the nurse and other persons who had the same 

symptoms as mine and learned about other strategies to manage symptoms. I 

thought the practice sequence was good” (Ging, 12/02/2006).  

“I liked to practice yoga with the group because I could talk and discuss with 

the researcher and other persons who have the same symptoms as mine. We 

could then learn strategies to manage symptoms from others.  I used yoga 

principles that focused on my mind. These were helpful for me” (Na, 

11/21/2006). 
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Practicing yoga anytime and anywhere 

When participants had some symptoms they tried to use yoga to 

manage them instead of using drugs. Some participants stated that before they went to 

bed they practiced some yoga postures and pranayama. Even though, they did not 

practice the whole set of postures, the regular practice of some key postures was 

sufficient to help control their symptoms. Some of them shared their ideas that they 

could do yoga anywhere and anytime, as shown in the following participants’ 

statements: 

“I felt that I had yoga with me all time. I could do it anywhere. I thought 

practicing yoga in this room was not enough for me.  I felt that I should 

integrate yoga into daily life and yoga could go with me everywhere. When I 

got some symptoms, I used pranayama instead of taking medicine. I 

experienced that pranayama was very useful to control respiratory symptoms. 

I therefore continued practicing some postures and pranayama every 

morning” (Nat, 09/25/2006). 

“Sometimes it rained and my symptoms got worse.  I knew about these and I 

tried to prevent myself from the attack of the symptoms but it was so hard for 

me. After I practiced yoga for two months I observed that my symptoms got 

better. So any time when I got symptoms I tried to use yoga” (Am, 

12/02/2006). 
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“I practiced some postures and pranayama in the morning and it made me 

feel better. I did not think about medicine. When I got symptoms I practiced 

breathing control for cleansing and practice alternate nostril to balance my 

breathing and I tried to do some postures that I could do in that situation so 

after that I felt better. I would not use medicine immediately” (Porn, 

12/20/2006). 

 

Achieving a state of balance and harmony 

Many participants achieved a state of balance and harmony in this step. 

Their experience was that yoga practice helped them understand their inner-self 

better. Their symptoms and health had been improved and most of them felt they were 

in harmonious, happy, and had a balanced life. They reported that, when doing thing, 

their minds were so calm and more mindful. For example, Aree stated that 

“I felt so good that I decided to select yoga to manage my allergic symptoms. I 

felt peaceful in my mind. I felt really relaxed. I have never had good 

experiences like this before. Yoga made me happy and balanced in my life”. 

 

After three months the aura size of most participants was that of an 

average aura; the rest had wide auras which indicated a strong and powerful 

radiance. From the findings the aura size of five participants showed increases after 

two months of the practice. The QOL score of the participants showed that all of 

them improved their scores from the beginning.  Examples of auras, TSS and QOL 

scores reported by the participants who changed to positive conditions are shown in 

Table 7. 
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Table 7 

The auras, TSS and QOL scores before and one month, two months, and three months 

after yoga practice 

Case Yoga practice Aura 
Picture 

Aura 
Size 

Aura 
color Yin-Yang TSS QOL 

Before 
 

40% Deep  
green balanced 14 5 

After 1 month 
 

60% Yellow unbalanced 13  

After 2 months 90% Yellow unbalanced 9  

Nat 

 

After 3 months 
 

90% Yellow 
green balanced 8 7 

Before 
 

60% Yellow unbalanced 13 6 

After 1 month 50% Green unbalanced 11  

After 2 months 
 

80% Yellow 
orange balanced 12  

Nui 

 

After 3 months 
 

80% Yellow balanced 8 8 

Before 
 

70% Orange balanced 14 3 

After 1 month 
 

40% Deep 
green balanced 12  

After 2 months 
 

40% Orange balanced 12  

Pat 

 

After 3 months 
 

80% Orange balanced 11 5 
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Table 7 (continued.) 

Case Yoga practice Aura 
Picture 

Aura 
Size 

Aura 
color Yin-Yang TSS QOL 

Before 
 

70% Indigo very 
unbalanced 11 4 

After 1 month 40% Deep 
green unbalanced 10  

After 2 months 60% Yellow unbalanced 10  

Am 

 

After 3 months 90% Yellow 
green balanced 8 7 

Before 
 

60% Yellow unbalanced 10 6 

After 1 month 80% Green 
yellow balanced 10  

After 2 months 
 

70% Orange 
yellow balanced 9  

Ging 

 

After 3 months 
 

60% Yellow balanced 8 8 

Before 
 

80% Green 
yellow balanced 13 5 

After 1 month 
 

90% Yellow unbalanced 12  

After 2 months 
 

70% Orange 
yellow balanced 12  

Toto 

 

After 3 months 
 

90% Yellow 
orange balanced 11 6 
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Understanding themselves 

The participants reported that they were sensitive to allergens which 

made them suffer allergic symptoms. They explained that these symptoms were 

chronic symptoms and might stay with them for their whole lives. They tried to 

balance their lives, and to accept and understand it. They reported that yoga taught 

them to understand themselves and be more mindful. For instance, Sa stated that:  

“When I got allergic respiratory symptoms I always had anxiety, fear, and 

stress. Now I felt my mind was relaxed. I was not anxious about my symptoms 

since I had yoga in my life. I applied many techniques of yoga practice to 

manage my symptoms. Yoga taught me to be mindful all the time. So I thought 

my symptoms helped me to learn and understand about myself” 

 

Understanding others 

Because the participants had suffered from allergic respiratory 

symptoms for a long time, they often experienced bad relationships with family 

members, friends, and colleagues. They felt moody when people did not do as they 

expected. Sometimes they felt angry for no appropriate reasons. After they continued 

practicing yoga they found that their symptoms decreased. They were more 

comfortable and relaxed. They expressed the view that when they relaxed, they 

understand other people and their situations better. They stated that they could 

develop appropriate feelings and could understand their families, friends, and 

colleagues. Pom felt that: 
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“In the past I often felt moody and acted with inappropriate behavior to other 

people such as my family and my friends. I thought yoga helped me 

understand other people. After I had practiced yoga for over two months I 

perceived changes in my thinking. I felt relaxed and understood other peoples 

more. I thought that everybody had their own reasons to do anything so I was 

not angry when they did not do as I expected”  

 

Positive thinking  

The participants reported that their symptoms affected their lives. 

These symptoms made them think negatively. Yoga helped them relax in their mind 

and promote their harmony. All of them agreed that yoga practice made them feel 

calm and relaxed, so they changed the way they looked at things and started thinking 

positively. For example, Toto shared his experience: 

“Yoga practice made me change my way of thinking. I was very calm and 

thought about good things. My attitudes gradually changed to positive ones.  

These made me feel happy”  

 

Promoting spiritual growth 

From the findings, the participants expressed the feeling that they were 

very happy to share their experience with others and help others to learn and get 

benefits from yoga. They stated that they had good experiences of using yoga for their 

allergic conditions. Their suffering from allergic respiration had been relieved after 

yoga practice. For example, Muk stated that: 
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“I don’t know how to express my feeling. I am very happy and very proud to 

help others to learn and get benefits from yoga practice like me. It is meriting 

telling the good thing to others….Yoga helps me so much. After I practice 

yoga I do not suffer from my symptoms. I can do it any time. So I am willing to 

share this experience with others anytime. Don’t hesitate to tell me if it could 

be of any use to others”  

 

Lessons Learned 

Yoga practice for self-healing in this stage consisted of yoga practice that was 

done in order to prevent suffering from symptoms. The yoga postures selected were to 

prevent suffering from symptoms.  Am, Malai, Muk, and Porn preferred to practice 

alternate nostril breathing when the allergic symptoms started to occur. Noi, Pat, Na 

practiced cleansing breathing (Kapalbhati) and alternate nostril breathing, while Toto 

choose Sun salutation when their symptoms occurred. 

The participants selected the yoga postures that were appropriate to their daily 

lives. They practiced some postures every day for 30-60 minutes. Noi claimed that 

she preferred to practice the Sun salutation posture in the morning for six rounds 

every day before she went to work. Na, Toto, and Porn chose to practice the Sun 

salutation for three rounds in the morning and a set of sitting and lying asanas in the 

evening before dinner. Ging, Nee, Muk selected some postures and practiced 30 

minutes before going to bed. 

The participants integrated yoga into their daily lives.  They not only practiced 

yoga asana to promote health and prevent suffering from the symptoms but also 
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brought yama and niyama to guide their living. They were more self-disciplined in 

practicing yoga in order to improve their health.  For example, being patient to 

practice yoga regularly, being nonviolent to self and others. 

 

Nurse’s roles  

 This step aimed to encourage and facilitate the persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms to reach their goals. The participants could experience the 

outcomes of their practice. The nurse became an important instrument to help them. 

In this stage the important nurse roles were identified.  These stressed that the nurse 

was an assessing, empowering, and supporting person. 

Holistic assessing 

The nurse took up the role of assessor to assess the participants’ 

experiences of integrating yoga into daily life. This assessment helped the participants 

to understand what was happening to them and confirmed their reflecting on how to 

improve using yoga for their self-healing. TSS and aura results were used as the tools 

to observe the outcomes of self-healing. These tools helped the participants to 

compare their health condition over the time that the yoga practice took place.  Better 

TSS reflected better health conditions and knowledge of these helped motivation their 

yoga practice.   

Empowering  

The researcher encouraged the participants to reflect on the process 

of self-healing. She encouraged them to compare their outcomes before, during and 
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after their period of yoga practice. The researcher also took on the role of 

empowering the participants to develop their sustainability in using yoga. She 

discussed their positive outcomes with the participants and encouraged them to 

integrate yoga practice in their way of life. 

Supporting 

The researcher took on her role as a consultant to support the 

participants when they were faced with any problems after the practice period. She 

continued to provide classes for yoga practice at the study site. The participants 

could consult her at any time directly or by telephone.  

 

Participants’ roles 

 At this stage the participants identified the outcomes of integrating self-

healing and yoga in their daily life. Two important participants’ roles were identified 

at this stage: observing and reflecting on their experience; and maintaining the 

practicing of yoga. 

Observing and reflecting on experience as a strategy of learning 

  The participants observed and reflected on process of using yoga for 

self-healing. In this stage they observed the ways of practicing yoga and applied 

suitable techniques for themselves. They also reflected on the processes and outcomes 

of self-healing for allergic respiratory symptoms through the use of many tools, such 

as TSS, the aura monitor, self-reporting, QOL scores, and in-depth interviewing. For 

example, Am reported that: 
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“I knew about myself and understood the improvements made by using many 

instruments. TSS made me know the improvement in my symptoms while the 

aura test showed me about my inner state. When I noted my feelings in my 

self-report I could understand all the process of my improvement. When my 

symptoms got worse, I could adjust and apply appropriate yoga techniques for 

managing my symptoms” 

  Maintaining the practice 

The participants continued practicing what was suitable for them. 

However, they sometimes stopped practicing when their health condition was good. 

As a result, the symptoms recurred. They learned that yoga was good for persons with 

allergic respiratory symptoms and they themselves needed to practice it on their own. 

Others could not do it for them, so they took up roles to maintain their practice in 

order to achieve balance and harmony. 

  Self- management   

Self-management in this stage consisted of holistic assessment, the 

managing of allergic respiratory symptoms, selecting suitable yoga postures and 

integrating yoga practice into daily life.  

Holistic assessment was used when they suffered symptoms. The 

participants assessed themselves in order to prevent suffering from symptoms and 

tried to manage to do this early and in good time. They also assessed their experience 

of integrating yoga into their daily life, including assessing the processes and 

outcomes. 
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Managing the allergic respiratory factors in this stage meant managing 

these factors. This emphasized managing to prevent suffering from symptoms. They 

understood the causes of their symptoms, so they used different methods to prevent 

and avoid facing these factors.  

The yoga practices in this stage were used for many reasons. First, the 

participants selected some postures to manage their symptoms. For example, 

pranayama was selected when they felt the symptoms coming on.  For instance, the 

participants selected postures that they liked practicing, ones they perceived had 

positive effects when done every day.  Moreover, they could integrate yoga in their 

daily life by practicing it at any time and place.  

 

Supporters’ social roles 

 Friends and family members were required to play their roles during the 

program to help the participants to continue practicing and integrate it into their daily 

life. In this cycle the important components were identified to be empowering and 

providing support.  

  Empowering and providing support 

The participants thought that their families and friends should still 

maintain and provide support and empowerment as these helped them continue 

practicing to reach their goal. They stated that sometimes they felt unhappy and 

exhausted, not only from yoga practice, but also from their symptoms. Their families 

and friends provided support and empowerment to face these problems at these times 
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and thus they could also use yoga to manage the symptoms.  Moreover, they 

supported the participants in practicing yoga by doing this with them at home. 

 

Strategies  

Reflection was an important strategy at this stage. The participants reflected 

on their learning about self-healing experiences and enhancing the processes of self-

healing through integrating yoga practice into their daily life. The many sources of 

data about the outcomes of their practice from helped them know and learn about 

themselves. They could change their ways to promote their self-healing and adjust 

their practicing that was suitable for them.  

Mind-body connection was used as a strategy to help the participants to 

practice yoga. When they practiced asana they could concentrate and focus they mind 

with their postures or could focus on breathing.  This strategy taught them to bring the 

mind and body together. It was the best way to help the participants to reach a balance 

and to live harmoniously. 

 

Facilitating factors 

 An important finding emerged at this stage. From the findings it could be seen 

that the skills and knowledge of yoga practice were facilitating factors that helped 

participants to continue and maintain yoga practicing for self-healing. When the 

participants had the skills to practice they could manage by finding suitable times for 

practicing by themselves. Sa knew that she could remember all postures; this was 

convenient for her as she could practice them at any time or place. 
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 Knowledge of allergy and yoga was a facilitating factor as it helped the 

participants to gain more confidence in using yoga to help them manage their 

symptoms.  Pat thought that she knew that pranayama was very helpful for 

respiratory functions, so she felt confident when using pranayama for preventing 

attacks from symptoms.  

 

Inhibiting factors 

 The environment was an inhibiting factor at this stage. Participants’ reflections 

suggested that they worked in air conditioned rooms which were not appropriate for 

practicing yoga because they felt discomfort after their practice. Thus the environment 

was a limitation for persons who tried to integrate yoga into their life-style. 

 Their ways of living was a very important factor that inhibited yoga practice 

for self-healing. Participants had many things to do and forgot to look after their 

health. The participants usually paid attention to their work or other activities rather 

than practicing yoga for health purposes.   

 

Self-healing outcomes 

At this stage the participants learned to integrate yoga into their daily life. 

They selected some yoga postures to help prevent attacks from symptoms. They 

selected some postures to practice every day, and could do some postures at any time 

and in any place. Yoga practice helped them become balanced and to live 

harmoniously with others.  They perceived a decreasing in the frequency of their 
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symptoms. Their positive feelings increased such as positive thinking and 

understanding themselves and others. They had the ability to manage their allergic 

respiratory symptoms as part of their way of life.  

 

Discussion 

By the third stage, the turning point experience by the participants was that 

they learned from self-healing to integrating yoga into daily life. They were skillful in 

yoga practice and had learned about the outcomes of their practice from their direct 

experience of yoga. However, sometimes they had symptoms but these were less 

frequent and less severe; they did not need medication and could manage their 

symptoms by using yoga. 

Most participants thought that their physical functions and emotional states 

had improved.  They learned to bring yoga into their lifestyles, and tried to use yoga 

to manage their symptoms instead of using drugs. Some of them felt that they could 

do yoga anywhere and at any time. The participants applied yoga practice for self-

healing, including the use of asanas, pranayama, relaxation, and the principles of 

yoga (yama and niyama) to guide their daily lives.  

Firstly, the participants practiced yoga to promote their health. They practiced 

yoga one to one and for a half hour at least three times a week. Previous studies 

showed the beneficial effects of hatha yoga practice on the health-related aspects of 

physical fitness, including muscular strength, endurance and flexibility (Tran et al., 

2001). Pranayama, especially, will directly affect  allergic respiratory symptoms 

through regular and long term practice (Ravindra, Madanmohan, & Pavithran, 2006).  

Regular yoga practice could influence psychoneuroimmunology functions, and might 
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improve the individual's self-healing through direct action promoting the homeostatic 

stabilization of the autonomic nervous system (Walling, 2006). 

 Secondly, the participants practiced yoga for preventing their symptoms. They 

considered the postures that were suitable for them, including breathing control and 

relaxation.  Am, Malai, Muk, and Porn reported that they selected practicing 

kaballapati and alternate nostril breathing while Toto practiced sun salutation when 

they felt that their symptoms attacked coming on. Am felt sometimes that the rain 

made her symptoms worse.  She knew about this and tried to prevent attacks by 

practicing yoga when she felt symptoms. This is supported by a yogic point of view. 

Pranayama is intended to bring more oxygen to the blood and to the brain, and to 

control prana or the vital life energy. 

The science of breath control consists of a series of exercises intended to meet 

these needs and to keep the body in vibrant health. Yoga breathing can calm the mind 

and relax the body. Relaxed breathing stimulates the parasympathetic nervous system. 

These techniques teach people to make maximum use of oxygen for optimum health 

and vitality (Payne & Usatine, 2002). Moreover, a previous research study reported 

the positive effect of yoga practice on the vital capacities of the lungs and pulmonary 

functions (Birkel, & Edgren, 2000; Yadav & Das, 2001).  

 Thirdly, the participants practiced yoga to manage their symptoms. Nat 

reported that when she had some symptoms, she used pranayama instead of taking 

medicine. She had experienced that pranayama was very useful to control respiratory 

symptoms so she continued practicing some postures and pranayama every morning. 

Porn reported that she practiced some postures and pranayama in the morning and 
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this made her feel better. She did not think about using medicine. When she had 

symptoms she practiced breathing control for cleansing and practiced alternate nostril 

breathing to balance her breathing. She also tried to do the postures she could do in 

that situation and then she felt better after doing this. She would not use medicine 

immediately. These findings were supported by a study of the effect of yoga training 

over 6 months. This found that respiratory pressures and pulmonary functions 

improved lung functioning (Mandanmohan et al., 2003). Cooper et al. (2003) studied 

the effect of two breathing exercises on asthma. The results showed that the good 

breathing techniques can improve symptoms and reduce bronchodilator use. 

Fourthly, the participants followed yoga principles (yama and niyama) to 

guide their daily lives. These principles were used as promoting the right relationship 

with the world and universal ethics, and the right relationship with the self, 

disciplines, and observances. Most participants learned to use and follow these 

principles in their lives and for living with others. Pom observed that when she was 

relaxed, she understood more about other people and their situations. She stated that 

she could develop appropriate feelings and understanding her families, friends, and 

colleagues. Nui and Pat were satisfied about their lives. They did not need the things 

that they could not use effectively. This includes non-possessiveness, not being-

greedy, satisfying the needs rather than wants, and not being attached to material 

things, possessions, relationships and habits (Cameron & Parker, 2004; Fritz, 2006; 

Sadhakas, 1999). For the principles of right relationships with the self, disciplines, 

and observances, Noi, Am, and Sa followed tapas to explain the practice of 

determination to pursue a goal and the daily practicing of yoga. Most of participants 

expressed thoughts that included the practice of studying and reflecting on yogic 
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practice, meditation and a desire to want to know the truth. The participants tried to 

apply ishvarapranidhana which means the practice of willingness to surrender, the 

letting go of righteousness, and the cultivation of faith, dedication and sincerity 

(Cameron, & Parker, 2004; Fritz, 2006; Sadhakas, 1999). Some reflected they could 

not do this completely but they tried using it in their daily lives. 

Many participants achieved a state of balance and harmony in this step. They 

shared their experience that through yoga practice they could understand their inner 

selves better. They were in harmony, happy, and had a balanced life. They agreed that 

their minds were more calm and mindful when doing things. Aree stated that she felt 

peaceful in her mind and really relaxed. She had never had good experiences like 

these before. She thought that yoga made her happy and more balanced in her life. 

These statements are supported by many studies which have been undertaken to 

observe the effects of yoga. Most of them claim that almost all yoga practicing 

programs have had positive effects, either psychologically, mentally, or both. 

Furthermore, several randomized controlled trials done with patients with allergies or 

asthma have shown the benefits gained from yoga postures and breathing. (Singh et 

al., 2002; Visweswaraiah & Telles, 2004; Workman, 2002b).   

After three months the aura size of most participants was average and the rest 

had wide auras which indicated strong and powerful radiance. From the findings the 

aura sizes of five participants showed an increase after two months. According to 

practitioners of alternative medicine subtle energy consists of: subtle bodies or 

sheaths; subtle energy centers or chakras; bio-energy; and the subtle energy channels 

(Brennan,1988). According to Traditional Chinese Medicine and Indian philosophy, 

energy refers to chi and prana. The personality, health status, emotional and mental 
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well-being, social factors and surrounding environmental conditions can all have a 

significant effect on aura (Brennan, 1988). 

Negative emotional states assert a deteriorating effect on the body and drain 

the system of its energy. This explains why one’s performance level tends to drop 

drastically during moments when experiencing emotional states such as fear, hostility 

and frustration. Similarly, low self-esteem and negative social interactions can 

weaken the aura and seriously diminish its energy supply (Fisslinger, 2004; Garson, 

2005). When the auric field is bright, expanded and strong and the energy centers 

(chakra) are clean and light, the expanded auric field will radiate light and energy 

(Long, 2005). 

The QOL and TSS of participants showed that all of them improved their 

scores from the beginning and reported changes to more positive conditions. This 

supports that in their quality of life individuals can make a subjective appraisal of 

their own lives. The participants identified their satisfaction with their lives as 

pertaining to the physical, psychological, and social domains of their life (Mandzuk & 

McMillan, 2005). The findings of some medical studies have suggested that, for 

people with respiratory allergies, yoga may lessen the symptoms and improve their 

quality of life (Halvorson, 2002). When they experienced holistic health, the TSS of 

participants would improve and they moved in a positive direction.  This is supported 

by a study of the effect of yoga training on respiratory pressures and pulmonary 

functions which indicated that there was improved lung functioning (Mandanmohan 

et al., 2003). 
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Regarding the model of enhancing the process of self-healing through 

integrating yoga practice, the discussion has described the following three steps in the 

process: understanding situations; learning to cope with allergic respiratory 

symptoms; and integrating yoga into daily life. Each step included the nurse’s roles, 

the participants’ roles, the social supporters’ role, the strategies followed, facilitating 

factors, inhibiting factors, and self-healing outcomes. This study was conducted at the 

Center for Holistic Health and Eastern Wisdom, Faculty of Nursing, Prince of 

Songkla University. Most participants were persons with allergic respiratory 

symptoms who worked at the Prince of Songkla University and others who lived 

nearby. A body of knowledge on yoga was used that consisted of principles of yoga 

practice. The yoga postures included sets of asanas, pranayamas, and relaxation 

techniques. The participants practiced each session for one hour and a half, at least 

three times a week for three months.   

The nurse was an important person in the process. She provided a nursing 

focus on self-healing that was intended to bring balance and harmony to the body and 

mind. She acted as assessor, facilitator, educator, trainer, observer, and reflector. She 

developed and used several tools to encourage participants, helped participants to 

understand and translate holistic principles, and planned the teaching to integrate yoga 

into self management. Moreover, the researcher acted as a coordinator with the 

participants and their families and collaborated with the participants throughout the 

study. She acted as an observer and a reflector to facilitate the process of learning and 

understanding the experiences and changes that took place as they were happening 

along with the practice.  
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The participants played their roles as active participations. Participants 

contributed actively to a process of self-healing that included the role of informant. 

Thus they shared information about their symptoms and the management that they 

used, and participated in every process. They came to understand their situation better 

and made their own decisions to select what was suitable for them to practice. They 

observed what happened to them and reflected on their feelings and related their 

thoughts to others. 

Social support from friends, daughters, or husbands helped them to continue 

with their yoga practice even when they found it difficult. The participants felt that 

the aesthetic environment they practiced in was a very necessary strategy used to 

promote their practice of yoga and engage them in self-healing. Group activity 

involved in the process of PAR in this study also helped support the participants to 

identify their strengths. This helped to develop self-confidence that led to improving 

their practice, overcoming the barriers to practice, and ultimately to healing 

themselves.   

The implications, processes and outcomes of this study are very important. 

The implications are that the participants reflected on their many experiences of 

learning and practicing yoga. These included learning to use yoga, understanding the 

self and self awareness, and integrating yoga into daily life. The specific postures and 

movements of yoga were designed to strengthen and stretch the musculature in order 

to achieve perfect balance. Yoga releases tension, improves flexibility, maximizes the 

flow of energy, and restores a sense of balance and calmness.   

Holistic nursing aims to achieve holistic health. A holistic nurse believes that a 

person has an innate ability to heal themselves. Hence the individual is the most 
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important person for self-healing. Nurses in holistic nursing change their roles from 

that of an expert person on health to a person who understands an individual as a 

holistic being. Thus they work in partnership with the person to promote their health. 

Holistic nurses view their roles as facilitators and educators, trainers, assessors, 

empowerers, observers, and reflectors. This is made possible only by accepting 

diversity, recognizing patterns, viewing change as positive, and accepting the 

connectedness of life.  

Self-healing is a process that facilitates health and restores harmony and 

balance between the mind and the body (Glaister, 2001). The whole findings suggest 

that self-healing is an individualized process that happens over time and comes from 

within. Through the healing processes demonstrated in this study, participants drew 

on their inner strengths and had an innate sense of personal self-healing. This supports 

the concept that self-healing is a dynamic process of recovery, repair, restoration, 

renewal and transformation. In turn, this increases resilience, coherence and 

wholeness that involves the whole person physically, mentally, socially, spiritually 

and environmentally (Jonas et al., 2003). 

For the process of integrating yoga in self-healing, this study developed many 

strategies to support participants to help them change their daily life to improve their 

health. The participants reported that they were encouraged by the researcher to 

practice yoga and to reflect on yoga practice. The experience they gathered, in part, 

was from recording their progress. Their reflections on learning helped in this process. 

The aura test, total symptom scores, self reports, and quality of life scores were 

helpful tools in motivating the participants to continue practicing. This enabled them 

to ultimately reach a more balanced spiritual, emotional, and mental state of being. 
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They learned to understand the results of these tools to know about their inner-self 

and inner-energy. In the process of PAR they learned the practice of yoga first. After 

that they learned to understand their inner-self and self awareness. In the last process 

they learned to integrate yoga into their lifestyles. All these processes were natural, 

active and appeared to be central to the phenomenon of enhancing the process of self-

healing through integrating it with yoga practice. 

The self-healing outcomes on the part of participants in this study involved the 

whole person and were expressed in many ways. Most of them believed that they had 

achieved the stages of balance and harmony, improved their respiratory functions, and 

reduced their allergic respiratory symptoms. Therefore, self-healing was an outcome 

of this study. Physical improvements were found that consisted of improved 

respiratory functions and the decrease in symptoms noted in previous studies 

(Mandanmohan et al., 2003; Manocha et al., 2002; Singh et al., 2002; Visweswaraiah, 

& Telles, 2004; Yarcheski, Mohon, & Yarcheski 2004). 

The aura results showed that most of them became more balanced and in a 

harmonious and peaceful state. These findings were supported by the aura results 

which showed the aura sizes, and yin-yang balance. These outcomes support Ward’s 

(2002) descriptions of the fundamentals of the meaning of healing that includes 

holistic relationships, caring, and peace.  

As a result of the study the participants perceived the flow of energy 

throughout the body after practicing yoga. These phenomena could be explained 

through the yoga system. Based on the concept of deep healing, the presence is also 

conceptualized as bio-energy (Jonas et al., 2003). In hatha yoga, the practices of 

pranayama and asana are considered to be the highest form of purification and self-
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discipline for the mind and the body respectively. The participants were able to learn 

these processes when engaged in the study. Moreover, yoga is thought to influence 

the system of chakras which are vortices of pranic energy (life force) at specific areas 

of the body (Gharote, 1999; Sivananda, 1999).  Further, these chakras control the 

circulation of prana in the human structure and each of them is a switch for opening 

up specific areas of the brain. Yoga practice can stimulate the flow of energy through 

the chakras and help to activate them (Gharote, 1999; Patterson, 1998). Nadis are the 

subtle channels of the pranic flow which mainly consists of ida, pingala and 

sushumna nadis (Saraswati, 2004). In yoga practice, when ida and pingala nadis are 

balanced, the mind is controlled, then sushumna nadi begins to flow (Saraswati, 

2004). The participants learned to understand these results through the aura reports.  

All of the techniques of yoga provide a total approach to life, health and healing. The 

tools of yoga are techniques for discovering the truth of life (Page, 2005).  

Moreover, the finding from the Total Symptom Scores showed that most of 

them had reduced their allergic respiratory symptoms. These results might be 

evidence that the yoga practice followed in this study could influence 

psychoneuroimmunologic functions. These are identified as numerous mechanisms 

through which the central nervous system and immune system interact. It includes 

direct anatomical linkages and soluble neuroendocrine derived products. The effects 

of this mechanism have been demonstrated by the publication of several nursing 

interventions such as relaxation training, progressive muscle relaxation, guided 

imagery and touch therapy (Ader, 2001; Prolo et al., 2002; Zeller et al., 1996). 

Regarding the environment, the room used for yoga practice should be clean, 

quiet, private, and have good ventilation. This might include the playing of light 
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music before the yoga practice and producing aromas between practices. Pictures of 

yoga postures should be displayed and some yoga books should be available for 

study. A comment by one participant was: “I feel relaxed when I go to practice yoga 

at the center. I don’t like to practice at home because I cannot concentrate my mind. 

This place is very suitable and I feel comfortable.” All participants expressed similar 

feelings about the center; however, a few found practice at home to be more 

convenient. 

This study was conducted at the Center for Holistic Health and Eastern 

Wisdom, Faculty of Nursing, Prince of Songkla University where yoga practice is 

offered on Monday to Friday from 5-6.30 pm. This service is provided by the staff of 

the University. Friends from yoga groups had motivated the participants to keep 

trying to practice yoga so they were not alone. A year after the project finished, a few 

participants from the project were still keeping in touch and supporting each other 

well. Most of them were happy and still applying what they had learned from the 

project and had integrated into their lifestyles. Some of them had learned using some 

new postures to manage their symptoms. 

 

Guidelines for the Implications of the Model of Enhancing the Process of Self-Healing 

through Integrating Yoga Practice 

 The guidelines for using the model of enhancing the process of self-healing 

through integrating yoga practice consist of two phases, the preparation phase and the 

implementation phase. 
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 Preparation phase 

 The aim of this phase is to prepare the nurses for using the model of enhancing 

the process of integrating self-healing into Yoga Practice. The nurse has to prepare 

herself in many ways including: extending knowledge of allergic respiratory 

symptoms; studying the principles of using yoga for self-healing; exploring the 

systems and philosophies of yoga as they apply specifically to the participants; and 

developing the skills of yoga practice by obtaining training on a course given by a 

yoga teacher. Moreover, the nurse should develop other complementary skills relating 

to holistic nursing, such as: using suitable assessment techniques; educating and 

empowering adults; and collaborating in, observing, and reflecting on processes. 

 

Implementation phase 

 This phase is divided into three steps or stages: understanding situations; 

learning to cope with allergic respiratory symptoms; and integrating yoga into daily 

life. In the first stage, the nurse takes on the roles of an assessor to assess information 

from the participants. This involves building up informal relationships with 

participants in order to develop trust when talking and interacting with them. The 

nurse carries out holistic assessment in order to understand the situation, the 

contradictory experiences of the participant, and their past management strategies, 

which covers how they managed and the outcomes of their management. 

In the second stage, the method of implementation, the participants are 

classified into two groups, according to the severity of their symptoms.  One group is 

the severe group, and the other is the moderate group. Each group has different 
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guidelines for their practice. In these processes the nurse is an educator and trainer 

and provides information on using yoga for self-healing. Hatha yoga, the principles of 

yoga, yoga practice, the benefits of yoga, and general instructions for yoga practice 

are all provided for the participants. The nurse empowers and inspires the participants 

to practice yoga effectively. The participants’ friends and family members are allowed 

to join the yoga practice in order to empower and encourage them. The nurse 

coordinates with suitably experienced persons to enable them share their experiences 

with participants in order to provide support for them to practice yoga. The nurse 

observes and reflects on the changes taking place in order to know what is happening 

in order to improve the use of yoga for self-healing. Tools for collecting objective and 

subjective data are used to observe the outcomes of self-healing and help the 

participants learn about their health condition at the time of the practice.  Moreover, 

the nurse must encourage the participants to reflect on the process of self-healing and 

their improvement by thinking about these. Their subjective data is then confirmed by 

objective data. Finally, the nurse empowers the participants to assess the feasibility of 

keeping up using yoga by discussing the positive outcomes with participants and 

encouraging them to integrate the practice of yoga into their daily lives. 

 In conclusion, the findings of this study and its guidelines for implementation 

are very useful for nurses who want to integrate yoga in self-healing in persons with 

allergic respiratory symptoms. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 This chapter presents the conclusions, limitations of the study, implications for 

nursing, and recommendations for further research. 

Conclusions 

Participatory action research was applied to develop a model to enhance the 

process of self-healing through integrating it in yoga practice in persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms. The participants consisted of fifteen persons with allergic 

respiratory symptoms residing in Hatyai district, Songkhla province. The study was 

begun in May, 2006 and ended in February, 2007. The process of self-healing was 

enhanced through the cycles of participatory action research, each cycle included 

reconnaissance, planning, action, observing, and reflecting phases.  

There were three steps for the self-healing process that integrated yoga 

practice in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms including: understanding 

situations, learning to cope with allergic respiratory symptoms, and integrating yoga 

into daily life. Five themes emerged in the step for understanding situations: living 

with suffering from allergic respiratory symptoms and the side effects of drugs; living 

with uncertainty; living with fear and anxiety; dependence on drugs; and continuing 

seeking for ways of self-management.  

In the step of learning to cope with allergic symptoms, the participants were 

divided into two groups, each in accord with the perceived severity of their symptoms. 

The group with severe symptoms experienced a turning point: through learning to live 
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with their suffering brought on by the symptoms they moved towards an increasing 

sense of control. This was supported by themes including: learning how to practice 

yoga using deep relaxation and alternate nostril breathing; and perceiving the positive 

effects of yoga.  

The turning points for the group with moderate symptom were: learning 

through an increasing sense of control and moving towards self-healing; learning the 

ways to practice yoga by understanding yoga principle and yoga techniques, 

perceiving the positive effects of yoga; and perceiving the results of yoga practice 

through subjective inner changes and objective evidence The participants realized that 

their symptoms or perceived inner changes could be confirmed or disproved by 

objective evidence (through various results of tests). However, they decided that the 

way they would attempt manage their symptoms would depend on whether these were 

severe or moderate. If they had severe symptoms they would use some gentle yoga, 

such as rest, deep relaxation, and alternate nostril breathing.  This would be 

complemented with inhalant drugs, in addition to holistic assessment, in order to 

manage the allergic factors. They might go to hospital if they were unsuccessful in 

managing the symptoms themselves. 

In the group with moderate symptoms, the participants had a greater sense of 

control. They followed a set of asanas including: exercises for the joints (a warm up 

of 10 minutes); standing postures (25 minutes), sitting postures (25 minutes), and 

lying postures (15 minutes). This was followed by deep relaxation, for which the 

Corpse Pose (Savasana) (15 minutes) was recommended. The participants practiced for 

one hour and a half, three times a week. 
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At the third stage, integrating yoga into daily life, the state of health of the 

participants was more stable. They perceived that they had mild symptoms and might 

sometimes have allergic symptoms. At this stage the participants experienced a major 

turning point; they learned to move from self-healing to integrating yoga into their 

daily life. This was supported by the following themes: learning the way to 

incorporate yoga in their daily life; practicing yoga at any time and any place; 

achieving a state of balance and harmony; understanding themselves; understanding 

others; positive thinking; and promoting spiritual growth.  

The descriptions of each of the implementing step included the nurse’s roles, 

the participants’ roles, the social supporters’ roles, strategies, facilitating factors, 

inhibiting factors, and self-healing outcomes.  The nurse’s roles consisted of holistic 

assessing, educating, training, empowering, and supporting. The participants’ roles 

consisted of giving information, self-management, participating, observing, and 

reflecting. The social supporters’ roles consisted of empowering, facilitating, and 

supporting. The role of each individual was emphasized differently at each stage. A 

number of facilitating factors influenced self-healing. These were: belief in yoga 

practice; the hope that yoga practice would help in managing symptoms; the social 

support from family members and friends; trust between participants and the 

researcher; knowledge of yoga; and the skills used in yoga practice. The factors that 

inhibited self-healing were: the severity of symptoms; the stresses of daily living; 

unsuitable time schedules; and environmental conditions. The conditions that initiated 

and were facilitated the success of the practice were quality relationships, trust, 

reflection, mind-body connection, and the nurse’s yoga healing skills. The self-
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healing outcomes consisted of: a decrease in the severity and frequency of the 

symptoms; a reduction of negative feelings, such as fear and anxiety; and feeling 

relaxed, at peace, calm, cool, balanced and in harmony. In addition, there was an 

increase in positive feeling such as positive thinking, understanding themselves and 

others, and confidence in their ability to manage their symptoms in daily life. 

Limitations of the Study 

 A major limitation of this study was the inadequate number of male 

participants recruited to the study. The findings of the study may thus only apply to 

females with allergic respiratory symptoms. In addition, the model developed for 

integrating yoga practice in the self-healing process was based on a particular context.  

Its application to a general setting is, perhaps, limited.  

Implications for Nursing 

There are implications in the model developed for integrating yoga practice to 

enhance the self-healing process. Such a model requires nurses who have skills in 

yoga philosophy and knowledge of the principles of yoga for self-healing. They 

should be provided with a yoga training course to gain such knowledge and skill 

about yoga. Moreover, the nurses should have a good understanding of and skills 

relevant to holistic nursing. They should be able to perform multiple roles in order to 

encourage, facilitate and empower the participants to advance through the self-healing 

process and achieve their goals. These nurses’ roles are holistic assessor, educator, 

trainer, empowering agent, and supporter. In addition, social support from families 
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and friends, and an aesthetic environment are also important in successfully 

promoting the enhancing of the self-healing process through integrating yoga practice 

into it.  

Recommendations for Further Research 

The model for enhancing the process of self-healing through integrating yoga 

practice was developed in this study for persons with allergic respiratory symptoms. 

The model consists of three steps; understanding situations, learning to cope with 

allergic respiratory symptoms, and integrating yoga into daily life. First, it is 

recommended that further study is needed to follow up the application of this model 

and its sustainability.  Second, similar study should be undertaken with other chronic 

illnesses, such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and cancer.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

The Demographic and Health Status Sheets  
 
แบบบันทึกและสัมภาษณ 
1. สําหรับชวงศึกษาปญหาของผูมีอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ 
รหัสผูใหขอมูล............................... 
วันที่เก็บขอมูล................................ 
อายุ......................ป     ภูมิลําเนา................................................................................................................................. 
ระดับการศึกษา   ประถมศึกษา  มัธยมศึกษา  วิทยาลัยหรืออาชีวศึกษา 
     มหาวิทยาลัย   อื่น ๆ...................................................................................... 
ศาสนา.................................................................................... 
สถานภาพสมรส    สมรส  โสด   หมาย   หยา 
จํานวนบุตร/ ธิดา...........................คน  จํานวนสมาชิกในครัวเรือน................................คน 
สถานภาพของผูมีอาการในครอบครัว  บิดา  มารดา  บุตร  อื่นๆ........................................ 
การพักอาศัยของผูมีอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ  อยูกับครอบครัว  อื่น ๆ....................... 
อาชีพ.........................................................................................................................................................................
รายไดตอเดือน.........................................................บาท 
สถานภาพการเงิน   พอกินพอใช  ไมพอใช  มีเงินเหลือเก็บ 
ระยะเวลาตั้งแตมีอาการภูมิแพจนถึงปจจุบัน...........................ป..........................................เดือน 
สาเหตุที่ทําใหมีอาการ.............................................................................................................................................. 
ปญหาสุขภาพในปจจุบัน.......................................................................................................................................... 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
อาการที่เกิดในปจจุบัน.............................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
สําหรับผูวิจัย 
การวินิจฉัยของแพทย............................................................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................................................................. 
การรักษาที่ไดรับ...................................................................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................................................................. 
ลักษณะทั่วไป .......................................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
การตรวจรางกาย........................................................................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Aura Test.............................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................................. 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Total Symptom Score...................................................................................................................................... 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
...................................................................................................................................................................................
Quality of life...................................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
2. สําหรับชวงพัฒนาYoga Nursing Therapeutic Model for Self-Healing ของผูมีอาการภูมิแพ
ระบบทางเดินหายใจ 
รหัสผูใหขอมูล............................... 
วันที่เก็บขอมูล................................ 
ปญหาสุขภาพในปจจุบัน......................................................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 
อาการที่เกิดในปจจุบัน............................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 
การรักษาที่ไดรับ..................................................................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 
ลักษณะทั่วไป ......................................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................... 
การตรวจรางกาย........................................................................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Aura Test.............................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Total Symptom Score...................................................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
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3. สําหรับสิ้นสุดการทดลองใชYoga Nursing Therapeutic Model for Self-Healing ของผูมีอาการ
ภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ 
รหัสผูใหขอมูล............................... 
วันที่เก็บขอมูล................................ 
ปญหาสุขภาพในปจจุบัน........................................................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 
อาการที่เกิดในปจจุบัน............................................................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 
............................................................................................................................................................................... 
การรักษาที่ไดรับ.................................................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................................................................... 
ลักษณะทั่วไป ........................................................................................................................................................ 
...................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................. 
การตรวจรางกาย....................................................................................................................................................... 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Aura Test.............................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................................................................................................ 
Total Symptom Score...................................................................................................................................... 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
...................................................................................................................................................................................
Quality of life...................................................................................................................................................... 
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Total Symptom Score (TSS) 

 

TSS was defined as the sum of the five individual symptom scores assessed by 

the patient for: (1) sneezing, (2) rhinorrhea, (3) itchy nose, palate and/or throat, (4) 

nasal congestion, and (5) itchy, watery and/or red eyes. Each of these symptoms will 

be evaluated on a five-point scale: 

 0 - absent;    

1 - mild (symptom present but not annoying or troublesome)  

2 - moderate (symptom frequently troublesome but not interfering with normal 

daily activity or sleep)            

3 - severe (symptom sufficiently troublesome to interfere with normal daily 

activity or sleep)  

4 - very severe (symptom severe enough to warrant an immediate visit to the 

physician) 

Severity of Symptom 
Symptoms 

0 1 2 3 4 

Sneezing      

Rhinorrhea      

Itchy nose, palate and/or throat      

Nasal congestion      

Watery and/or red eyes      

Symptom Score      

Total Symptom Score  
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Self Report (Diary Writing) 
 

mm/dd/yy Report 

...../…../…. 
 
 
 

 

...../…../…. 
 
 
 

 

...../…../…. 
 
 
 

 

...../…../…. 
 
 
 

 

...../…../…. 
 
 
 

 

...../…../…. 
 
 
 

 

...../…../…. 
 
 
 

 

...../…../…. 
 
 
 

 

...../…../…. 
 
 
 

 

...../…../…. 
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Quality of Life scale 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Case Screening Sheet 
 
รหัสผูใหขอมูล............................... 
วันที่เก็บขอมูล................................ 

1. ไดรับการวนิิจฉัยจากแพทยอยางนอย 1 ป 
2. อายุอยูในชวง 15-60 ป 
3. มีอาการภูมิแพระบบหายใจคอื มีน้ํามูกไหล  คันจมูก จาม น้ําตาไหลและคันตา หรือ 
4. มีอาการของหอบหืดจากภูมแิพ ระดับ Moderate Asthma ถึง Severe Asthma 

รับรูวาอาการรุนแรง 
อาการภูมิแพตลอดเวลา 
อาการหอบตอนกลางคืนบอยมาก 
กจิกรรมตาง ๆ ของผูปวยถูกจํากดั ดวยอาการภูมิแพหรือหอบ 
การรักษาที่ผูปวยไดรับ 
การใชยารับประทานรวมกบัยาพน 
รับรูวาอาการปานกลาง 
อาการภูมิแพบอย 
อาการ มีผลตอการทํากิจกรรมและการดําเนินชีวิต 
อาการหอบตอนกลางคืนมากกวา 
การรักษาที่ผูปวยไดรับ 
การใชยารับประทานหรือยาพน 

5. ยินดใีชโยคะในการเยยีวยาตนเอง 
 

สําหรับนักวจิยั
.............................................................................................................................................. 
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................... 
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GUIDELINE QUESTIONS FOR PERSONS WITH                                         

ALLERGIC RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Guideline Questions for Persons with Allergic Respiratory Symptoms 
 
 
 

1. What is your allergic respiratory symptom? 

2. Are there any allergic respiratory symptoms that remain? 

3. What are the causes of these allergic respiratory symptoms? 

4. How have you tried to resolve these allergic respiratory symptoms? 

5. What are the results of the management? 

6. How did you use complementary and alternative therapy? How 

have you used them and what were the results?  

7. How do you know about yoga therapy? 

8. Are you interested in using yoga for healing allergic respiratory 

symptoms? Why? 
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APPENDIX D 

GUIDELINE QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION WITH                                         

ALLERGIC RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS 
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APPENDIX D 
 

Guideline Questions for Reflection with Allergic Respiratory Symptoms 
 

1) What happened when practicing yoga?  

2) How did you feel? 

3) What does it mean?  

4) How have you reached your goal in practicing yoga?   

5) How can you perform yoga better?  
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APPENDIX E 

INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR EVALUATION 
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APPENDIX E 
 

Interview Guide for Evaluation 
  

  
How did you feel after practicing Yoga as follows? 

 - A set of posture to exercise joint (warm up) 

 - Sun Salutation posture (Surya Namaskara) 

 - A set of standing posture 

 - A set of sitting posture 

                 -  A set of breathing (Pranayama) 

     -  A set of lie posture 

     -  Deep Relaxation with Corpse Pose (Savasana) 

How did you feel about duration of practice? 

How did you feel about sequence? 

How did you feel about this yoga practice? 
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CONSENT FORM 
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APPENDIX F 
 
 

 Consent Form 

 

 I am Prapaporn Chukumnerd, the student in the Doctor of Philosophy program 

in the area of nursing at Faculty of Nursing, Prince of Songkla University, who is 

conducting the research with the topic of Enhancing the Process of Self-Healing 

through Yoga Practice in Persons with Allergic Respiratory Symptoms in order to 

gain more an appropriate yoga nursing therapeutic model that enhances self-healing in 

persons with allergic respiratory symptoms 

 You are being asked to participate in this project. All information in this study 

will remain confidential, no name will be mentioned, and the information gather will 

be reported as a dissertation. You will take part in giving useful information. The first 

time is the interview about personal information, health status, treatments, problems, 

and opinion on yoga practice in allergic respiratory symptoms. This interview will be 

enquired for about 30-60 minutes. Cooperating with researcher to evaluate the 

problem and situation, find the way to solve problems, decide and plan to practice 

yoga for self-healing by having the group practice one hour and a half three times a 

week and  meeting for reflecting.  For yoga practicing and evaluating the results of 

developing the model, you will be observed the participating, interviewed about the 

problem, symptom score, the perception of the effect of practice. In the process of 

developing the model for self-healing in persons with allergic respiratory symptoms, I 

would like to get the permission to tape the interview or group meeting and take the 

photos for some time to contribute the study. The information details will be kept 

secret and will be used only for this research with your consideration and permission 
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before use. Furthermore, during the interview or group meeting, you have the right 

not to say the things that you feel uncomfortable with, and, if you feel unhappy or 

under pressure, you can get help from the health team.  

 If you have any questions about this study, I am willing to provide more 

information. You have the right to say yes or no to the participation in the study. And, 

even though you have participated in this study, you can cancel anytime you want 

without any effects on the treatment or service that you may have. 

Thank you for your cooperation 

 Mrs. Prapaporn Chukumnerd 

 

 

 

For those who participate in the study 

 

I have acknowledged the explanation as above, understand the objectives of 

the research and understand that in this research, I have to be interviewed, join the 

meeting and allow the taping and observing during the interview and meeting and fill 

in the questionnaire and practice as agreed upon of the group of developing this 

model. I am willing to join this research project.  

 

           Sign……………………….. 

                                 (………………………...) 

                            

Date…../month………../year…….. 
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APPENDIX G 

HANDOUT OF YOGA PRACTICE FOR PERSONS                              

WITH ALLERGIC RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS 
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APPENDIX G 
 
 

Handout of Yoga Practice for Persons with                                                

Allergic Respiratory Symptoms 

 

คูมือโยคะสําหรับผูท่ีมีอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ 
 

ภาวะภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ 
       อาการภูมิแพระบบหายใจ จะมีลักษณะ คดัจมูก มีน้ํามกูใสๆ คัน จาม ถาโพรงจมูกบวมมาก 
อาจจะมนี้ํามูกไหลลงคอ หรือ ไอเรื้อรัง โดยเฉพาะตอนนอน และเมื่ออากาศเยน็ อาการหอบหืดก็
ถือวาเปนภูมแิพลักษณะหนึ่งเชนกัน ผูที่มีอาการภูมิแพมักจะไมมีไข ถามีไขนาจะมีการตดิเชื้อ
แบคทีเรียหรือเชื้อไวรัสรวมดวย อาการทางตา จะมีอาการในลักษณะการคันในดวงตา น้ําตาไหล
บอย ตาแดง  
ภาวะภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจมี2 รูปแบบ คือ  

1. ชนิดที่มีอาการไดตลอดป (Perennial type) อาการของผูปวยจะมีอาการคัดจมูก น้ํามูก
ไหลทั้งป อาการคันคอ จาม น้ํามูกไหลจะนอยกวาชนดิที่มีอาการเปนฤดู เปนภูมแิพที่เกดิจากสาร
ภูมิแพที่อยูในบาน แตก็อาจจะเกิดจากสารภูมิแพนอกบานที่มีอยูตลอดป สารภูมิแพไดแกไรฝุน 
สัตวเล้ียง  แมลงสาบ หน ู 

2. ชนิดที่มีอาการเปนฤดู (Seasonal type) ผูปวยมีอาการเฉพาะฤดกูาลหนึ่งฤดูกาลใด
เทานั้น  สวนใหญเกิดจากแพเกสรหญา  วัชพืช ตนไมหรือเชื้อราที่มีในอากาศมากกวาปกติใน
ชวงเวลานัน้ อาการที่สําคัญคือ อาการคันจมูกเปนอาการสําคัญ นอกจากนั้นอาจจะคนับริเวณ ตา ห ู
คอ ในชวงที่มเีกษารดอกไม และผูปวยอยูในชวงภูมิแพ ผูปวยอาจจะมีอาการน้ํามูกไหลมากขึ้นหาก
สัมผัสสิ่งระคายเคือง เชนควนับุหร่ี เครื่องปรับอากาศ กล่ิมฉุน คัดจมกู และน้าํตาไหล น้ํามูกไสไหล
อยูตลอดเวลา อาการคัดจมกูอาจจเปนมากถึงตองอาปากหายใจหรืออาจจะปวดไซนสั หรือปวดหู 
อาจจะมีอาการไอเนื่องจากน้ํามูกไหลลงคอ ผูปวยโรคหอบหืดจะมีอาการหอบมากขึ้น อาการมักจะ
เปนมากตอนเชา อาการแตละวนัจะไมเทากัน  

สําหรับผูที่มีอาการคัดจมูก น้ํามูกไหล ก็คงขึ้นอยูกับวาอาการรุนแรง จนกระทบการดําเนิน
ชีวิตมากนอยเพียงใด อยางบางคนเปนเพยีงจามมากๆ ติดตอกันหลายครั้งในตอนเชารวมกับน้ํามกู
ไหลเล็กนอย ก็คงพอทนรําคาญได แตที่จะทนอยูไมไหวเห็นจะเปนอาการคัดจมกูขนาดหายใจไม
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ออกราวกับชองจมูกถูกปด วธีิการบําบัดคือ ใหยาแกแพซ่ึงเปนยากลุมตานฮิสตามิน (Antihistamine) 
และใหยาลดการคั่งของเยื่อบุจมูก (Decongestamine) คลายๆ กับการบรรเทาหวัด  

ในกรณีที่อาการรุนแรงมาก แพทยอาจตองพิจารณาใหการบําบดัทางภูมิคุมกันทีเ่รียกวา 
อิมมูโนบําบัด (Immunotherapy) และบางรายอาจตองผาตัดจมูก เพื่อบรรเทาอาการอุดตันจนหายใจ
ไมถนัด  

สาเหตุของอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ 
           1. สาเหตุชวยเสริม  ไดแก กรรมพันธุมากกวารอยละ 50 ของผูปวยจะมญีาติพี่นองใน
ครอบครัวเดียวกัน  เปนโรคหนึ่งโรคใดในกลุมของโรคภูมิแพ 

2.   สาเหตุเฉพาะเจาะจง  เกิดจากหายใจเอาสารกอภูมิแพเขาไปโดยตรง           
3. สาเหตุไมเฉพาะเจาะจง  คือสาเหตุชวยสงเสริมใหเกดิอาการงายขึน้หรือมากขึ้น ไดแก

การอักเสบในโพรงจมูก ส่ิงระคายเคืองตอเยื่อบุในจมูก การเปลี่ยนแปลงอุณหภูม ิ เชน ความรอน 
ความเยน็ความกดดนัของอากาศหรือการถูกแสงแดดจดัๆ โครงสรางของจมูกผิดปกต ิ และความ
ผิดปกติทางสภาพจิตใจ ผูปวยจะมีอาการคันจมูก อาจคนัที่อ่ืนดวย เชน คันตา เพดานปาก ห ู คอ
แสบตาหรือน้าํตาไหล ตอมาจะจามตดิๆ กัน มีน้ํามูกไหลเปนน้ําใส  คัดจมูก และเสียงพดูขึน้
จมูก   อาการคัดจมูกเกดิจากเยื่อบใุนโพรงจมูกบวม  ในรายที่บวมมากจะอดุรูเปดไซนัสทําใหมี
อาการปวดศีรษะบริเวณดั้งจมูก  หรือหนาผาก นอกจากนี้ยังมีอาการจมูกไมคอยไดกล่ิน  มีเสมหะ
เหนยีวตดิคอทําใหรําคาญในคอ  บางรายมีเสียงแหบ คันคอ และไอบอยๆ หรือมีอาการหอบหืดดวย 
เมื่อตรวจจมกูจะพบเยื่อบุจมกูบวม สีคลํ้าหรือซีด มีลักษณะชุมน้ํา มนี้ํามูกใส กระดูกเทอรบิเนต 
(inferior turbinate) บวมโต ปลายกลม สีซีด  มองเห็นไดชัด ในรายที่มกีารอักเสบรวมดวย น้ํามกูจะ
ขนเหนยีวหรือมีสีเขียวส่ังออกยาก ถาเอกซเรยไซนัสจะพบวาเยื่อบุไซนัสหนากวาปกติเล็กนอยซ่ึง
มักจะรายงานวาเปน"โรคไซนัส" อยูเสมอ ซ่ึงเปนการเขาใจผิดเพราะผูปวยยังไมไดเปนโรคไซนสั
อักเสบที่แทจริงในระยะนี ้ อยางไรก็ตามจมูกแพอากาศที่มีการอักเสบรวมดวยพบวาเปนโรคไซนัส
อักเสบไดบอย  

สารกอภูมิแพกลางแจงที่พบบอยๆ คือ  ตนไม หญา เกสรดอกไมทัง้หลาย สปอรของรา 
มลภาวะจากโรงงาน  

สารกอภูมิแพภายในบานทีพ่บบอยๆ คือ ฝุนละออง รา ขนสัตวตางๆ เครื่องสําอาง มูลหรือ
รังแคสัตวเล้ียง ควันบุหร่ี เครื่องใชที่ใชพน สีทาใหมๆ  
กลไกการเกิดโรค 

กลไกที่กอใหเกิดอาการดังกลาวเริ่มจากสารกอภูมิแพที่รวมเรียกวา "อัลเลอเจน" (Allergen) 
เชน ไรฝุน, ฝุนละออง, เกสรดอกไม ลอยมาสัมผัสผิวเยื่อบุในรูจมูก แลวกอใหเกิดปฏิกิริยาบวม, มี
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สารคัดหล่ังปรากฏออกมามากมายภายในไมกี่นาท ี ทั้งนี้เปนผลจากการที่รางกายใชมาตรการตางๆ 
ตอสูส่ิงแปลกปลอม แตในการทําสงครามตอสูขาศึกนั้นจะมีความเสยีหายเกดิขึ้น เชน มีการอักเสบ
ของเยื่อบุภายในรูจมูก ทําใหเกิดอาการคดัจมูก น้ํามูกไหล น้ําตาไหล คันตา คันจมูก มากนอย
ตางกันไปในแตละคน  

เมื่อระบบภูมิคุมกันในรางกายสัมผัสกับสารกอภูมิแพจะทําใหรางกายสรางภูมิคุมกัน 
(Antibodies) ซ่ึงจะไปเกาะอยูในเซลลบางชนิดของรางกาย เชน ที่ทางเดินหายใจ ทางเดินอาหาร 
ผิวหนังหรือในกระแสเลือด เวลาเกิดปฏิกริิยาภูมิแพขึ้น เซลลเหลานี้ก็จะปลอยสารเคมีอันทรงพลัง 
เชน ฮีสตามนี (Histamine) ทําใหเกิดอาการของภูมแิพตามมา เชน น้ํามกูไหล น้ําตาไหล คันตา คันจมกู  
ผูท่ีเปนภูมิแพระบบหายใจจะมีลักษณะดังนี้ 

- ผูที่เปนภูมแิพจะมีขอบตาดําเนื่องจากการขยายของเสนเลือดรอบดวงตา 
- เนื่องจากจะคันจมูกบอยผูปวยจะขยีจ้มูกทําใหเกิดรอยขวางสวนปลายจมูก 
- เมื่อสองดูรูจมูกจะพบวาเยือ่จมูกบวมสแีดงบางคนอาจจะซีดหรือสีมวงคล้ํา ลักษณะน้ํามูก

ก็ชวยบอกโรคไดเชน หากน้ํามูกใสกน็าจะเปนภูมิแพ หากมีน้ํามกูขางเดียวสีเหมือนหนองก็นาจะ
เปนไซนัสอักเสบ  

- อาจจะมีการอักเสบของหู แกวหูอาจจะทะลุทําใหผูปวยไดยนิไมชัด  
- เยื่อบุตาอาจจะแดง และบวมเนื่องจากภูมแิพ  

การรักษาภาวะภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ 
นักวิจัยคนพบกลไกลการอักเสบอันสลับซับซอนที่เกิดขึ้นเวลารางกายเผชิญขาศึกที่มา

คุกคามเปรียบราวกับสมรภูมิขนาดใหญที่มีการบัญชาการรบอยางมีหลักการมีการแบงหนาที่ชัดเจน 
อยางเม็ดเลือดขาวก็มีการแยกประเภทเพื่อไปทําหนาที่ตางๆอยางเปนที่นาอัศจรรยใจและจากความรู
ดังกลาวก็นําไปสูการคนหายาที่จะบรรเทาอาการ หรือบําบัดโรคได ซ่ึงขณะนี้มียาที่ใชบําบัดโรค
ภูมิแพของจมูกหลายกลุม ซ่ึงบางคนตองใชยาหลายขนาดควบกันจึงจะไดผล  

1. ยาตานอิสตามิน (Antihistamine) ซ่ึงมีอยูมากมายหลายขนานแตละจะมีรุนใหมๆ ที่ทําให
เกิดอาการงวงนอยกวา เชน ยา Loratadine เปนตน  

2. ยาตานลูโคไทรน (Antileukotriene) ซ่ึงจะชวยลดการอักเสบของเยือ่บุทางเดินหายใจ 
3. สเตียรอยดชนิดพน ซ่ึงออกฤทธิ์ชวยลดการอักเสบเชนกัน  
4. ภูมิคุมกันบาํบัด ซ่ึงอยูในระหวางการพฒันาและวิจยั  
5.หลีกเลี่ยงสิ่งที่ทําใหเกิดภูมแิพทั้งสารที่สงสัย และสิง่แวดลอมรวมทั้งสารที่ระคายเคือง

ตอทางเดินหายใจ 
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ยาแกแพ 
ยาแกแพเปนยาหลักสําหรับการรักษาโรคภูมิแพ ยาแกแพในระยเริ่มแรกจะมีผลขางเคียงที่ไมพึง

ปราถนา เชนอาการปากแหง ทําใหเกิดการงวงซึมซึ่งเปนผลเสียตอการทํางาน คุณสมบัติของยาแก
แพมีดังนี้คือ ลดอาการที่เกดิจากการหลั่งฮิสตามีน เชน อาการจาม คันจมูก น้ํามกูไหล แตไมลด
อาการของคัดจมูก สามารถลดอาการคันตา และคันห ู และยาแกแพสวนใหญออกฤทธิ์เร็ว  
ผลขางเคียงของยา 

- อาจจะทําใหงวง ซึม และน้าํหนักตวัเพิ่ม แตอาการนอยกวายาแกแพรุนแรกๆ  
- พิษตอหัวใจ จะมีผลตอการเตนของหวัใจ แตยาตวัอ่ืนไมมีผลตอการเตนของหัวใจ  

ยาแกคัดจมูก 
อาการคัดจมูกเปนอาการที่สําคัญสําหรับผูปวยที่เปนหวดั หรือเปนโรคภูมิแพ การรักษา

อาการคัดจมูกจะใหยาแกแพ แตบางครั้งอาจจะไมสามารถคุมอาการจําเปนตองใชยาแกคัดจมูก ยา
แกคัดจมูกจะออกฤทธิ์ตอระบบประสาทอัตโนมัติ ทําใหเลือดไปที่เยือ่บุจมูกลดลง อาการคัดจมกู
จึงดีขึ้น เนื่องจากยานี้ออกฤทธิ์ตอระบบประสาทอัตโนมัติจึงอาจจะเกิดผลเสียตอรางกายดังนี้คือ 
ทําใหความดันโลหิตสูง ดังนั้นผูที่เปนโรคความดันโลหิตสูง โรคหัวใจ โรคหลอดเลือดสมอง 
กอนจะใชยาควรจะปรกึษาแพทย กระสับกระสาย มือส่ัน นอนไมหลับ ปวดศีรษะ ปากแหง มี
อาการคั่งของปสสาวะ ใจสัน่มือสัน หัวใจเตนผิดปกต ิ  ยาแกคัดจมูกอาจจะเปนยาชนิดเดยีว เชน 
pseudoephedine หรืออาจจะเปนยาที่ผสมกันระหวางยาแกแพและยาแกคัดจมูก เชน Actifed, 
Carinase, ยาบางชนิดมียาลดไขรวมดวยเชน tiffy, decolgenดังนั้นการเลือกยาจะตองเลือกใชให
ถูกตอง เชนหากเปนหวัดมีไขและเกิดอาการน้ํามูกไหลอาจจะใชพวก tiffy, decolgen หากเปน
ภูมิแพก็เลือกใชยาแกแพอยางเดียวหรือยาแกแพผสมยาลดน้ํามูกยาแกคดัจมูกอาจจะผลิตเปนยา
หยดจมูก ซ่ึงจะใหผลเร็ว และมีผลขางเคียงต่ํา แตอาจจะทาํใหเกิดการดือ้ยาทําใหตองใชยาเพิ่มขึน้ 
Steroid 

เปนที่มีประสิทธิภาพในการรักษาโรคภูมิแพโดยยาจะออกฤทธิ์ดังนี ้ ลดการอักเสบของเยื่อ
บุจมูก ทําใหเยื่อบุจมูกไมบวม ลดการหลั่งของน้ํามูก ลดความไวตอการถูกกระตุน ลดการ
ตอบสนองตอส่ิงกระตุน ยา steroid ที่ใชรักษาภูมแิพมสีองรูปแบบคือ ชนิดรับประทานและชนดิ
หยอดจมูก 
ยา Steroid ชนิดรับประทาน 

เนื่องจากยานีม้ีฤทธิ์ลดการอักเสบ และยังมีผลเสียของการกดภูมิคุมกันอยางมาก หากใช
นานๆอาจจะเกิดผลเสียตอรางกาย การใชยาในกลุมนี้มขีอแนะนําดังนี้ 

-ใหรับประทานยาในชวงสั้นไมเกิน 3-7 วันเมื่อคุมอาการไดจึงหยุดยา  
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- ควรจะใชยานี้ในรายทีม่ีอาการมาก ไมสามารถควบคุมดวยยาธรรมดา  
- ไมควรจะใชยาฉีด  

ยา Steroid ชนิดพน 
เปนที่รักษาอาการคัดจมูกเนือ่งจากภูมแิพ การใหยาพนจมูกจะชวยลดอาการ คัดจมกู น้ํามูกไหล 
จาม คันคอ และอาการไอ แตไมสามารถลดอาการทางตา เมื่อเร่ิมใหยาอาการจะดีขึ้นใน 1-4 
ช่ัวโมงและออกฤทธิ์เต็มที่ใน 2 สัปดาห 

- ยานี้อาจจะใชรวมกับยาแกแพชนิดกิน  
- การใชยานี้อยางตอเนื่องเพือ่ปองกันการเกิดโรคภูมิแพ  
- หากใชตอเนือ่งอาจจะเกิดผลขางเคียง เชน อาการเคืองจมูก รูจมูกแหง คัดจมูก เลือดกําเดา
ไหล  
- การใชยานี้ในเด็กอาจจะทาํใหเดก็โตชา หากตองใชเปนเวลานานตองปรึกษาแพทย  
- ตัวยาที่สําคัญไดแก Triamcinolone, Beclomethasone, Budesonide, Fluticasone  

ผลขางเคียงของยา 
จมูกแหง แสบจมูก ระคายคอ กล่ินและรสไมด ี ปวดศีรษะ เลือดกําเดาไหล  
การรกัษาภูมแิพที่ดีที่สุดคือ  หลีกเลี่ยงสิง่ที่แพ แตถาทําไมได  ตองใชการรักษาโดย

รับประทานยาแกแพ  อาจรวมกับการใชยาพนจมูก  หรือรักษาโดยวิธีการฉีดสารกอภูมิแพ  โดยฉีด
สารที่คนไขแพในปริมาณความเขมขนนอยๆ จากนัน้จะเพิ่มปริมาณและความเขมขนขึ้น เพื่อให
รางกายสามารถปรับตัวและสรางภูมิคุมกันตอส่ิงนั้นๆ ได 

โรคหืด (Asthma)  
ความสัมพนัธของภูมิแพและโรคหืดคือคนที่เปนโรคภมูิแพอาจเปนโรคหืดได เชนเดียวกับ

คนเปนโรคหดืก็อาจเปนโรคภูมิแพได ดังนั้น การรักษารวมกันก็จะควบคุมอาการไดดี  
กลุมโรคภูมิแพมีการถายทอดทางพันธุกรรมใหสารพิเศษเพื่อตอสูส่ิงระคายเคืองรางกาย 

โดยเฉพาะอยางยิ่งโปรตีนที่ม ี ช่ือวา "อิมมูโนโกลบูลิน อี" (Immunoglobulin E หรือยอๆ วา IgE) 
เพื่อออกมาตอสูกับสารกอภมิูแพทั้งหลาย แตถาสารกอภูมิแพรุนแรงมาก เปรียบเหมือนขาศึกทีม่ี
พละกําลังมหาศาลไดเปรียบกวามากก็ยอมเอาชนะเราได  

อาการหอบหดืเกิดจากพยาธิวิทยาพื้นฐาน 3 ประการของโรคหืดคือ  
1. มีการตีบตัวของหลอดลม เนื่องจากกลามเนื้อเรียบที่รายลอมหลอดลมเกิดการหดตวั  
2. มีการอักเสบของทางเดินหายใจทําใหเยือ่บุบวม   และมีการตอบสนองอยางเกนิเหตุของ

หลอดลม  
3. มีเยื่อเมือกผลิตน้ําเมือกเขมขนออกมาอุดทางเดินหายใจ  
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เมื่อเขาใจพยาธิสภาพแลวก็จัดการรักษาไปตามสวน เชนถาคนไขมีอาการหายใจหวิดหวิว 
หรือหายใจหอบก็ตองใหยาขยายหลอดลมซึ่งขนานที่มีและออกฤทธิ์แรงนาพอใจในปจจุบันคือ  
ยากลุม Beta-2-Agnist เชน ยา Salbutamal และ Terbutaline จัดเปนการรักษาแบบบรรเทาอาการ  

อาการบวมก็ตองใหยาตานการอักเสบซึ่งขนานที่ดีที่สุดในขณะนี้คือ สเตียรอยดชนิดสูดดม 
จัดเปนการรักษาแบบควบคุมอาการ   

โรคภูมิแพเปนตัวอยางของการทําลายสภาพแวดลอมจนเกิดมลภาวะของสิ่งแวดลอม ที่
กระตุนใหเกิดโรคนี้มากขึ้นตามลําดับ ปจจัยในการเกิดอาการแพตอสารกอภูมิแพชนิดใด ชนิดหนึ่ง
นั้น จะขึ้นอยูกับสัมผัส ความถี่ของการสัมผัส ปริมาณของสารของแตละบุคคล ดังนั้น ลักษณะทาง
พันธุกรรมสารกอภูมิแพในที่อยูอาศัยคงขึ้นอยูกับ เวลาที่อาศัยอยูในที่อยูนั้นๆ และปริมาณของสาร
กอภูมิแพในที่อยูอาศัย  

กลาวโดยสรุป สารกอภูมิแพในที่อยูอาศัยเปนปจจัยสําคัญ ที่ทําใหความชุกของโรคภูมิแพ
มากขึ้นรวมทั้งการปรับปรุงที่อยูอาศัยใหทันสมัย สะดวกสบาย เชน การติดตั้งเครื่องปรับอากาศ 
การปูพรม การติดผามาน การเลี้ยงสัตวในบาน ลวนเปนปจจัยสนับสนุนใหสารกอภูมิแพในบาน 
 

ขั้นตอนในการรักษาภาวะภมิูแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ 
 

ความหนกัของอาการ ชนิดของการรกัษา 

อาการไมหนกัหรือนานๆจะเปนสักครั้ง • ยังไมตองใชยา  

• แนะนําใหหลีกเลี่ยงจากสารที่ทําใหเกิดภูมแิพ  

อาการเปนหนกัปานกลางและเปนบอย • ใหยาแกแพชนิดรับประทาน หรือ  

• ใหยาสเตยีรอยด (steroid) ชนิดพน  

ในรายที่มีอาการรุนแรง • เร่ิมดวยยา สเตยีรอยดชนดิพน  

• หรือยาแกแพชนิดรับประทาน  

• หากอาการเปนมากอาจจะใหเพรดนิโซโลน 
(prednisolone) รับประทาน  
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การจัดการกับอาการ 

1. การดูแลตนเอง  
- นอนหลับพกัผอนใหเพียงพอ  
- ออกกําลังกายสม่ําเสมอทุกวัน  
- รับประทานอาหารใหถูกหลักโภชนาการ  
- หลีกเลี่ยงความเครียด  
- ใชยาตามที่แพทยส่ัง ไมควรใชยาเอง 

2. การดูแลสิ่งแวดลอม  
กําจัดฝุนละอองและตัวไรในหองนอน  

- ทําความสะอาดหองนอนทกุวัน  
- จัดหองนอนใหโลง มีเครื่องตกแตงนอยช้ินที่สุด  
- หลีกเลี่ยงวัสดุที่ทําจากขนสัตว นุน  
- หลีกเลี่ยงการใชพรม  
- ที่นอน หมอน ควรนําออกตากแดดทุกสปัดาห  
- ผาคลุมที่นอน ปลอกหมอน ผาหม มุง ผาคลุมเตียง ควรทําความสะอาดอยางนอย

เดือนละ 2 คร้ัง  
- เก็บหนังสือและเสื้อผา ในตูที่ปดมิดชิด  
- ใชวัสดุทีเ่ปนใยสังเคราะห หรือฟองน้ํา 

กําจัดแหลงที่อยูของแมลงสาบ และแมลงอืน่ ๆในบาน  
ลดปริมาณละอองเกสรดอกไม หญา  

- หลีกเลี่ยงการนาํดอกไมสด หรือตนไมไวในบาน  
- ตัดหญาและวัชพืชออก 

ไมควรคลุกคลีใกลชิดหรือนําสัตวเล้ียงมาใวในบาน  
กําจัดเชื้อรา  

- อยาใหเกดิความชื้นหรืออับทึบ กําจัดแหลงเชื้อรา เชน หองน้ํา กระถางตนไม 
หองครัว 
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วิธีปองกันสารกอภูมิแพในบาน 
- เปดหนาตางใหเกิดการถายเทของอากาศ โดยเฉพาะหองครัว หองน้ําโดยเปดหนาตาง

อยางนอยครั้งละ 1 ช่ัวโมงเปดวันละสองครั้งหากแพเกสรควรปดหนาตางโดยเฉพาะชวงที่มี
เกสรดอกไมมาก  

- ไมควรตากผาในหองนอนและหองนั่งแลน  
- ถาหองมีความชื้นมากใหเปดใหอาการถายเทใหมาก  

การปฏิบตัิตัวเม่ือเปนโรคภูมิแพ 
- ไมเล้ียงสัตวที่มีขนไวในบานโดยเฉพาะในหองนอน  
- ไมควรตกแตงหองนอนดวยพรม หรือมีตุกตา มั่นเช็ดฝุนบอยๆ  
- หองนอนไมควรจะมีช้ัน หรือหนังสือ  
- เครื่องนอนควรจะซักและตมสัปดาหละครั้ง  
- งดบุหร่ี หรือทาสีในบาน  
- หมั่นทําความสะอาด และดูดฝุนบานและมานกนัแดด  
- กําจดัเศษอาหารใหมดิชิดเพื่อปองกันแมลงสาบ  
 

โยคะสําหรับผูท่ีมีอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดนิหายใจ 
โยคะคือศาสตรที่วาดวยการฝกฝนตนเอง อันมีรากฐานมาจาดกอินเดยีโบราณเปาหมายของ

โยคะคือ พัฒนาตัวมนษุย ในทุกๆมิติ เชน กาย จิต อารมณ บุคลิกภาพ ฯลฯ อยางเปนองครวม การ
เขาสูแกนของโยคะนั้น ประกอบดวยเทคนิคอันหลากหลายโดยลักษณะรวมของเทคนคิโยคะ
ทั้งหมดลวนเปนเรื่อง กาย-จิตสัมพันธ ซ่ึงจะชวยกระตุนและประสานการทํางานของระบบประสาท
อัตโนมัติ และโยคะยังชี้ใหเห็นถึงความสมัพันธระหวางรูปแบบการหายใจ กบัสภาวะทางรางกาย 
และสภาวะทางจิตใจ จากกลไกดังกลาวยังสงผลใหผูฝกปฏิบัติมีความสมดุลของภูมิคุมกันเพิ่มขึน้ 
และชวยในการจัดการกับความเครียด เกิดการผอนคลาย ควบคุมจิตใจและอารมณ   ชวยควบคมุ
ปฏิกิริยาที่ตอบสนองตอภูมแิพระบบทางเดินหายใจ ถึงแมวาแตละเทคนิคจะมกีระบวนการ 
ชองทางตางกนั แตทุกเทคนคิก็ลวนสนับสนุนกันและกัน  

อัษฎางคโยคะ หรือ มรรค 8 ของโยคะ 

ผูสนใจโยคะเบื้องตน มักเขาใจวา การฝกทําอาสนะ คือ ทั้งหมดของการฝกทําโยคะ!  ใน
ความเปนจริง โยคะประกอบดวยขัน้ตอน 8 ประการ ที่เอื้อซ่ึงกันและกนั ผูที่จะไดรับประโยชนจาก
โยคะ จําเปนอยางยิ่งที่จะตอง เรียนรู ทําความเขาใจ และฝกองคประกอบทั้ง 8 ประการนี้ ควบคูกนั
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ไป เราสามารถเปรียบอัษฎางคโยคะกับกงลอ 8 ซ่ีของวงลอ ลอที่ประกอบดวยกงทีส่มบูรณเทานัน้ 
ที่จะเคลื่อนไปขางหนาได ทีจ่ะนําพาเราไปสูเปาหมายได 

1. ยมะ คือหลักการอยูรวมกบัผูอ่ืน (หมายรวมถึงสิ่งมีชีวิตทั้งหลาย) ไดอยางสันติ มีอยู 5 
ประการ 

อหิงสา  การไมทํารายชีวิต การไมเบยีดเบยีน การแกปญหาโดยไมใชความรุนแรง 
สัตย   การรกัษาสัตย ไมโกหก  
อัสเตยะ   ไมลักทรัพย ไมละโมบ ไมตกเปนเหยื่อของความโลภ 
พรหมจรรย    การประพฤติตนไปบนหนทางแหงพรหม (พรหม จรรยา) 
อปริครหะ    คือการไมถือครองวัตถุเกนิความจําเปน 

2. นิยมะ คือวนิัยตอตนเอง มีอยู 5 ประการ เชนกัน 
เศาจะ   หมั่นรักษาความสะอาดบรสุิทธิ์ ทั้งกาย – ใจ 
สันโดษ   ฝกพอใจในสิ่งที่ตนเองมีอยู 
ตบะ   มีความอดทน อดกล้ัน  
สวารยายะ   หมั่นศึกษา เรียนรู ทั้งเรียนรูเกี่ยวกับโยคะ และ เรียนรูเกี่ยวกับตนเอง 
อศวรปณิธาน  ฝกเปนผูออนนอมถอมตน มีความศรัทธาในโยคะ ที่เรากําลังฝกปฏิบัติ 

3. อาสนะหรือการดูแลรางกาย เมื่อมีศีล มีวนิัย ตอมาก็ดูแลรางกายตนเอง อาสนะไมใชการ
ออกกําลังกายอยางที่หลายคนเขาใจ แตเปนการจัดปรับสมดุลใหกับระบบตางๆ ขั้นตอนในการฝก
อาสนะ ไดแก การเตรียมความพรอม ฝกทาอาสนะ ปดทายดวยการผอนคลาย 

4. ปราณยามะหรือการฝกลมหายใจ เมื่อรางกายสมดุล เปนปกต ิก็พรอมตอการ ฝกควบคุม
ลมหายใจ ลําดับขั้นของการฝกลมหายใจ คือ เขาใจระบบหายใจของตนเอง มีสติรูลม หายใจของ
ตนเองตลอดเวลา ควบคุมลมหายใจ หายใจชาลงและลมหายใจสงบ  

5. ปรัทยาหาระหรือสํารวมอนิทรีย  เมื่อรางกายนิ่ง ลมหายใจสงบ จากนั้นก็ฝก ควบคุม
อารมณ ซ่ึงมักแปรปรวนไปตามการกระทบกระทั่งจากภายนอก ปรัทยาหาระคอื การควบคมุ
ประสาทสัมผัสทั้ง 5 ไดแก การสํารวม รูป รส กล่ิน เสียงและสัมผัส 

6. ธารณะหรือการเพงจอง (Concentration) เมื่อกายสงบ อารมณก็มั่นคงจึงเริ่มอบรมจิต  ซ่ึง
มีธรรมชาติของการไมอยูนิ่ง ธารณะคือ การฝกบรมจิตใหนิ่ง จิตนิ่งเปนจิตที่มีประสิทธิภาพเปนจติ
ที่สามารถทํางานไดสําเร็จลุลวง 

7.  ฌาน (Meditation)  การอบรมจิตสม่ําเสมอ    ทําใหจิตมีคุณภาพสงูขึ้นๆ จนถึงขั้นฌาน 
ฌานคือ จิตทีส่ามารถจดจออยูกับเรื่องใดเพียงเรื่องเดยีว เปนจิตดื่มด่ําอยูในสิ่งที่กําลังทํา เปนจิตทีรู่
เห็นตามความเปนจริง 
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8.  สมาธิ (Transconciousness) สมาธิของโยคะ ไมเหมือนกับสมาธิของพุทธเสียทีเดยีว ใน
ที่นี้ สมาธิ คือ ผลสูงสุดที่ไดจากการฝกโยคะ จิตสมาธิของโยคะคือ จติที่มีความเปนหนึ่งเดยีว จิตที่
เปนหนึ่งเดยีว คือ จิตที่พนจากความเปนสอง พนจากความเปนธรรมดา เปนจิตทีห่ลุดพน 

เราจะเห็นไดวา การปฏิบัติโยคะครบทั้ง 8 ประการ ก็คือ การมี วิถีชีวิต ไปตามครรลองของ
โยคะซึ่งเปนการนําพากายของผูฝก ใหมีความแข็งแรง ยกระดับจติของผูฝกใหสูงขึ้น จนไปสู
เปาหมายสุดทาย อันไดแก ความหลุดพน (โมกษะ) คือความเปนอิสระจากสิ่งผูกมัดทั้งหลายทั้งปวง 

หลักการของโยคะ มี 5 ประการ คือ 
1.  อาหารดี (proper diet) 
2. ออกกําลังกายดี (proper exercise) คือ อาสนะนั่นเอง ซ่ึงอาสนะ หมายถึง ทาบริหารอยาง

โยคะ ตองทําใหเหมาะสมกบัวัยและตามจริตวิสัย 
3. อากาศดี (proper breathing) คือ ปราณายาม หมายถึง  การพัฒนารางกายเพื่อเอา

ประโยชนจากอากาศใหดีที่สุด คือการฝกกระบวนการหายใจนั่นเอง 
4. อารมณดี (positive thinking and meditation) ซ่ึงเปนเรื่องทางจติใจ เพราะโยคะเปน

ปรัชญาทางศาสนาอยางหนึ่ง 
5. รูวิธีผอนคลาย (proper relaxation) เปนสวนหนึ่งของอาสนะ แตเปนการเนนทาที่ผอน

คลายเปนพิเศษ เชน ทาศพ เปนทาที่สําคัญเพราะปจจุบันผูคนมีความเครียดกนัมาก ซ่ึงสงผลตอ
กระบวนการสรางภูมิตานทานในรางกายดวย แตถารูวิธีผอนคลายก็จะชวยฟนฟูระบบเหลานี้ขึน้มาได  

 
การฝกโยคะสาํหรับผูท่ีมีอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ 

ศาสตรแหงโยคะที่นํามาประยุกตใช สําหรับผูที่มีอาการภูมิแพประกอบดวย อาสนะ        
ปราณายมะ การผอนคลายและ สมาธิ ในการฝกโยคะจะประกอบดวย 1) การบรหิารขอตาง ๆ และ
สุริยนมัสการซึ่งถือวาเปนการอบอุนรางกาย 2) การฝกอาสนะในทาตาง ๆ 3) การฝกการหายใจ และ 
4) การผอนคลายอยางลึก ซ่ึงจะใชเวลาในการฝกทั้งหมดประมาณ 1 ช่ัวโมง 30 นาที สัปดาหละ 3
คร้ัง เวลาที่เหมาะในการฝกโยคะ คือ ยามเชา ฝกทําโยคะจนเปนนิสัย เชนเดยีวกับกจิวัตรประจําวนั
อ่ืนๆ ในชวีิตประจําวนั การทําอาสนะควรฝกตอนทองวาง วางจากอาหารหนกั 4 ช่ัวโมง หรือวาง
จากอาหารเบาอยางนอย 2 ช่ัวโมง และมหีลักในการทําอาสนะคือ ทําอาสนะดวยความรูสึกสบายตัว 
ไมเกร็ง อยูในอาสนะอยางมัน่คง นิ่ง สงบ ใชแรงแตนอย ใชความพยายามแตนอย ไมจํากัดแคทาง
กาย แตรวมถึงการใชความพยายามทางใจใหนอยที่สุดดวย และมีสต ิ คือการมีสติกําหนดรู รูตัวอยู
ทุกขณะ ลําดับของการฝกประกอบดวย 
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โยคะสําหรับผูท่ีมีอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดนิหายใจท่ีรับรูอาการรุนแรง 

 

ทานั่งพัก 
 

 
  

ขากางออกฝามือทั้งสองวางไวดานหลัง รับน้ําหนักตัวที่เอนไปดานหลัง ทําตัวใหเปนมุม
ปาน นิ่ง ผอนคลาย จิตตามรับรูและสังเกตลมหายใจ  
 

การหายใจสลับจมูก  
คือการหายใจเขาออกทางรูจมูกทีละขางสลับกันไป เปนการชําระลางชองทางเดินของ

ปราณภายในรางกาย 

 
 
วิธีปฏิบัติ 

ในรายที่มีอาการมากนั่งในทาสุขอาสนะหรือทาดอกบัว มือซายยกนิ้วโปงและนิ้วช้ีใหแตะ
กันสวนนิ้วอ่ืน ๆ เหยียดออก มือขวาพับนิ้วช้ีและนิ้วกลางลง ใชนิ้งโปงปดรูจมูกขวา นิ้วนางหรือ
กอยปดรูจมูกซาย หายใจเขา-ออกตามปกติสัก 3-4 รอบการหายใจ จะปฏิบัติในอัตราสวน 1: 1: 2 
โดยปดรูจมูกขวาดวยนิ้วหัวแมมือ หายใจเขาทางรูจมูกซาย 1-2-3-4 ปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขางกลั้นลม
หายใจ 1-2-3-4 เปดรูจมูกขวาหายใจออกทางรูจมูกขวา 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 หายใจเขาทางรูจมูกขวา 1-
2-3-4 ปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขางกล้ันลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4 เปดรูจมูกซายหายใจออกทางรูจมูกซาย 1-2-3-4-
5-6-7-8 หายใจเขาทางรูจมูกซาย 1-2-3-4 ปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขางกลั้นลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4 เปดรูจมูกขวา
หายใจออกทางรูจมูกขวา 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 หายใจเขาทางรูจมูกขวา 1-2-3-4 ปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขาง
กล้ันลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4 เปดรูจมูกซายหายใจออกทางรูจมูกซาย 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 หายใจเขาทางรู
จมูกซาย 1-2-3-4 ปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขางกลั้นลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4 เปดรูจมูกขวาหายใจออกทางรูจมูก
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ขวา 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 หายใจเขาทางรูจมูกขวา 1-2-3-4 ปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขางกล้ันลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4 
เปดรูจมูกซายหายใจออกทางรูจมูกซาย 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 เปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขางปรับลมหายใจ จิต
ตามรูอยูกับลมหายใจ 
 ประโยชน 

เปนการใชลมหายใจทําความสะอาดภายในบริเวณบริเวณโพรงจมูก เปนการปรับสมดุล
ของระบบประสาทอัตโนมัติ ซ่ึงแบงไดเปน 2 สองสวน คือสวนทีรั่บผิดชอบดานการผอนคลาย 
(Parasympathetic Nervous System) และ สวนที่รับผิดชอบดานการตืน่ตัว (Sympathetic Nervous 
System) การฝกหายใจสลับรูจมูกทําใหมวลอากาศทีผ่านเขาออกตามทางเดินหายใจหนาแนนขึ้น 
เอื้อตอการมีสติตามรูลมหายใจไดงายขึ้น 
 

ทาศพ   (ชวะสนะ) 
 

 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

นอนหงาย  กางขาประมาณ 1 ฟุต กางแขนประมาณ 1 ฟุต หงายฝามือ 
ประโยชน 

ผอนคลาย ทั้งรางกาย และ จติใจ ลดความเครียด  ชวยใหเราเฝาสังเกต ความรูสึกภายใน
ตัวเอง ไดดีขึ้น  

 

การผอนคลายการผอนคลายอยางลึก   
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 นอนในทาศพ เปนการใชสติไปกําหนดรูที่ลมหายใจ พรอมๆกับกําหนดใหผอนคลาย เมื่อ
รูสึกวาเริ่มมีการผอนคลาย ใหกําหนดจติที่รางกายทีละสวน ตั้งแตปลายเทาจนถงึศีรษะ รับรูกับ
รางกายตนเอง และมีสมาธิ เปนการประสานสัมพันธกายและจิตทําใหเกิดความรูสึกสงบและนิง่ 
ชวยสลัดความกังวล ความกลัว ครุนคิดออกจากจติใจทาํใหเกิดการปลอยวางและผอนคลาย หาก
สามารถผอนคลายไดลึกซึ้งและสงบมากเทาใด ลมหายใจจะแผวเบาและปลอดโปรงสบายมาก
เทานั้น เมื่อเกดิการผอนคลายทําใหจิตเกิดความตระหนกัรูกับความเปนจริงที่เปนอยู  มีสมาธิ และ
เกิดปญญา หาแนวทางในการดูแลสุขภาพตนเองไดอยางมีประสิทธิภาพ  
 

โยคะสําหรับผูท่ีมีอาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดนิหายใจท่ีรับรูอาการปานกลาง 

 

ทาไหวครู 
 นั่งในทาที่มัน่คงและสุขสบายในทาสุขอาสนะ ดอกบวัช้ันเดียวหรือดอกบัวสองชั้น 

มือวางบนเขา คว่ําหรือหงาย หลับตา ผอนคลาย พนมมือตั้งความปรารถนารวมกันที่จะเรียนรูและ
ถายทอดศาสตรแหงภูมิปญญาจากครูบาอาจารย ปลอยมือไขวหลัง มือซายจับขอมือขวา ยืดลําตัวขึ้น 
กมลําตัวและศรีษะลงจรดพืน้หรือลอยอยูในทาสัญลักษณโยคะ คารวะครูบาอาจารย นิ่ง สังเกตลม
หายใจ เงยศีรษะยกลําตัวขึน้ ปลอยแขน ทาํความรูสีกที่บริเวณเปลือกตา แลวลืมตาขึ้น 
 

                        
 

 

การบริหารขอ 
  

 

งุม – กาง ขอนิว้เทา สวนอืน่ของรางกาย นิง่ 
สบาย คอยๆงุมนิ้วเทาเขาจนสุด จากนัน้ เหยียด
กางนิ้วเทาจนตึง ทํา 10 รอบ  จะทําพรอมกนัทั้ง 
2 ขาง  หรือ ทีละขางก็ได 
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เหยยีดขอเทา  เหยยีดปลายเทาทั้งสองไปขางหนา 
จนหลังเทาตึง ดึงเทาทั้งสองกลับจนนองตงึ 
กําหนดรูอยูทีข่อเทา ซ่ึงเปนจุดหมนุของการ
เคลื่อนไหว ทาํ 10 รอบ 

 

หมุนขอเทา  ใหขอเทาเปนจดุศูนยกลาง คอยๆ
หมุนเทาเปนวงกลมตามเข็มนาฬิกา 10 รอบ แลว
หมุนทวนเข็มนาฬิกาอกี 10 รอบ ขณะทํา ตั้งใจ
วาดปลายเทาใหเปนวงกลมวงใหญ 
 

  

 

บริหารขาหนบีในทาผีเสื้อ งอขาทั้งสองขาง ฝา
เทาประกบกนั เล่ือนเขามาชิดฝเย็บ มือสองขาง
จับฝาเทาไว ยดืหลังตรงแลวขยับเขาขึ้นลงทั้ง
สองขาง 50 คร้ัง ยืดลําตัวข้ึน กมลําตัวและศีรษะ
ลงจรดพื้นหรือลอยอยู นิ่ง สังเกตลมหายใจ เงย
ศีรษะยกลําตัวข้ึน 

 

ขอนิ้วมือ  กางนิ้วมือเต็มที่ แลวกําหมดัแนน ทํา 
10 รอบ  ระหวางกํา ใหนิว้โปงอยูในหมัด 
 

 

เหยยีดขอมือ  ตั้งฝามือขึ้นฉาก แลวพับฝามอืลง 
ปลายนิ้วช้ีพืน้ ขอมือเหมือนบานพับ  ทํา 10 รอบ   
 
 

 

หมุนขอมือ  กาํหมัดหลวมๆ แลวหมนุหมัดเปน
วงกลม โดยใหขอมือเปนจดุศูนยกลาง ทําตาม
เข็ม และทวนเข็มนาฬิกาอยางละ 10 รอบ 
 

 

หมุนไหล  พับศอก นํามือแตะไหล ปดศอกเขา
ชิดกัน วาดศอกเปนวงกลม โดยใหไหลเปนจุด
ศูนยกลาง วาดศอกขึ้นดานบนแลวออมไป
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ดานหลัง 3 รอบ แลววาดศอกยอนทิศทางลง
ดานลาง  แลวจึงออมมาดานหนา อีก 3 รอบ 

 

         

บริหารคอ  ทิศทางแรก หนัหนาซาย – ขวา  
ทิศทางที่สอง เอียงศรีษะซาย – ขวา ทิศทางที่สาม 
เงยและกมคอ ทําอยางละ 1 – 2 รอบ 
 

 

ทาไหวพระอาทิตย 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

ยืนลําตัวตรง พนมมือ  หายใจเขาพรอมกบัไหวไปขางหนา ไหวขึ้ขางบน ไหวไปขางหลัง    

                                          
หายใจออก กมพับลําตัวลง มือและเทาอยูในแนวเสนตรงเดียวกัน ในทาสี่สวนสัมผัสพื้น 

 
หายใจเขา เหยยีดขาขวาไปขางหลัง แหงนมองพระอาทิตย มือวางอยูบนพื้น 

 
 
หายใจออก เหยียดขาซายตามมา ลําตัวอยูในแนวเสนตรง 
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หายใจเขาคุกเขา หายใจออกหมอบลง ปรับลมหายใจในทากระตายหมอบ จิตตามรับรูลมหายใจ 

 
หายใจเชาลึก หายใจออกยาว กล้ันลมหายใจ เล่ือนหนาอกมาแตะพื้น คาง มือสองขาง เขาสองขาง
และหลังเทาทัง้สองขางแตะพื้นในทา แปดสวนสัมผัสพื้น 

 
หายใจเขายกลําตัวขึ้นในทางใูหญ   

 
หายใจออก ยกสะโพกขึ้นลดศีรษะลงใกลพื้นในทาสามเหลี่ยมสะพานโคง 
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หายใจเขาคุกเขา หายใจออกหมอบลง ปรับลมหายใจในทากระตายหมอบ จิตตามรับรูลมหายใจ 

 
หายใจเขาดึงเทาขวามาอยูระหวางมือทั้งสองขาง แหงนมองพระอาทิตย 

 
หายใจออกดึงเทาขวามาคูกันในทาสี่สวนสมัผัสพื้น 

 
หายใจเขา ยกลําตัวขึ้นพรอมกับไหวไปขางหนา ไหวขึข้างบน ไหวไปขางหลัง 

 
หายใจออกกลบัมาอยูในทาไหว ปรับลมหายใจ คดิเปนครึง่รอบของการไหวพระอาทติย  

 
ปฏิบัติอีกครึ่งรอบโดยเปลี่ยนจากขาขวาเปนขาซาย ปฏิบัติ 3 รอบ 
ประโยชน 

ไดบริหารกลามเนื้อทุกสวน ฝกลมหายใจ ชวยบํารุงอวัยวะภายใน เชน ระบบหายใจ ระบบ
ไหลเวยีนเลือด กลามเนื้อ กระดูก และระบบประสาท รวมถึงการทํางานของระบบตอมไรทอ 
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ประสาทในชองทองใหทํางานไดดีขึน้ การเคลื่อนไหวตอเนื่อง สอดคลองกับการกําหนดลมหายใจ
เขาออก ทําใหเกิดสมาธิจิตแนวแน จิตใจแจมใส 
 

ทาภูเขา 

   
ยืนตรงขาสองขางชิดกัน น้ําหนักตกลงดานลาง ศีรษะตรง คอตรง หลังตรง รูสึกมั่นคงเหมือนภเูขา 
สังเกตลมหายใจ 
 
ทากงลอ (จักระซันอาสนะ) 

 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 
 1. ยืนหลังตรง ไมเกร็ง สนเทาชิด  มีสติรับรูอยูที่บริเวณฝาเทา 
              2. หายใจเขายกแขนซายขึ้นทางดานขางลําตัว จนแขนขนานพืน้ 
              3.พลิกฝามือหงาย  
              4. ยกแขนตอ จนใหตนแขนแนบชดิหู    
              5. หายใจออกคอยๆโนมตัวไปทางขวา เหยียดกลามเนื้อขางลําตัวทุกสวน เหยยีดขางลําตัว
ทั้งหมด   
              6. หายใจเขากลับมาตรง หายใจออกวางแขนลง จากนั้น ทาํสลับขาง 
ประโยชน 

บริหารแนวกระดูกสันหลังไปทางดานขาง เหยยีดกลามเนื้อขางลําตัวกดนวดอวยัวะภายใน
ชองทองเพิ่มการไหลเวยีนของเลือดบริเวณแขน 
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ทาตนไม 

 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

จากทาภเูขา ยดืลําตัวตรง ปลายทา สนเทาชิดกัน กระดกูสันหลังยืดตรง ไหลตรง คอตรง 
แขนทั้งสองขางอยูขางลําตัว งอเขาขวา วางขาขวาบนโคนขาซาย วางแขนทั้งสองขางบบสะโพก 
พยายามทรงตวัใหนิ่ง โดยเพงสายตาไปที่จดุใดจดุหนึ่งบนพื้น หายใจเขาคอยๆยืดแขนขึ้นขางบน 
นําฝามือมาประกบกนัเหนือศีรษะ เหยยีดแขนตึง  หายใจออกคอยๆ ลดแขน ขา กลับคืนสูทาภูเขา 
สลับทําอีกขางหนึ่งโดยการงอเขาซาย วางขาซายบนโคนขาขวา แลวยืดแขน นําฝามือประกบกนั
เหนือศีรษะ 

ประโยชน 
กลามเนื้อดานขางยืดหยุนและแข็งแรง ไหลและขาแข็งแรงขึ้น ชวยในเรื่องความมั่นคง และการจดจอ 
 

ทาตรีโกณ 

 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

ยืนเทาชิดกัน มือแนบลําตัว หรือยืนทาภูเขา แยกเทาใหกวางประมาณ 1 ชวงไหล หายใจเขา 
ยกแขนสองขางกางออกขนานกับพื้นในระดับไหล หงายฝามือคว่ํา หายใจออกชาๆพรอมกับเอียง
ตัวลงไปเทาขวา ฝามือขวาวางที่ฟนใกลกบัตาตุมดานนอก แขนซายเหยยีดตรงและชี้ขึ้น ไหลและ
แขนทั้งสองขางอยูในแนวตรงกัน หันหนาขึ้น ตามองไปทางมือซาย หายใจเขาและคลายทาโดยการ
ยืดลําตัวขึน้ ทาํซ้ํา 2-3 คร้ังในแตละขาง  
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ประโยชน 
ยืดกลามเนื้อตนขา นอง เขา ขอเทา ไหล หลัง กระตุนอวยัวะในชองทอง ลดอาการเครียด 

และชวยระบบยอยอาหาร  
 
การหายใจดวยกลามเนื้อหนาทอง 

เพื่อเพิ่มประสิทธิภาพในการหายใจ  และเพื่อเปนการผอนคลายทั้งรางกายและจิตใจของผูฝก 
 

 
นั่งในทาสุขอาสนะ มือทั้ง 2 วางบนเขาคว่ําหรือหงาย หายใจตามปกติ  มีสติกําหนดรูกับลมหายใจ  
จากนั้นเพิ่มการมีสติกําหนดรูกับการเคลื่อนไหวของหนาทอง สังเกตลมหายใจของเราที่ผอนชาลง  
สงบลง  ลมหายใจจากหยาบมาเปนลมหายใจที่ละเอยีด 

สูดลมหายใจเขา ใหหนาทองพองขึ้น  ผอนลมหายใจออก ใหหนาทองแฟบลง  มีสติ
กําหนดรูอยูกบัลมหายใจ ทีสั่มพันธกับการเคลื่อนขึ้น-ลงของหนาทอง 
พยายามดึงชวงเวลาของลมหายใจออก ใหนานกวาชวงเวลาของลมหายใจเขา 

มีสติกําหนดรูขณะที่ผอนลมหายใจออกจนสุด  เฝาสังเกตหวงขณะที่เราหยุดหายใจ ซ่ึงเปน
ชวงที่เราหายใจออกหมดแลว แตการหายใจเขายังไมเกิดขึ้น โดยไมไดตั้งใจกลั้นลมหายใจ กําหนด
รูอยูกับหวงขณะที่รางกายไมหายใจที่วานี ้ อันเปนหวงขณะทีก่ายนิ่ง ลมหายใจหยุด และ จิตสงบ 
คอยมีสติระลึกถึงหวงเวลาที่จิตสงบ ตลอดทั้งวัน 
 

กะปาละบาต ิ

 
นั่งใหมัน่คง หลังตรง และผอนคลาย มือทั้งสองวางไวบนเขา ยกทรวงอกขึ้นเล็กนอย  

หายใจเขาและตั้งใจหายใจออกดวยกลามเนื้อหนาทองโดยเรว็ และแรง หายใจออกทางจมูก เนนที่
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ลมหายใจออก เปนการแขมวชองทองเขาโดยเรว็  สวนตอนหายใจเขา คลายบริเวณชองทอง ปลอย
ใหการหายใจเขาเกิดขึ้นเองตามธรรมชาติ ทําตอเนื่องเปนจํานวนครั้งตามที่กําหนด 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

1. ฝกทํารอบละ 10 คร้ัง วันละ 3 รอบ เปนการเรื่มตนฝกเทคนิคใหถูกวธีิ หายใจดวยหนา
ทองเทานั้น ทาํดวยความผอนคลาย เนนลมหายใจออก โดยไมตองพวงกับการหายใจเขา 

2. ฝกทํารอบละ 30 คร้ังในเวลา 30 วินาที วนัละ 3 รอบ เปนการฝกทําใหเปนจังหวะที่
สม่ําเสมอ คือ วินาทีละ 1 คร้ัง  
ประโยชน 

เปนการหายใจเอาอากาศที่มอีอกซิเจนจํานวนมากกวาปกติในระยะเวลาสั้น ทันทีหลังฝกจะ
รูสึกไมตองการหายใจเปนเวลานานกวาปกติ 
 

การหายใจสลับจมูก  
คือการหายใจเขาออกทางรูจมูกทีละขางสลับกันไป เปนการชําระลางชองทางเดินของ

ปราณภายในรางกาย 

 
 
วิธีปฏิบัติ 

นั่งในทาสุขอาสนะหรือทาดอกบัว มือซายยกนิว้โปง นิ้วช้ีใหแตะกนัสวนนิว้อ่ืน ๆ เหยยีด
ออก มือขวาพบันิ้วช้ีและนิว้กลางลง ใชนิ้งโปงปดรูจมูกขวา นิ้วนางหรือกอยปดรูจมกูซาย หายใจ
เขา-ออกตามปกติสัก 3-4 รอบการหายใจ จะฝกอยางนอย 3 รอบ ปดรูจมูกขวาดวยนิว้หัวแมมอื 
หายใจเขาทางรูจมูกซาย 1-2-3-4 ปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขางกลั้นลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-
13-14-15-16 เปดรูจมูกขวาหายใจออกทางรูจมูกขวา 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 หายใจเขาทางรูจมูกขวา 1-2-
3-4 ปดรูจมกูทั้งสองขางกลั้นลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16 เปดรูจมูกซาย
หายใจออกทางรูจมูกซาย 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 หายใจเขาทางรูจมูกซาย 1-2-3-4 ปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขาง
กล้ันลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16เปดรูจมูกขวาหายใจออกทางรูจมูกขวา 1-
2-3-4-5-6-7-8 หายใจเขาทางรูจมูกขวา 1-2-3-4 ปดรูจมกูทั้งสองขางกลั้นลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-
8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16 เปดรูจมูกซายหายใจออกทางรูจมูกซาย 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 หายใจเขาทางรู
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จมูกซาย 1-2-3-4 ปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขางกลั้นลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16เปด
รูจมูกขวาหายใจออกทางรูจมูกขวา 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 หายใจเขาทางรูจมูกขวา 1-2-3-4 ปดรูจมกูทั้ง
สองขางกลั้นลมหายใจ 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16เปดรูจมูกซายหายใจออกทางรู
จมูกซาย 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 เปดรูจมูกทั้งสองขางปรับลมหายใจ จิตตามรูอยูกับลมหายใจ 
 ประโยชน 

เปนการใชลมหายใจทําความสะอาดภายในบริเวณบริเวณโพรงจมูก เปนการปรับสมดุล
ของระบบประสาทอัตโนมัติ ซ่ึงแบงไดเปน 2 สองสวน คือสวนทีรั่บผิดชอบดานการผอนคลาย 
(Parasympathetic Nervous System) และ สวนที่รับผิดชอบดานการตืน่ตัว (Sympathetic Nervous 
System) การฝกหายใจสลับรูจมูกทําใหมวลอากาศทีผ่านเขาออกตามทางเดินหายใจหนาแนนขึ้น 
เอื้อตอการมีสติตามรูลมหายใจไดงายขึ้น 
 
ทานั่งพัก 
 

 
  
ขากางออกฝามือทั้งสองวางไวดานหลัง รับน้ําหนกัตัวทีเ่อนไปดานหลงั ทําตัวใหเปนมุมปาน นิ่ง 
ผอนคลาย สังเกตลมหายใจ 
 

 ทาเหยียดหลัง ( ชาณุ ศรีษะอาสนะ) 
 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 
 

 

 

จากทานั่งพกัรวบขาชิด ตั้งหลังตรง พับเขา
ขางหนึ่ง นําฝาเทาไปวางชดิตนขา ดึงสนเทา
ชิดสุดลําตัวหายใจเขายกมือทั้ง 2 ขึ้น 
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หายใจออกคอยๆเหยยีดหลัง ลดตัวลง เอามอื
รวบจับที่ขา จากนั้นลดทรวงอก แลวคอยลด
ศรีษะลง หนาผากจรดขา 

 
ประโยชน 

เปนการเหยยีดเสนเอ็น กลามเนื้อ ตลอดสวนหลังของรางกาย ทั้งบริเวณขา หลัง และคอ 
เปนการกดนวดอวัยวะในชองทอง 
 

ทาคีม  (ปจฉิโมทนะอาสนะ) 
 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 
 

 
 

จากทานั่งพกั รวบขาชิด นั่งหลังตรง  
หายใจเขาคอยๆเหยียดหลัง 

 

หายใจออกลดแผนหลังลงจนสุด   
มือจับไวที่ขา บริเวณที่เราจบัถึงหากมือแตะ
ถึงเทาได ทํานิว้ช้ีเปนตะขอ เพื่อเกี่ยวนิว้หวั
แมโปงลดทรวงอกลง แลวจงึลดศรีษะลง
เปนลําดับสุดทาย 

  
ประโยชน 

เปนการเหยยีดอวัยวะบริเวณสวนหลังทั้งหมด อยางเต็มที ่
กดนวดอวัยวะภายในชองทอง 
เปนทารักษาสขุภาพทั่วทั้งรางกายอยางเปนองครวม 
เปนทาที่ทําใหผูฝกเกิดความสงบ มีสติรูภายในไดชัดเจน 
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ทาบิดสันหลัง  (วัคระอาสนะ) 
 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

 
 

 
เขาสูทานั่งหลังตรง ชันเขาซาย สนเทาซาย
เสมอเขาขวา มือซายยันหลัง ตั้งหลังตรง 
 

 
 

ขอศอกขวาครอมเขาซาย ออกแรงศอกขวา 
ดันตนขาซายเขาแนบเอว แขมวทอง แลวบดิ
ตัวไปทางซายตามลําดับ จากเอว ไหล และ
ศรีษะ 
ทําสลับขาง 
 

ประโยชน 
เปนการสรางความยืดหยุนใหกระดูกสันหลัง 

กระตุนระบบประสาทตลอดแนวกระดูกสันหลัง บริหารอวัยวะภายในชองทอง บริหารคอ บริหาร
สายตา 
 

ทาศพ   (ชวะสนะ) 
 

 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

นอนหงาย  กางขาประมาณ 1 ฟุต  กางแขนประมาณ 1 ฟุต หงายฝามอื 
ประโยชน 

ผอนคลาย ทั้งรางกาย และ จติใจ ลดความเครียด  ชวยใหเราเฝาสังเกต ความรูสึกภายใน
ตัวเอง ไดดีขึ้น สรางความคุนชินกับการอยูในทาศพ ปลอยวางจาก ความกลัวตาย 
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ทาคันไถ คร่ึงตัว (อารดะ หาละอาสนะ) 
 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

 
 

 จากทาศพ เขาสูทาเตรียม โดยรวบขาชิดกัน 
แขนชิดลําตัว คว่ําฝามือ หายใจเขายกขาทีละ
ขาง ถึง 30 องศา รอสักครู ยกถึง 60 องศา รอ
สักครู ยกขาขึ้นสุด ยกเทาทีไ่ด โดยไมเกนิ
มุมฉาก  รอสักครู หายใจออก คอยๆวางขา
ลงชาๆ แลวสลับทําอีกขาง  

 

จากนั้น หายใจเขายกขา 2 ขางพรอมกัน ถึง 
30 องศา รอสักครู ยกถึง 60 องศา รอสักครู 
ยก 2 ขาขึ้นสุด ยกเทาที่ได อยายกเกินมมุฉาก
รอสักครู หายใจออก คอยๆวางขาลงชาๆ 

 
ประโยชน 

สรางความแข็งแรงใหกลามเนื้อหนาทอง กลามเนื้อสะโพก 
บริหารอวัยวะในชองทอง เสริมการทํางานของระบบยอยอาหาร และ ระบบขับถาย 
ทําใหการไหลเวียนของเลือดบริเวณขาดีขึ้น 
 

ทาปลา 

 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 
 

 

นอนหงาย ขาสองขางชิดกันมือวางใต
สะโพก   ยกหนาอกขึ้น วางศีรษะลงบนพืน้ 
หายใจเขาชาลึก หายใจออกยาว  
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ประโยชน 
ชวยใหมีการคลายตัวของกลามเนื้อบริเวณไหล ชวยใหปอดขยายตวัไดเต็มที่ 

ทาขับลม 

  
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

เร่ิมจากทาศพ เขาสูทาเตรียมพรอม ขาสองขางชิดกัน แขนวางขางลําตวั งอเขาขวา แลวใช
นิ้วมือประสานกัน รัดเขาขวาไว หายใจเขากดเขาขวาใหชิดอก นิ่ง หายใจออกพรอมกับปลอย ขา 
แขน และวางศีรษะลงบนพืน้ พรอมกัน สลับทําขางซายวิธีเดียวกนั จากนั้นงอเขาทั้งสองขาง ใชนิ้ว
ประสานกันรัดเขาไว หายใจเขากดเขาทั้งสองใหชิดอก นิ่ง หายใจออกหายใจออกพรอมกับปลอย 
ขา แขน และวางศีรษะลงบนพื้น พรอมกัน นับเปน 1 คร้ัง ควรทํา 3-5 คร้ัง 
ประโยชน ดแูลการยอยอาหาร ชวยขับลมออกจากกระเพาะอาหาร บรรเทาอาการทองผูก ชวยนวด
ลําไส และนวดหลังสวนเอว 
 
ทาจรเข  (มัคระอาสนะ) 
 

 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

นอนคว่ํา ขาทัง้สองกางออกราว 2 ฟุต ปลายเทาชี้ออกรวบแขน มือโอบไหล หรือจับตน
แขนพักศีรษะบนปลายแขน 
ประโยชน 

เปนทาผอนคลายสําหรับกลุมอาสนะในทานอนคว่ํา เปนการนวดผนงัหนาทองใหแข็งแรง 
ชวยใหระบบยอยอาหารทํางานไดดีขึน้ 
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ทาตั๊กแตน  (ชาลภะอาสนะ) 
 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 
 
  

 

จากทาจรเข เขาสูทาเตรียมหายใจเขายกขา
ขึ้น คางไวสักครู หายใจออก คอยๆวางขาลง 
ทําทีละขางทีละขาง สลับกัน 
 
 

 

ยกทั้ง 2 ขาขึ้นพรอมกัน 
 
 

 
ประโยชน 

บริหารกลามเนื้อหลังสวนลาง กดนวดชองทอง กระตุนการทํางานของระบบขับถาย 
 

ทางู  ( ภุชงคะอาสนะ) 
 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 

 

เร่ิมจากทาจรเข  แลวเขาสูทาเตรียม ดวยการ
รวบขาชิดกัน แขนชิดลําตัว หงายฝามือ  คาง
จรดพื้นยกมือวางเสมอและชิดทรวงอก 
หนาผากจรดพื้น  ตั้งศอกขึ้น  ปดศอกชิด
หายใจ เข าค อยๆยกขึ้ นตามลํ าดับจาก
หนาผาก ศีรษะ ไหล และ ทรวงอก คางไว 
หายใจออก คอยวางลําตัวลง 
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ประโยชน 
บริหารกลามเนื้อหลัง สวนบน  เพิ่มความยืดหยุนของกระดูกสันหลัง กดนวดชองทอง ลด

กรดในกระเพาะอาหาร ชวยการขับถาย 
 

ทาแมว (มาจาริอาสนะ) 
 
ขั้นตอนการฝก 
 

 

คุกเขา โนมตวัไปขางหนา วางมือบน
พื้น แขนตั้งฉาก หลังเทาแนบพื้น 
หายใจเขา แอนอกและหลัง เงยหนา 
คงอยูในทาชัว่ขณะ หายใจออก โกงตัว 
กมศีรษะคงอยูในทาแลวกลับมาในทา
หลังตรง  

 
ประโยชน 

1. เพิ่มความยดืหยุนของกระดูกสันหลังและอุงเชิงกราน 
2. ประสานลมหายใจและการเคลื่อนไหว 

การผอนคลายการผอนคลายอยางลึก   
 

 
 
 
 นอนในทาศพ เปนการใชสติไปกําหนดรูที่อวัยวะสวนตางๆของรางกาย พรอมๆไปกับการ
กําหนดความรูสึกผอนคลายที่อวัยวะนั้นๆ  ไลไปทีละสวน จนครบตลอดทั่วทั้งรางกาย เร่ิมตั้งแต
ปลายนิ้วเทา ฝาเทา สนเทา ขอเทา นอง เขา ตนขา สะโพก กน และเอว ทรวงอก กระดกูสันหลัง 
กลามเนื้อหลังสวนลาง สวนกลาง สวนบน ไหล ตนแขน ขอศอก ปลายแขน ขอมือ ฝามือ ตลอด
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จนถึงปลายนิว้มือ คาง ริมฝปาก ระหวางริมฝปาก ฟน เหงอืก ล้ิน หลอดลมเพดานปาก จมูก แกม ตา
คิ้ว หวางคิ้ว หนาผาก ขมบั หู หนังศีรษะ กระหมอม ทําความรูสึกผอนคลายตลอดทั่วทั้งรางกาย 
จากศีรษะ จรด ปลายเทา จากปลายเทา จนถึง ศีรษะ รับรูความรูสึกที่เกิดขึ้นตลอดทั่วทั้งรางกาย 
(ความรูตัวทัว่พรอม) ตลอดจนความรูสึกแจมใส สดชื่น กระปรี้กระเปรา ที่เกิดขึ้นหลังฝกโยคะ 

การผอนคลายรางกายทีละสวนดวยความตระหนกัรูในตนเองอยางลึก ตั้งแตปลายเทาจนถึง
ศีรษะ สมองและความคดิมุงความสนใจเขาสูภายในตังเองและรับรูกบัรางกายตนเอง จดจอดวย
ความตั้งใจ และมีสมาธิ เปนการประสานสัมพันธกายและจิตทําใหเกดิความรูสึกสงบและนิ่ง ชวย
สลัดความกังวล ความกลวั ครุนคิดออกจากจติใจทาํใหเกิดการปลอยวางและผอนคลาย หาก
สามารถผอนคลายไดลึกซึ้งและสงบมากเทาใด ลมหายใจจะแผวเบาและปลอดโปรงสบายมาก
เทานั้น เมื่อเกดิการผอนคลายทําใหจิตเกิดความตระหนกัรูกับความเปนจริงที่เปนอยู  มีสมาธิ และ
เกิดปญญา สามารถนําความรู และหาแนวทางในการดแูลสุขภาพตนเองไดอยางมีประสิทธิภาพ  
 
 
สรุป 

โดยสรุป โยคะเปนศาสตรการแพทยทางเลือกแขนงหนึ่ง จัดเปนศาสตรการดูแลสุขภาพ
แบบองครวม ซ่ึงรวมกายกับใจของผูฝกเขาดวยกัน โดยใหความสําคัญกับเทคนิคตาง ๆ ที่ชวยให
มนุษยรูจักมูลเหตุทุกชนิดที่ขาดสมดุล อันกอใหเกิดการเจ็บปวย และจัดปรับใหคืนสูความเปนปกติ 
ดังนั้นโยคะจึงเปนศาสตรที่วาดวยการพัฒนาทางดานจิตและกายของมนุษย และดานการบัดรักษา
ไปพรอม ๆ กัน ซ่ึงขั้นตอนการฝกโยคะชุดนี้จะสงผลตอการดูแลสุขภาพแบบองครวมของกลุมผูที่มี
อาการภูมิแพระบบทางเดินหายใจ   
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